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T H E S E A R C H F O R IDENTITY
Aspects of Spirituality in the Late Twentieth
Century Expressed in Contemporary Iranian
Painting.

ABSTRACT
This research centres on an artist's interpretation of the search for identity in
twentieth century—particularly as expressed by the Post-Revolutionary Art of Iran.
A n autobiographical approach has been used to show h o w this Iranian artist's
identity has been built from the relationship between personal, religious and social
matters, tradition and modernity, and the East and the West. The outcomes of this
research have been demonstrated through two major exhibitions of artworks, in
'The L o n g Gallery', University of Wollongong

under the following titles,

Forgotten Identity, 1993 and The Search for Identity, 1995.
The artworks and the dissertation accompanying the exhibited work are concerned
with the need for people in this late twentieth century to re-examine their lives and to
open themselves towards spiritual values. T h e works are based in the ideology and
the spiritual foundation of the Islamic Revolution.
The author's own art development is part of this period. The written documentation
uses this personal history as a starting point for discussion of an artistic
investigation into the culture and ethos of Post-Revolutionary Iran. Through a
discussion of the works of other artists, w h o in the author's opinion have
contributed to the history of Iranian Art, both in the traditional and contemporary
movements and through an analysis of his o w n art works, the document gives
insight into this search for personal and national artistic identity.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

This presentation is titled The Search for Identity: Aspects of Spirituality in t
Late Twentieth Century Expressed in Contemporary

Iranian Painting. The

documentation presents the background and gives the reason as to w h y this
particular figurative painter is involved in the search to portray such a subject. The
document consists of three major sections. The first section is allocated to m y
biography, which in some ways forms a very brief history of contemporary Iran.
The second section is a research and analysis of Contemporary Iranian Figurative
Painting. The third section is a personal investigation and search into the identity
of m o d e m h u m a n beings, which is presented through two major exhibitions of m y
paintings. This deals with the everlasting struggle in h u m a n beings between good
and evil.
As a human being, the social and mental problems of people have always been
favourite themes for m y art works. I have created m a n y mural paintings and other
art works with social subject matter, while I was in Iran. W h e n I was awarded a
scholarship from m y Government and came to Australia and met with this n e w
culture, with all its diversity, I was confused for a while. In this secular world, I
feel that I a m a stranger. A s an artist, w h o is interested in dealing with critical
themes about h u m a n beings, I decided during this time to investigate the main
problem of contemporary human beings—the lack of spirituality in their life.
Curiosity about human beings, society and a tendency towards self-reflection,
finally convinced m e to take on this task.

These three sections are, in fact, complementary to each other, enabling the reade
to have a better understanding of m y artworks. In the first section, I have given
you a picture of m y background and a view about social, economic and political
affairs of Contemporary Iran. This information will enable you to understand m y
analysis and criticism of Contemporary Figurative Painting of Iran, in the second
section. A s there are few documentations and books written about Contemporary
Iranian Art and Culture—particularly in the Post-Islamic Revolution period—this
document could be unique, in its o w n style.
Although, returning to the past was very hard, I have tried to remember some of
m y experiences from m y busy life, by using m y memory. I have to state that m y
life is full of memories and adventures, thus I preferred to select those, which help
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to give a broad picture of m y past. I have explained the very first demonstrations
of m y artistic talents in m y childhood and h o w I developed m y art, without having
any art teacher until m y youth. That time was simultaneous with the creation of the
great Islamic Revolution in Iran, which was in fact a n e w birth for m e . That time
w a s a turning point of m y social life, in general, and of m y artistic life, in
particular. I think, from that time m y life story became a part of the Islamic
Revolution story. Moving out of a society under a hard dictatorship and entering a
free society and living under the Islamic L a w was the event that Iranian Moslems
and I could not imagine, even in our dreams.
Now, in Australia, far from that revolutionary society, and having opportunity to
analyse, w h e n I look at m y past, I find that I can call this incident nothing but a
miracle, which happened in the late twentieth century. T h e effects of this
Revolution sooner or later will spread throughout the world.
I have also mentioned my experiences at the Faculty of Fine Arts in Tehran
University, as both student and teacher, and m y other social and artistic activities
and involvement during the war, which Iraq's regime imposed on our nation. This
section concludes by m y coming to Australia to continue m y education and m y
unexpected journey to Mecca, which had a great impact on m e and opened a n e w
door for m y social, spiritual and artistic life.
In working on the second section, I came across some difficulties, such as lack of
resources and writings about Iranian Contemporary Art. A s I have already
mentioned, unfortunately, there is not enough written information about the
contemporary history of Iran, especially about art and culture and particularly in the
Post-Islamic Revolution period. A s I had opportunity to go back to Iran, three
times, since I c a m e to Australia and also because I do k n o w m a n y of the PostRevolutionary Artists, I was able to collect some useful information for this
research. I should state that there are other styles of art and m a n y artists in Iran,
that I did not consider in this study. A s I a m a figurative painter, the focus of this
research is only on the Figurative Painting of the period.

This second section has been divided into two parts; before the Islamic Revolution
and the Post-Revolutionary period. A s the influence of Western Art and Culture
on Iran was so deep, in the first period, I have also briefly mentioned its roots, in
recent centuries. In fact, the influence of the West on Iran in those times, created a
major change in the Art of Iran, the positive and negative effects of which are
considered and discussed. There are explanations about h o w Persian Traditional
Painting was liberated from the small format of manuscript texts, becoming larger
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in scale and more popular. Also considered is h o w it lost its originality, details,
brilliant colours and its philosophical views.
The Iranian Artists, particularly at the beginning of this century, turned from
"subjectivity", noticed the world of their environments and turned to "objectivity".
The super-natural ideal form and imaginary idea of the h u m a n being has changed to
materialistic and worldly forms. The spiritual image of the h u m a n being of the
poets has been turned by artists to the physical image of the h u m a n being in their
daily life. This tendency of Iranian Artists towards the materialistic forms and
imitation of nature, with the support of royalty, developed to the extent that in a
certain time (the Ghajarid Period) Iranian Painting changed to a completely western
style, and the dominant style of Iran became Naturalism.

This style w a s

introduced, at its highest level, by the artist M o h a m m a d Ghafari (Kamal Al Molk)
and w a s expanded by his students in Iran, in the first half of the twentieth century.
The domination of this style in Iran was to such an extent, that society would not
accept any kind of art style, except Naturalism.
The course of imitation of the West and forsaking Traditional Art, particularly at
the end of the Pahlavi Dynasty of dictators, finally became merely imitation of
M o d e r n Art and mostly became 'touristic' Art. Naturally, beside this movement,
some groups of artists remained loyal to the values of Traditional Art. However,
as they did not have the support of royalty and the wealthy, they had no important
role in the formation of art in society and their movements sometimes stopped and
had no chance to grow.

The main point of my criticism is of Iranian Artists, who could not use the positive
values of Western Art in a similar w a y to Western Artists, w h o had gained m u c h
from artforms of other cultures at the end of the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. T h e criticism of course includes the rulers and upper classes, w h o
requested and supported such art. Iranian Artists were satisfied only to use a
superficial form of Western Art, while neglecting their o w n traditions. Western
artists, on the other hand, were often able to use ideas from the East and from
Africa, but managed to combine these with their o w n traditions.
In the Post-Islamic Revolutionary period, I have written about different movements
in painting. This part is concerned with an analysis of the artists and paintings of
the Islamic Revolution, the styles which influenced the artists and its difference to
other contemporary styles of art.

The n e w era was started by referring back to the principal tenors of original Islam
in Iran. Iranian Artists at the beginning of their rebirth considered Islam and
found their objectives in Islamic culture and civilisation. They tried to restrict
themselves to Islamic manners and refrain from showing affairs not desired by
society.
The paintings of this era are considered from two respects in this documentation—
content and technical aspects. T h e painters of the Islamic Revolution have
considered h u m a n beings both in materialistic and metaphysical respects.
Consequently, in the Revolutionary art on one hand, concern over political, social
and economic issues can be found, and on the other hand, analysis of h u m a n
character and ideological issues can also be found.
The important point about the Art of the Islamic Revolution is that in spite of all
its success, it should be noted that so far, there is no work to fully merit the
dignity of the Great Islamic Revolution. The Artists of the Islamic Revolution
could consider the values of their o w n traditional art and cultural heritage to
enrich their art. The art of mosaic, the geometrical values of decorative arts, the
powerful composition and brilliant colours of the Persian Traditional Miniature
with the positive values of the international arts, together could m a k e a suitable
background for the n e w art of the Islamic Revolution.

The third section is about my research and study of the human dimensions of
identity and existence, which can be called "self-realisation". I have attempted to
analyse, with a critical attitude and approach, the base aspects of humanity, our
internal challenges between the two forces of light and darkness and to reveal the
dark side of h u m a n nature.

Since the Renaissance period, when "humanism" flourished and the concept of
originality was given to people, their gaze is fixed on the earth rather than to the
heavens and they consider the earth the more important. This anti-spiritual
rebellion against Heaven, has kept us in a world of darkness and ignorance.
M o d e r n h u m a n beings have sought first to destroy the power of religion over
their souls and then to question even the meaning of evil and sin. Today, the
m o d e m person is quite often a lost creature, and finds no answer for the essential
questions—in fact m a n y are facing an identity crisis.

In m y works, I have attempted to indicate this alienation from ourselves, and the
positive and true values that w e have lost from the past. There are still m a n y
things of spiritual value remaining in our life, which are being threatened every
day, whether by means of books, magazines, movies or military armaments.
There is encouragement for modern h u m a n beings to re-consider the w a y they
live in this so-called civilisation. This is a call for people to realise w h o they are
and to become aware of that spark of eternity which each contains within
themselves.

Various symbols have been used for expression of beliefs and emotions. These
forms, including the geometrical forms, abstract forms and colours have
particular personal meanings, sometimes deriving from Islamic Tradition and
sometimes personally created. Islamic and religious motives, even references to
particular paintings, are used and sometimes combined in n e w ways together with
ideas from suitable elements of western art. Forms and shapes within the
paintings are under the influence of Persian traditional painting and share a
tendency towards particular exaggerations. Figures and shapes have been
emphasised with contour lines and colours are flat and two-dimensional. Besides
conveying feelings, they express different ideas and meanings according to the
subject of the paintings.

As far as the operative and practical aspects of human life are concerned, the
perfect and exemplary relation between contemplation and action is to be found for
every religious person in the life of the holy prophets, w h o are of necessity the
model for every form of spiritual life in this world. Therefore, I have attempted to
show a search for the image of the "Perfect H u m a n " . I have been searching for
this non-existent being in m y life, so I have created m y o w n vision and offer it as
an example and a symbolic solution for m o d e m humanity.
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SECTION 2
BIOGRAPHY
CHILDHOOD

I was born in Abadan, located in the south of Iran, in 1961. In fact, the city was
an island which was linked to the nearest city, Khorramshar. Khorramshar was
later completely destroyed in the war with Iraq. The largest oil refinery in the
world is located in Abadan. This factory, like a giant dragon, slept above the city,
fire and smoke leaping from its chimneys, so the whole city was under its spell.
The view of the city was formed by its huge machines and rolled tubes. M a n y
guards looked after and strictly controlled it. Every morning and every evening, at
the change of shift, the dragon called with his dreadful cry for his personnel to
c o m e to work. M y father, w h o worked in the oil refinery, went to work every day
hearing that cry. I was always afraid when hearing that sound and imagined it to
be a huge and strange animal in m y childish imagination.
My parents were interested in crafts and they usually made things in their spare
time. I well remember that sometimes m y father brought h o m e some useless
pieces of engines and other things and made objects by putting them together. T o
us, the children, those crafts which m y father made were strange and unusual. W e
always asked him, " W h a t are these things you making? W e have never seen a
candlestick like this one you have made. That is not beautiful at all. W h o m have
you seen w h o makes things with nuts and bolts?" It was more surprising that m y
father was interested that w e use his works at home. N o w I realise that w e never
really understood his works and their true value.

The oil refinery in Abadan had extensive facilities for its personnel; for instan
library, sporting facilities, recreational facilities, a pool, a club and a cinema. M y
father brought h o m e magazines and publications from his work place regularly.
Those magazines were very useful with good quality printing, which was unique
in m y country at that time. I, w h o did not yet k n o w h o w to read, usually looked at
the pictures and sometimes drew them, but m y brothers and sisters read those
magazines and used some of the articles, especially those which were allocated to
craft and arts.
One day, my brother read an article about making a boomerang, so he decided to
m a k e one, and I was supposed to help him with the job. W e found a piece of
w o o d and m a d e the boomerang. According to the article's instructions the
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boomerang was meant to return, after its rotations in the air. W e threw it into the
sky m a n y times but it never came back to our hands—not even once. However w e
used it as a decoration at home.
As I have akeady said, my family members usually made craft objects and creative
works or painting. I watched them making these things with a lot of interest, and
sometimes they devolved a small part of their jobs to m e . I was often able to do
that job perfectly.
We had a good soccer team in our suburb. My brothers were members of the team
and in charge of publicity and the artistic work for the team. Soccer is the most
popular sport in m y country and in particular, in m y city Abadan. Perhaps this is
because m a n y English employees had worked in the oil refinery for a long time and
usually they played soccer. So gradually people were attracted to soccer as a sport
and it became popular in Abadan. Usually, m y brothers printed the team's sign
and n a m e on the sports-shirts and I also helped them in that job. In this manner, I
learnt the first steps of hand-printing. The style was very simple and easy to do.
Usually w e transferred our design onto a piece of cardboard, then w e cut the
positive spaces of the design. W h e n the plate was ready, w e put it on the shirts,
then pressed some vegetables or leaves onto the plate. So the designs were printed
on the shirts easily. They were immovable, because w e used natural dyes.
In those times, I spent most of my time playing with my friends and was never
tired of those games. Playing with clay was also a favourite occupation and often I
liked to m a k e little sculptures of human figures with mythical subjects. Sometimes
I also drew or painted with chalk or a red pen, an activity I liked very much.
I liked to watch the religious paintings, which Dervishes (mendicants) sometimes
brought to the alleys of the city to show to people. The subject matter of such
paintings w a s from religious stories and events (Plates 52, 53 & 54).

The

paintings were large scale in oil, so people could see the whole painting from a
distance. Close-up they could see m a n y detailed small figures and sections to the
painting. The Dervish would hang the rolled canvas on the wall and call the people
to gather around him with his small loud speaker, then he would start to explain the
story which was painted on the canvas. "What beautiful colours! W h a t a beautiful
face the I m a m has!" I said to myself while I stared at the painting. S o m e people
were burning in hell in the comer of the painting. In another part, people came out
of their graves, waiting for God's judgement. I always liked to look at such
paintings and to hear the Dervish's speech. At that time, although it was just a few
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years after the introduction of television, which had become the people's favourite
entertainment, they still liked to hear the speeches of the Dervishes.
During the Month of Muharram1, the time of mourning for the Imams, all the
people prepared themselves for the event. W h o l e buildings and houses were
decorated with black fabrics, flags, religious posters and paintings. Religious
speeches and mourning ceremonies were held in the mosques and also in m a n y
homes. O n some special occasions, people kept themselves awake until morning
and mourned through the nights at the mourning meetings and demonstrations in
the streets. I, along with the other children made little lanterns for the special night
of mourning ceremonies for the Imam's family. T o m a k e the lanterns w e children
supplied a lot of small tins, m a d e m a n y holes in the bottoms of the tins and m a d e
handles for them. Then w e put candles inside the tins and lighting them, w e would
carry them as w e walked through the streets around the city and mourned until
morning. Those little lanterns created a beautiful scene in the darkness of the city.
After the passage of the mourning days, childish playing continued once more.
Usually I managed the games and m a d e the facilities and toys for the other
children. For instance, I m a d e weapons, bows and arrows, hats and other things
depending on the g a m e to be played. M a n y times I m a d e the toys for "Cowboys
and Indians" games and I tried to use m y whole talent to m a k e them beautiful and
perfect. W h a t wonderful times w e children had! With a lot of excitement and
pleasure, w e repeated the scenes of cowboy movies in the alleys of our suburb.
Sometimes, also in imitation of R o m a n movies, w e separated into two big groups
and fought each other with old-style weapons, which w e m a d e ourselves. W e
children really enjoyed re-creating those stories from the movies.
My other hobby was walking in the palm-groves and running over the canals,
usually alone, but sometimes with m y friends. The smell of the palm-trees with
their fresh dates and the smell of the sea has remained in m y m e m o r y for ever. I
enjoyed shooting crabs and frogs with m y little b o w and those little creatures were
often out of luck, because I was a very good shot. O n rainy days, I went out of
our house to play in the rain. I liked to walk in the rain and see the reflected scenes
on the water, which gathered on the ground. That w a s very interesting and
sometimes dreadful for m e , because seeing the reflected pictures of the sky and

during this month, Shiites mourn the martyrdom of Imam Hosain—the son of Imam All and
the grandson of the Prophet Mohammad (PBUH)—and his followers who tried to fight with the
Omayyed Caliph Yazid. They were surrounded by Yazid's Forces and suffered terribly from thirst
and suffered martyrdom in the Mesopotamian Desert near the Euphrates, in Iraq, nearly fourteen
centuries ago. There are services and processions and, in some places, passion plays re-enacting
the death of the Martyrs.
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clouds on the water under m y feet, caused m e to feel that I was standing on the
clouds. Then I would be frightened for a moment and I would run from the scene.
However I never forget the beautiful rainy scenes and the contact of large rain
drops with the ground—the smell of the earth and palm-groves of Abadan.
Curiosity about the forms and shapes of cloud masses and finding there various
human and animals figures, also was m y other favourite thing. Finding accidental
forms in the paint on the walls, or on objects and noticing their similarities to real
figures were other imaginations, which kept m y mind busy for a great deal of the
time.
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ENTERING SCHOOL
Before I went to the school, I usually used to run and cry after my brothers, who
were going to school every day, demanding to go with them. At last, one day m y
mother took m e to the school and with the permission of the teacher put m e in the
class beside m y brother. B y chance, the teacher punished a lazy student that day
and I had not expected that such a scene would happen at school. So I was a bit
scared and this caused m e to not ever cry after m y brothers again, w h e n they
wantedfogoto the school. This did not m e a n that m y interest in school w a s
decreased and generally I still looked forward to going to school.

At last I entered school six months earlier than the official age, in consultation
the manager of the school. Entering school and getting acquainted with text-books
affected m e very much. I regularly painted m y book illustrations at h o m e every
day. M y class-mates asked m e to draw different objects in the classroom or other
things such as a horse or a flower. I quickly drew for them what they wanted and
created a lot of interest. M y class-mates encouraged m e greatly and this m a d e m e
feel more confident with m y work. O n e of m y problems at that time unfortunately
was that m y teachers did not believe that I, personally, m a d e m y crafts and
paintings. Perhaps this was because of the quality of m y works, which were
usually very advanced, especially for m y age and m y body, which was small and
weak compared to m y class-mates. T h e other reason might be because some
students used to order shops to m a k e crafts and paintings for them and then
presented these as their o w n works at school at that time.
I worked very hard and painted regularly. I even illustrated my written homework
by copying the pictures from m y text books. Most of the time, I looked at pictures
which m y brother painted in our room and I said to myself that I wanted to be able
to paint as well as that one day.
After I had finished primary school, my father, who was retired by then, decided
to return to his home-town, Boroujerd, which was located in the mountain area,
where there were snowy winters and cold weather. I did not mind changing our
place, but did not like losing m y friends, because I well knew, that I would
certainly miss them very much. At last w e moved to Boroujerd. The city had
beautiful natural scenery, views and climate. Migration to that city affected m y life
tremendously. The customs, local language and accent of the people in that city
were completely different from our region. I felt a bit isolated from other people
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and did not m a k e any friends at first, but little by little I became familiar with our
neighbours' children. After the summer holidays, when I entered upper school, I
also m a d e m a n y friends there. In spite of that, I still felt lonely and often enjoyed
sitting on the roof of our house, speaking to the birds with an imitation of their
sounds. T h e beautiful scenes of fields, bush and the snowy summits of the
mountains were visible from the roof. I did many sketches of those scenes and the
snowy mountains, so that I memorised all the places and the peaks and valleys of
the mountains. Sometimes I imagined a pre-historic bird or animal coming out
from behind the mountains and that gave m e a very strange feeling, which I really
enjoyed.

Often I, with other children, went to the fields and the bush to play, having fun a
eating the wild raspberries. Being in the dark and dense bush created feelings of
adventure inside m e and sometimes reminded m e of Tarzan movies. That caused
m e to go on an imaginary journey and to m a k e adventure stories in m y mind.
Basically I was an imaginative boy and every small thing could m a d e m y mind
busy for a long time.

In those times, I gradually tried to gain experience in oil painting. One day I mad
a small canvas and painted a religious painting by using pigment and oil. That was
one of the paintings I most enjoyed creating. I hung it in our house. After the
passage of a few weeks, m y brother's dove accidentally hopped into the room,
where the painting was hanging and flew around the room. M y brother and I tried
to catch the dove, but it was excited and flew in every direction. Suddenly it flew
into the painting and the painting fell to the floor, the paint cracking and falling off
the surface. I was upset by that accident and more than that, it surprised m e that
the paint could crack in such a way. Later I found out that it was because I had
used the wrong medium to mix the oil and pigment.

•^ nnno rm_.-*£?7 ?
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HIGH SCHOOL YEARS
As I grew up I became very busy doing my homework and did not have enough
time to paint. At that time, because of social pressures, parents wanted their
children to become engineers and doctors and they did not admire educating them
in other subjects. Under the effect of such an idea, 1 entered high school and
studied in the field of physics and mathematics. Although I liked that area of study
very much, I had to spend most of m y time studying and doing homework. There
was no art subject at high school except, for two hours of an optional class per
week. Most of m y art activities in high school involved making wall posters and
sometimes drawing and painting. I also entered the art competitions between the
high schools and was usually awarded many prizes. I painted in various styles and
often, w h e n I became acquainted with a n e w style, I experienced that for a while. I
was very interested in Persian Miniature Painting and often I painted in that style.
I developed through a number of stages of imaginative drawing at that time. In the
first stage, I only drew trees with a lot of branches and without any leaves. I
continued drawing trees, whenever I found the time at school, especially during
m y leisure time between classes. I drew everywhere and in the empty spaces of
m y notebooks and text books—even on the text margins and covers. The second
stage involved drawing horses. In that period I only drew horses from different
angles for some time. The third stage saw m e drawing silhouettes of h u m a n
figures. I used to draw m a n y small figures on a page of paper in black and white
and also on every surface I could find. The third course attracted m e very m u c h
and I continued it seriously. Later I started drawing from the sport books, which
m y big brother used for training his muscles. H e also liked to draw human figures
from those books. Sometimes w e competed at drawing h u m a n figures by using
"conte" pencils. I well remember that w e took m a n y days to draw one figure with
every detail. Besides this, I drew calligraphy on m y text books. I would like to
mix the words similar to knitting style and spent a great deal of time doing it.

At that time, the social and political situation was extremely disturbed in Iran. T
Shah, the dictator of Iran had tried hard to westernise Islamic society and culture.
Although Iran had a parliament and a cabinet, the Shah controlled the government.
His vast power aroused m u c h opposition, especially from students, intellectuals,
religious leaders and workers. H e denied freedom of speech and otherrightsand
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used the secret police and military force to silence opponents. His policies violated
the teachings of Islam.
Western movies were an important influence in trying to change the culture.
Martial-art movies became very popular, because of the death of Bruce Lee. His
movies attracted m e and caused m e to develop on interest in the martial-arts. A
friend of mine taught m e Karate and I enjoyed practising it during that time. I
bought a lot of Bruce Lee posters and put them up in the room, which m y big
brother had set up for sports training. For a long time the subject matter of m y
paintings was based on the portraits and the figures of Bruce Lee w h o was the king
of martial arts. H e occupied the place of Tarzan and Superman in m y mind,
because until that time I had usually painted pictures of Superman and Tarzan
everywhere in our house and in m y notebooks.
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THE ISLAMIC REVOLUTION IN IRAN
In February 1979, a phenomenon happened in the world which I still cannot
believe, after the passage of m a n y years. It was the incident of the Islamic
Revolution in Iran. A nation, which had been deluded and westernised by the
Shah (king)—the dictator—had suddenly changed and did not want to imitate the
west and give blind obedience to this dictator. All the people, young and old, men,
w o m e n and children demonstrated on the streets of the cities of Iran and demanded
the dethronement and trial of the Shah. The people, w h o were united, cried for
liberty, independence and the return of I m a m Khomeini, w h o was in exile and for
the establishment of the Islamic Republican Government in Iran.
Iran had suffered the monarchy for twenty five centuries and had not tasted
freedom. The more recent dictatorship was imposed on Iran by Reza Khan and his
son. Reza K h a n w h o was a simple soldier, took control of Iran and became the
King by a coup, which was designed by a journalist, in the early twentieth century.
The enthusiastic days of the Revolution reminded me of the stories, which my
father told m e about his life. I liked to listen to him, w h o emotionally explained
about his experiences during the civil war in Iran and h o w he was forced into
military service by the government. H e said that Reza Shah had dreadful eyes and
nobody dared to look at his eyes. The dictator killed m a n y people so that he could
stay in power. Here are some quotes about the dictator by his son, M o h a m m a d
Reza Shah, written in his book:
But such an imposing personality as his virtually shut the door on
close friendships, for people wouldn't dare think of approaching
him on an equal footing. I think that was his problem. I have often
wondered if he felt lonely.2
Finally, as a leader, w h o himself had authoritarian tendencies, m y
father resented another dictator such as Hitler3
Other evidence also gives an indication of the way the Shah operated:
...like m a n y of his predecessors, he had the final say in all
decisions of government. His reign brought terror to m a n y of his
people, and others complained of the stifling atmosphere of his
dictatorship4
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...so he took steps to limit the power and influence of the mullahs
(clergy m e n ) . Shah Reza also ordered the m e n to substitute
European suits, ties and hats for their traditional turbans and loose
flowing robes. W o m e n were forbidden to wear the veil and were
encouraged to go out in public.5
Reza Shah had sympathy with Germany during the Second World War. Here,
further evidence relates to this issue:
Reza Shah allied himself with Germany at the start of World War 2.
In 1941, British and Soviet troops occupied Iran and forced the
pro-Nazi Shah to give up the throne to his son, M o h a m m a d . The
Old King, as Reza Shah became known, was deported to South
Africa where he died in 1950.
Before long the Allies (British and the Soviet Union) needed Iran as
a land brigade to carry supplies to the Soviet Union and as a source
of oil. In 1941, they invaded Iran. The pro-German Shah Reza
was forced to abdicate, and his son M o h a m m a d succeeded him.6

M y father explained to m e h o w the personnel of the oil refinery went on strike to
support Dr. Mossadeq, who later nationalised the oil industry in Iran. Mossadeq,
as the Prime Minister, established a revolutionary government with the support of
Ayatollah Kashani, the religious leader. My father told me how the Shah fled the
country and people enjoyed freedom for a while, but suddenly, Mossadeq's
government was overthrown in a coup.
Support for Mossadeq waned in the Majlis (parliament) which he
had tried to abolish, and in 1953 the Shah dismissed him.
Mossadeq refused to relinquish his office and announced that he
had overthrown the Shah. The Shah left Iran, and for four days
riots and unrest spread through Tehran. The army—under General
Fazlollah Zahedi, w h o was the Shah's next choice for Prime
Minister—supported the Shah and arrested Mossadeq and his
followers. British and U S agencies both secretly and openly
assisted the army, ensuring the success of the Shah's force against
Mossadeq. The Shah returned to Tehran, and Zahedi became Prime
Minister.7
Ashraf, the Shah's twin sister has recently published her autobiography and talks
about this event. She explains her involvement in the military coup which
overthrew Mossadeq, while he was in exile in Paris during her brother's regime:
I also remembered, and have decided to reveal, my instrumental
role in Operation Ajax—the C I A operation that led to Mossadeq's
fall...8
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A great deal has been written about Operation Ajax since 1953,
m u c h of it implying that this was a military operation by which the
American C I A forcibly restored the Shah to his throne.9
During the summer of 1953, an Iranian, whose name I can't
reveal—I will call him Mr. B — p h o n e d m e and said he had an
urgent message for m e . W h e n w e met, he said that the United
States and Great Britain were extremely concerned about the current
situation in Iran and that they had devised a plan to solve the
problem and benefit the Shah. H e added that m y assistance was
needed before this plan could be put into operation. W h e n I asked
for details, he said mat these would be explained if I agreed to meet
two m e n — a n American and an Englishman—whose names he
could not tell m e .
...It was only when we were inside, that the American told me he
was the personal representative of John Foster Dulles and that the
Englishman w a s speaking for Winston Churchill, whose
Conservative Party had recently come into power.
...Several anxious days followed, for if Mossadeq was not to
succeed in his plot to dethrone the Shah, then the people had to be
told exactly what had happened. A n d here apparently is where the
plan—Operation Ajax—that "Mr. B " had alluded to in Paris went
into operation.10
In the Late 1950s Mohammad Reza Shah instituted the first of several methods to
maintain his authority. In 1957 he created a national security and intelligence
organisation called the S A V A K , which monitored political activity and the press.
Arrests and torture of prisoners by the SAVAK agents were frequent and caused a
high degree of anti-government feeling among various elements of Iran.
To centralise his authority further, the Shah decreed a one-party
system in 1975. All other political parties were banned. The
Shah's response to internal dissatisfaction became increasingly
repressive, and h u m a n rights organisations reported numerous
violations, carried out mostly by members of the S A V A K . 1 1
...The Shah also commanded a large secret police force known as
the S A V A K . Almost four thousand S A V A K agents regularly
hunted d o w n those w h o opposed the Shah.12
The secret police force is very powerful and anyone might be an
agent—a taxi-driver, a shopkeeper or a passer-by. People w h o
disagree in public with government policy might be considered,
rightly or wrongly, to be dangerous to the state.13
Ashraf, the Shah's sister has mentioned about the SAVAK in her book:
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O n e of the decisions taken at this time, one that would become the
bete noire of m y brother's regime, was the creation of an Iranian
secret police, the S A V A K . Although some of the harshest and
often most distorted allegations concerning this organisation would
later appear in the American friends, its operations were trained by
the CIA, with some assistance from the M O S A D , the Israeli secret
police.14
The price of modernisation of Iran was not so valuable that Iranian Moslems could
tolerate it. Iranians had to lose their religion and their identity for that.
Although, Iran had rich oil resources, it was economically an underdeveloped
country in the first half of the twentieth century, because the oil went to foreign
countries almost free.
After Iranian oil production became a successful industry in the late
1940s, the Iranian government began a period of social and
industrial change that brought its people needed reforms. M u c h of
the profits, however, went to US-or British-owned companies, and
Iran's king (called the Shah) worked closely with the foreign
groups. 15
T h e Shah led Iran into the twentieth century but at a cost. H e
created a rigid atmosphere of repression—the press was heavily
censored, Parliament was his "rubber stamp", and only one political
party was allowed during his one-man rule.16
These quotations give some idea of the power held by the Shah and the political
system of the time and gives an indication of the hopelessness that people felt in
ever having this changed.
People now talked about a new government on the basis of their original beliefs,
religion and identity. That was a divine miracle. W e felt that only a miracle could
have changed people so m u c h and turned them back to their original direction.
That was the miracle of the Holy Koran, which I m a m Khomeini thought could
change a society, which relied on it, not only in Iran but also in m a n y parts of the
world. From this guidance the great change became possible.
During the Revolution I encountered scenes, which I had never seen before even in
the movies. W o m e n w h o wore black Chadors, protested on the streets, crying
"Death to the Shah!". I, w h o was shocked by hearing such a slogan, asked
myself, "Are they really saying such a slogan? W h a t brave people!" I wasrightto
think that, because everybody k n e w that the Shah, the dictator of Iran, had a
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powerful and strong military force. H e also had the S A V A K and foreign
supporters such as the United States Government. For a long time, the Shah and
his father Reza Khan had ruled Iran and nobody could oppose and say anything
against them. M a n y educated and religious people, scholars and students were in
political prisons, under the most savage and hardest forms of torture.
In July 1978, the protests spread to all the cities of Iran. Imam Khomeini who was
in exile in Iraq was deported under an agreement of the Shah and the Iraqi regime.
Thus I m a m Khomeini decided to go to Kuwait, but the Kuwaiti regime did not
allow him to enter. H e was forced to go to Paris, far from Iran. However, he still
led the Revolution throughout, his taped messages being sent to the Iranian people
constantly.
A few months later, the oil workers went on strike, declaring their opposition to
the monarchy and their support for I m a m Khomeini. Soon workers in all major
industries followed and disrupted all production and services.
At that time, I had just started my last year at high school, when Imam Khomeini
sent a massage for students and teachers to follow the workers and to go on strike.
I remember, when students in our school were aware of that message, they closed
the classes and gathered in the school-yard and began to protest, crying slogans
against the Shah and the Government. In only a few minutes, military trucks, full
of armed m e n wearing gas masks, stopped in front of our school. The army
intended to attack and suppress the protesters. They started shooting into the air
and tried to pacify us, but w e continued the protest. A s a result, the soldiers shot
tear-gas towards us and continued shooting into the air. W e ran away from the
school and joined another group of protesters, w h o were demonstrating nearby.
The crowd burned several buildings, including government offices, housing and
banks. The officer in c o m m a n d fired upon them, killing a few people and
wounding several others. The crowd responded by throwing stones. The officer
managed to kill three more and injure several others before being felled by a stone.
The protesters then jumped on him, stoning and kicking him to death.
The Shah was forced to initiate a series of reforms to be carried out by the new
Prime Minister. S o m e political prisoners were released and media censorship was
lifted, which enabled news of the strikes and opposition statements to be
broadcast.

A s a result, popular mobilisation expanded, the scale of the

demonstrations grew and collective action spread to smaller cities throughout the
country.
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A few months later, the Shah reversed his policy of reform, appointed a military
government headed by General Azhari, and imposed martial law throughout the
country, once he had received assurance from Washington that it would support
such actions. President Carter had been in close touch with the Shah throughout
the later part of the crisis. The military succeeded in temporarily breaking most,
but not all of the strikes. S o m e workers in major factories remained on strike.
During the first weeks of the military government, a few attacks happened against
highly visible symbols of the regime, such as statues of the Shah and government
buildings.
As Imam Khomeini remained in Paris, warning that anybody co-operating with the
government would be considered a traitor to Islam, he urged the faithful to
continue their strikes and demonstrations until the hated monarchy w a s
overthrown. H e declared that it was the duty of the faithful to die, if necessary, to
defeat the oppressive regime, that M o s l e m soldiers should desert if ordered to
shoot their M o s l e m brothers or sisters, and that oil workers should blow up oil
wells in case of military intervention.
While placing Iran under the military government, the Shah made it appear as if he
w a s backing down. H e said in a nation-wide television address on November 6,
1978:
I once again repeat m y oath before the Iranian nation and undertake
not to tolerate the past mistakes, unlawful acts, oppression and
corruption, but to m a k e up for them. I have read the revolutionary
message of you, the people, the Iranian nation. I guarantee that in
the future the Iranian Government will be divorced from tyranny
and oppression, and will be run on the basis of the constitution and
social justice.
People did not believe him and continued protesting against the military
government, particularly as Muharram approached. General Azhari, the Premier,
declared that a night curfew would be strictly enforced, and that no permits for
religious demonstrations would be issued.
Ayatollah Talegani, the recently released clerical leader of Tehran, advised the
people to express their opposition to the Shah by shouting 'Allah-o Akbar' (Allah
is the greatest) from the roof-tops at certain times. Such actions against the Shah
and his military government forced him to change the Prime Minster once again.
On December 29, Shahpour Bakhtiar, leader of the national Front, agreed to form a
government on the conditions that the Shah would immediately go abroad on
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holiday and that he would act as a constitutional monarch in the future. Bakhtiar
was confirmed by the Majles as the new Prime Minister.
None of this made any difference to Imam Khomeini. He declared that any
government appointed by the Shah was illegal, and that strikes and demonstrations
must continue.
The Shah's departure was a major event and caused popular attacks on the regime,
especially once Bakhtiar dissolved the S A V A K (secret police). In addition to
burning statues and government buildings, the crowds stepped up their attacks on
high-ranking government officials and members of the S A V A K , the police, and the
military. Most important, young people, often organised by the clergy, took
control of m a n y cities and formed governments of their own, generating dual
sovereignty.

Attacks against government officials increased. The Shah's

departure was interpreted as a significant victory and people celebrated by
demolishing his statues in numerous cities. M a n y people were killed in clashes
with the military. O n a number of occasions, soldiers and junior officers fired
upon their commanders or notorious officials rather than shoot protesters.
Sometimes some individual soldiers or police even committed suicide in the face of
orders to kill civilians. S o m e army officers and soldiers under their c o m m a n d set
aside their weapons, joined the demonstrators, and the protesters embraced them.
S o m e military trucks in Tehran for the first time displayed pictures of I m a m
Khomeini.
One of the major demands of the protesters was the return of Imam Khomeini to
Iran. At last, after the resistance of the regime against the people's demand, I m a m
Khomeini, the leader of the Islamic Revolution arrived in Tehran from Paris, in
February 1979. It was an occasion of unbridled rejoicing, for which there has
probably been no parallel in the modern world. People were shouting " The soul
of Hosain is coming back!" "The doors of paradise have been opened again!"
" W h e n evil goes out, the angel comes in!" " N o w is the time of martyrdom!", and
similar cries of ecstasy. Millions of people had lined up in the streets to greet
I m a m Khomeini. "I will appoint a government with the support of the nation," he
declared on arrival. " I will slap the Bakhtiar Government in the mouth." People
placed pictures of I m a m Khomeini everywhere in the cities. Young people printed
his portraits on the walls and some artists painted his portraits in large canvasses
and hung them on the government buildings.
A few days later, Imam Khomeini formed the Provisional Islamic Government.
Then the Air Force personnel, the Navy and the A r m y joined demonstrations in
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support of I m a m Khomeini. Finally, on February 11, 1979 the monarchy
collapsed in Iran and people controlled the country by the revolutionary army
organisation, which had already been established by I m a m Khomeini. It was a
sensitive and magnificent time in our history. I will never forget the days of the
victory of the Revolution, which people created with their empty hands against the
armed forces of the Shah, the dictator. People were happy and enjoyed their
victory. Car-lights were flashing and their horns were blowing to celebrate the
victory of the Revolution. All food shops and restaurants presented their food to
people free. The nation felt they were members of a family and loved each other.
T w o months later, the Islamic Republic Government was established in Iran
through a referendum.
Now, after the passage of many years from those enthusiastic days, that feeling is
still alive inside m e , and the fire, which the Islamic Revolution ignited in m y heart,
is still w a r m and burning. I should confess that the Islamic Revolution created a
major change in m y thought and in that of millions of other humans throughout the
world. It filled the vacuum in m y thoughts at therighttime. People, especially the
young, became more interested in reading books and newspapers. I remember that
everywhere I looked I could find bookshops. Even on the footpaths of the streets,
m a n y book sellers exhibited their books and were selling them. A n y time I went
out to walk, I returned h o m e with a lot of books in m y arms, and I was really
thirsty to read.
After the victory of the Islamic Revolution, many organisations were established
by the leader and people, aiming to protect the Revolution from attacks by antiRevolutionaries, and to develop the villages and poor regions of the country.
People determined to rebuild their country and I, w h o had finished high school
education and was free, joined those organisations. I mostly worked in Jihad-e
Sazandeghi (Mobilisation for Development) in the Department of Civil
Engineering. That organisation helped villages, so I usually spent most of m y
times in rural areas. It was a good experience for m e to experience rural life.
People's lives in villages were simple—the same as their hearts. They were very
kind to us and perhaps they understood that people from the cities had come to help
them. I could see it on their oppressed faces. I also became very close to nature
and I enjoyed being able to be alone in the fields, because of m y job. The silence
of fields m a d e m e concentrate and think about myself and God.
By that time, the situation in the country was not completely quiet. Some rulers in
other countries did not like our Revolution, because of its nature, which was
opposed to World Imperialism. Thus they tried to destroy the Islamic Revolution.
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After the passage of a year from the establishment of the Islamic Revolution in
Iran, the Imperialists—especially the United States G o v e r n m e n t — w e r e
disappointed in their projected conspiracies to destroy or control the Islamic
Revolution. They encouraged the Iraqi dictator, Saddam Hosain to attack Iran for
the purpose of annihilating the Islamic Revolution. The Iraqi armies attacked Iran
suddenly and occupied m a n y cities and Iranian territory. W e , the Iranian people
were taken by surprise and did not expect any foreign attack on our country.
In September (1980) Saddam Hussein (Hosain) announced the
1975 Algiers Treaty in these words: "This Shatt (river) shall again
be, as it has throughout history, Iraqi and Arab in n a m e and in
reality, with allrightsof full sovereignty over it.17
Saddam Hussein (Hosain) gave the order for Iraq's attack on Iran
to begin on 22 September 1980. His aim was to take control of the
water-way lying between the two countries, the Shatt al-Arab
(Arvand River). H e also wanted, if he could, to annex territory in
the south-west of Iran, which contains a minority population of
Arabic speakers. H e also hoped to topple Iran's n e w Shi'te
revolutionary regime, which he feared might incite Iraq's o w n
Shi'te population to revolt against him. 18
People joined two powerful army organisations, called Baseej-e Mustad'afeen
(Mobilisation of the Dispossessed) and Sepah-e Pasdaran (Revolutionary A r m y
Organisation) to defend their country. I, like other people, also joined those
revolutionary organisations and worked in their propaganda sections. It was at that
time, that m y artistic activities became more serious and professional. I worked in
various fields of fine arts like calligraphy, mural painting and political caricature. I
presented several caricature exhibitions some of which were shown in public
places, such as streets and public gardens, so people could access the exhibition
easily.
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MILITARY SERVICE
The war became more severe in the battle-fields. Now that I was old enough to go
to military service, I joined the Navy. I was sent to a sea-garrison in the north of
Iran to take a military training course. I passed the course as a distinguished army
student and was awarded the first prize in military education. Then I was sent to
Bandar Abbas (Port of Abbas) for service at a sea-garrison for the Southern Navy.
I served at the anti-air force department and usually was sent on duty to battle
fields, military areas and strategic places to protect them from attacks of the
enemies' air forces. I remember, I was sent to an important harbour to protect a
big jetty and a petro-chemical factory. There were a few big ammonia wells in that
factory and s o m e people said, that if the enemy fired on the wells, the whole
harbour would be frozen. They were strange, dreadful and frightening days for us
until those wells were empty. Even imagination of such an event was terrifying,
let alone being in that situation. However w e had good times in that harbour as
well and sometimes w e played soccer and went fishing.
When I finished that tour of duty, I was sent to another one on a small island in the
Persian Gulf to protect the island and its oil installations from attacks by the Iraqi
Air Force, the landing of American Parachutists and the occupation of the island.
The island was very strategically important and almost a non-residential place.
Only some army personnel and the staff, w h o worked in the oil installations, lived
there. The island was so quiet. Often I went to take a walk around the island in
m y leisure times (Plate 2). It did not even take an hour before I could arrive back
where I had started m y walk. Walking on a land, which at least for a long time
nobody had touched, was very interesting and gave m e a mysterious feeling. I
also enjoyed sitting in a comer and staring at the horizon of the blue sea and
thinking about being alone in a small island in the middle of sea. The colour of the
sea near to the land w a s a very beautiful azure and the water w a s so limpid,
because it was shallow. It was an incredible scene. I could see the sea-bed, seaplants and sea-animals. The variety of coloured fishes in the water and the rocks
near the sea attracted m e and I watched that scene for hours.
One of the hobbies, for we soldiers on that island, was collecting sea flowers
(corals) and ear-shells to give to our families as presents. In spite of all those
activities, w e missed our families, friends and basically people, because w e felt
lonely on that Island. Sometimes, especially towards the end of our duties, w e
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stared at the horizon for hours, waiting for a ship to c o m e to exchange us with
another group of soldiers. Often w e saw a small speck on the horizon and w e
thought it must be that ship. W e sent the news to each other, but as the spot came
closer to the island, it was usually an oil tanker or a special supply-boat with food
and mineral water. Eventually our dreams came true and our ideal ship arrived, but
being a huge war ship, it could not berth to the harbour. So it cast anchor near the
island and w e were exchanged with a n e w group of soldiers by life-boats. W h e n
w e arrived at Bandar Abbas, the most desirable thing for us was watching people,
but w e were returned to the sea garrison in Bandar Abbas. Then w e were sent for
a holiday for three weeks.
Later, I was transferred to the Political and Theological Section of the garrison,
because I previously used to co-operate with that department. I was in charge of
the Visual Arts Office. In that time I was very active and usually m y daily job
started from early morning and finished at mid-night. This course of m y life also
was one of the most important courses of m y artistic activities. I worked in
various fields of fine arts, for instance, calligraphy, stage design, acting, graphic
design, poster design, caricature and painting. In that time I became more familiar
with the theatre.
Living with theatre was very interesting for me and I enjoyed working with our
group. The group included soldiers and some of the staff of the garrison. W h e n
our group intended to present a performance, all the members worked very hard
and seriously. W e prepared all facilities for the play. M y friend and I designed a
stage, where w e practiced every day. W e even ate our food and rested there. The
stage was like a house for us and w e became like a family. The first play of our
group w a s welcomed by people and the mass media. The government television
network in that region invited us to perform the play at the station for recording.
The network broadcast the play m a n y times. Such activities in theatre was
enjoyable for m e , besides doing fine arts.
I decided to expand my activities more to the city rather than just working in the
garrison. I exhibited several exhibitions of paintings, caricatures and posters
throughout the city. I changed a building, which was m a d e for stores at the
garrison, into a n e w place for prayer. This place was also able to be used as a
gallery and cinema. Gradually, I developed the Visual Arts Office and supplied
more facilities for it. Unfortunately, there were not enough artists at the garrison to
help m e to do more activities, so I personally had to do everything there. I had to
supply the materials, create art work and present them to the public, by myself. In
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spite of working hard for hours, I never felt tired. I produced m a n y paintings,
posters and cartoons during that period.
Usually my office was crowded, so I preferred to work in another room, which we
used for storing materials. That room was very small and had no air conditioning.
It was an intolerable place in the hot weather of Bandar Abbas. In spite of that, I
still liked to work there, because I needed to be alone while working. Aside from
m y art activities I enjoyed going to military duties on some islands in the Persian
Gulf.
Through over-work, I became ill and was transferred to Tehran, the capital city of
Iran, where the climate was very pleasant. Tehran was close to Boroujerd, the city
where m y parents were living, so I could see them more often. O n e day, when I
was on m y vacation at home, someone knocked at the door. M y mother opened
the door and she was told that m y young brother had been injured on the battlefield. H e w a s very young and had recently joined the Sepah-e Pasdaran
(Revolutionary A r m y Organisation). I could not believe- that m y mother was able
to tolerate that news, but surprisingly she did that. M y parents went to Shiraz, the
city where m y brother was confined to bed in a hospital, to visit him. I had to
return to Tehran, because m y vacation was over. Later, when m y brother was
transferred to a hospital in Tehran, I went to the hospital to meet him as soon as I
could. I asked the information desk at the hospital for directions to m y brother's
room. I was led to the intensive care room. A nurse showed m e the bed, which
was surrounded by a curtain. W h e n I came close to the bed and opened the
curtain, I found that the patient was not m y brother, but somebody w h o had the
same name. There were so many casualties in the hospitals in those days, because
our armies had made a great attack on the enemies in Khorramshar and had recaptured
the city. A n y w a y , I found m y brother after searching a few other hospitals in
Tehran. W h e n I looked at him, at first I thought he has lost both his legs. I
removed his bed sheet, and I saw his legs, which were so tiny and weak. H e
explained what had happened to him on the battle-field. H e said that his back had
been injured, while he was attacking the enemies in the front-line. His back was
so badly damaged, that he was unable to do anything for a period of time. Doctors
said to him that he would get better, but that he m a y never be able to walk again.
H e was hopeless and very sad. I told him that the doctors might be wrong and that
he would get better if G o d wanted him to. H e got much better with the passage of
time, and although he had some problems he was able to walk again.
After a few months of living in Tehran, I felt better and demanded to go back to
Bandar Abbas. I really missed working at the Political and Theological
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Department. Although it was the middle of summer, when the weather was too hot
and Bandar Abbas was really like a hell, it was Ramezan month (Ramadan) when I
arrived back. I continued working at the Political and Theological Department and
set up co-operation with the local television network. The manager of the
television network offered m e work there after I finished m y military service. I
turned down his offer, because I wanted to continue m y education at university.
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UNIVERSITY YEARS
At last, I was finished my military service duty and went back home to Boroujerd
in 1982. There I co-operated with the Sepah-e Pasdaran and other institutes in the
Visual Arts and Propaganda Departments. I was also preparing myself for the
examination for entrance to university. I was interested in m a n y fields of study,
such as medicine, engineering and painting. I was also interested to be a Talabeh
(scholar) and study religion. However, it was a hard decision for m e to find m y
w a y for the future. Although I was preparing myself for medicine, I decided to
take the exam for the field of painting, just before the examination time. I really
answered from m y heart. I thought I should be able to recognise myself and m y
G o d through painting and also it was a responsibility to work for m y society as a
painter. I passed the exam successfully among m a n y applicants and I entered the
Faculty of Fine Arts at the University of Tehran in the field of painting.
The image of the university and the Faculty of Fine Arts in my mind was quiet
different from the reality. I expected too m u c h from university. However, being
at university and belonging to its atmosphere still had a great effect on me. I spent
m y whole time studying and painting and developed m y ability and skills in
painting.
I remember that some of my classmates, who were disappointed with university,
left in the first semester. The method of teaching at the Faculty of Fine Arts was
similar to the old methods of the European academies. Basically, each professor
had his o w n method of teaching according to what he/she had been taught by those
European academies. The professors also did not co-operate in teaching methods
at that time. O n e of them preferred the classic style, another Realism, the others
were interested in Impressionism and modern art. S o m e of m y friends and I, w h o
had similar ideas were separated from the other students. W e had problems,
particularly with one professor w h o was trying to force students to accept his ideas
and follow him. I decided to not attend his lectures and classes regularly. Later
m y friends joined m e and it became like a strike against him. I did all the projects
at h o m e outside the university. The results of m y works were successful and often
he had to admit it. In spite of that I got low marks at the end of session. This
m a d e all the students very surprised. W h a t could I do to keep m y belief! I had to
pay for it. W e had to do still-life, life drawing and drawing from old statues,
usually copies of works by Michelangelo. That was boring for us and ensured that

PI. 4, Self-portrait. Charcoal on Paper. 1983.

PL 5, A n Illustration, Pen and Ink on Paper, 1983
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students merely imitated those figures. Thus the h u m a n figures in the students'
works were similar to Michelangelo's works, showing h o w those statues affected
students and destroyed their o w n images and their creativity.
Besides studying at the Faculty of Fine Arts in painting, I developed my skills in
various styles of visual arts, both in technique and concepts. Taking refuge in m y
imagination had good results for m e . I created a series of political and social
cartoons in the first summer holiday after entering university (Plates 6 & 7). I
showed m y works at the beginning of the next session at the Faculty of Fine Arts.
The subject matter of some of m y works was related to the methods of teaching at
the Faculty. This caused students to discuss the issue. At that time, the manager
of Kayhan (the leading newspaper in Iran) invited m e to work in their graphic
studio as a designer and cartoonist. I turned down his offer, but I accepted that I
would co-operate with the company and allow them to publish m y works. Later, I
co-operated with a weekly newspaper for overseas distribution in that institute too.
Sometimes, the Faculty organised trips to other cities for research purposes. I
went on one of those trips, which was to a city near the battle-field called
Khorramshar. The city had been liberated recently from enemy occupation. W e ,
w h o were so excited, left the crowded city of Tehran heading towards
Khorramshar. People changed the n a m e of the city to Khooneen-Shar (The
Bloody City) at that time, because many people were massacred by the Iraqi armies
at the beginning of the war. O n the w a y w e stopped in a few cities and drew
sketches of people and historical places. W e arrived at a place called Hovazeh,
which was a town before the enemies' attack. The city had been destroyed
completely by the Iraqi armies and had become like a desert.
Finally we arrived at Khorramshar. The whole city had been totally destroyed by
the enemy. The savagery of the Iraqi armies was obvious through the destruction
caused to the city. It seemed they hated the buildings too, because most of the
buildings and houses were destroyed when they occupied Khorramshar. They
destroyed the rest of the city by using b o m b s and bull-dozers. Khorramshar,
which was one of the most beautiful and important harbours in Iran was changed
to a hill of iron and stone. However, w e settled in a small building. The building
was used as the propaganda department of the city. W e rested for a while, then w e
walked around the destroyed city. W e started taking photos and drawing the
scenes of destruction in the city. The main bazaar (mall) was completely
destroyed. The roof of the bazaar had fallen to the ground, the bent beams were
rolled and tied together like snakes. The beams blocked the way. It was a strange
scene. I could not imagine h o w such strong beams could so easily be bent. W e

PL 6, Cartoons, Pen and Ink on Paper.

PL 7, Caricatures and Illustrations, Pen and Ink on Paper.

PI, 8, Four copies drawn from ihe Great Masters of Eastern and Western Painting.
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passed the bazaar and walked to an alley nearby, where w e entered a primary
school. Like other places w e saw a hill of iron and dust. I saw a blackboard on a
wall and benches on the floor. I could feel and hear the sound of children, w h o
were crying and running in different direction to protect themselves from
bombardment. The wind was throwing books and papers everywhere. O n e paper
stuck to m y foot and I picked it up. It was a painting. I looked at the painting and
was impressed, so I kept it as a memorial. I joined m y friends and w e went
towards the Masjed-e Djameh (the main mosque.) W e reached the mosque in the
middle of the day. A part of the mosque had been destroyed. The Iraqi armies had
shown no mercy, even to the mosque. The bullet holes were visible everywhere.
S o m e of the Iranian soldiers were praying at the mosque, so w e joined them. W e
continued our journey throughout the city after lunch. At night w e participated in
the religious ceremony on the occasion of the martyrdom of the people in
Khorramshar. This ceremony really impressed m e a great deal.
The next day we decided to visit Abadan—my birth-place, which was very close to
Khorramshar. Both cities were linked by a long bridge. A part of the bridge had
been broken by the Iraqi army, so w e had to cross theriverby small boats under
the bridge. While w e were crossing theriver,the Iraqi air-force attacked the
bridge. Fortunately nobody was injured. Abadan was surrounded by the enemy
for about one year. It was the first city which our army retook from the Iraqi
forces. I was so excited to see Abadan again, especially because I had not been
there for a long time. W e visited many places in the city which were destroyed.
The enemy had used all their power to capture the city, but the people resisted.
Being in Abadan reminded m e of m y childhood. W e came back to Khorramshar at
night.
The next day we arranged to leave the city. A clergyman, who was the head of the
propaganda department asked us to stay for a few more days to paint a mural. I
accepted and stayed there. I had seen that there was a wall suitable for painting, in
m y mind already. A s m y friends were ready to leave Khorramshar, m y friend and
I went towards the place which I had chosen for a mural painting. It was in fact
the n e w building for the Islamic propaganda organisation, which was situated near
the entrance to the city. W e started to enlarge and transfer m y sketch to the wall.
While w e were drawing, the students came past the entrance on the bus. I waved
to them and suddenly m y friend, w h o was helping m e , decided to join them. H e
said that he had to go back to Tehran for some reason, so I was the only one w h o
stayed in the city. Honestly, I did not mind being alone there. I had a few brushes
and a few tins of paint, which I borrowed from m y friends. I worked on that
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painting constantly (Plates 9 & 10). Sometimes our soldiers w h o were passing by,
asked m e about the concept and style of m y painting. I enjoyed discussing with
them about m y painting. I spent the nights in the propaganda department building
and someone was in charge to take m e there by car. A s the distance between two
places was not too far I liked to come back to the building by myself by walking in
the evening. I enjoyed walking in the streets of Khorramshar. Later I found out
what a dangerous job I had done. Someone told m e that a policeman was killed by
a group of wild dogs in that area and the only part of his body which was found
was his foot. H e explained h o w the dogs had eaten the soldiers' dead bodies and
had grown to accept human flesh as their natural food. Another danger was the
bombardment of the city, which was m y daily entertainment. While I was
painting, I sometimes imagined a missile coming towards m e from behind the wall
on which I was painting. I finished the painting in a few days and then returned to
Tehran.
I went to the university and saw students who were working in the mural studio.
They had to present a small size painting with fresco technique as the final project
for that semester. I showed them photographs of m y painting in Khorramshar.
They liked m y painting and were very impressed by it. They liked m y style and
the size of the painting, which was large in scale. I had used elements from
Persian traditional painting in m y work. That was unusual at the Faculty of Fine
Arts, where students were working with western styles of painting. The university
accepted m y work as m y major project. A n old professor of the Faculty was
attracted to m y painting during examination, so he searched for m e . W h e n he
found m e he shook m y hand and said, "Congratulations I hope you have an
important role in the art of Iran in the future."
I worked very hard at that time and created many drawings and cartoons. I
showed m y works in several exhibitions in the Faculty of Fine Arts and the
M u s e u m of Contemporary Arts in Tehran. In the summer holiday in 1983, art
students from all the universities decided to exhibit their works at the M u s e u m of
Contemporary Arts. I, with a few other students, was in charge of that exhibition.
W e had to select the works, frame them and hang them ourselves, which was part
of our agreement with the director of the museum. A few days later w e had
everything completed and also made a poster for the exhibition. That was a unique
exhibition at that time, because it was the first time that students had presented such
an exhibition in the Post-Islamic Revolution period. The mass media and critics
discussed our exhibition, which was a good step for the revolutionary students to
show n e w concepts in the art of Iran.
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T h e war between the Iraqi regime and Iran became worse during this time.
Although the super-powers supported Iraq to destroy the Islamic Revolution in
Iran, the people and the Revolutionary Armies were able to defend the country.
They could force the enemies back from most parts of Iran's territory. The
Revolutionary Armies even liberated a few cities from the Iraqi regime in Iraq. The
enemies, w h o were not able to fight with the Iranian Armies in the battle-fields,
started to use their powerful air force against the civilians in the cities. Therefore
m a n y cities were under enemy attack by air force and missiles. M a n y buildings
and houses were destroyed and m a n y people were killed and wounded during
those attacks. Students from all the universities demanded that the government
send them to the battle-fields to fight the enemies.
With two friends from the Faculty, I tried to join that movement. On the day of
our departure to the battle-field, w e were farewelled by our families and friends.
Then w e went to the I m a m Hosain garrison in Tehran. M a n y students were
gathered at the main court of the garrison. A pasdar (Revolutionary A r m y leader)
c a m e forward and stood in front of the crowd. H e started to read our names from
a list. All the students climbed into the buses after hearing their names, but w e
were left. W e asked him about this and he said that he did not have our names on
the list. H e continued, that if w e wanted to go to the battle-field, w e would have to
enrol our names for the next time. W e were really disappointed. W e wanted to
join our armies right then.
One of us, who used to work in Sepah-e Pasdaran (Revolutionary Army
Organisation) arranged a trip to Fave (recently occupied city in Iraq) through his
department. W e were supposed to create a few mural paintings and to photograph
the area for exhibition. W e left Tehran at early morning and by set off car towards
Abadan, which was close to Fave. W e arrived near Arvand Rood (Arvand River)
in Abadan at evening. W e could see Fave which was situated across theriverand
w e spent the night at the army camp there. That night was an unforgettable night
for m e , because it was the celebration of the anniversary of the birth of I m a m
Z a m a n . 1 9 There w a s a big party in the c a m p for that occasion. Everything was
available there—various kinds of food, drinks, ice cream and fruit with wonderful
flavours. W e did not expect such a party and facilities in the battle-field. The next
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morning w e left the c a m p and went across the river by a small boat. N o w w e were
in Iraqi territory. W e saw our soldiers w h o were very actively making
entrenchments and military positions. There were m a n y panel paintings
everywhere in the city. The paintings were produced by some of the soldiers w h o
worked in the propaganda department of Sepah-e Pasdaran. The first painting
which I saw was a copy of m y painting in large scale, which was placed on the
main square of the city. It was very interesting for m e to see that scene. At first, I
wondered h o w they had a copy of m y painting, then I remembered that m y
painting was published on the front cover of a magazine.
Usually we used army trucks to travel around the city. There were many stations
around the city to serve food, fruit and cold drinks called Istgah-e Salavati.20 It
was wonderful, because w e could have cool drinks anytime w e wanted in that hot
weather. A n y w a y , w e could not find a suitable place for painting. So w e decided
to photograph the battle-field and the city, which was under attack from the Iraqi
Air Force constantly. W e spent the nights at the army camps in different areas of
the city. W e were welcomed by our soldiers. O n the first night, w e saw that the
soldiers were rubbing a special oil on their bodies before going to bed. They
suggested w e should use that oil to protect our bodies from the stings of
mosquitoes. W e chose not to use it and as a result, w e could not sleep at all until
morning.
In the morning we walked around the city, hoping to find a suitable scene to
photograph. The city was empty of civilians. The soldiers told us that there were
still s o m e Iraqi soldiers in hiding, w h o could not escape during our attack to the
city. They told us to be careful while visiting the city.
After we photographed the city, we decided to go to the front line, so we wore
special clothes and masks against chemical attacks, because the Iraqi army was
using chemical weapons against our soldiers at that time (Plate 3). W e went to the
front-line in an armoured army vehicle. The road was not good, because it had
been m a d e quickly by our soldiers. The driver said that he had to drive very fast,
because the enemies could see us and it was possible that the tanks' bullets could
hit us. H e continued that even a small piece of those bullets could explode our car
and w e would be changed to ashes. W e saw m a n y dead bodies of the Iraqi
soldiers behind the embankments on the way. The bodies were inflated and were
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burnt by the hot sun. The driver said that it was too dangerous to retrieve those
bodies for burial, because the enemy were able to see us.
Finally, we arrived at the area where our soldiers were fighting with the enemy.
The distance between the Iraqis and us was only three hundred metres. It was a
rain of bullets in that place. M a n y bullets were exploding behind the embankments
and threw the earth into the sky. Sometimes, stones and clods hit m y body, which
m a d e m e feel pain. I thought, "If a piece of those bullets hit m e , what would I
feel?" It was risky and very dangerous to be in that situation and looking for a
subject to photograph. While I was walking on a part of the embankment, which
was visible to the enemy I felt the air moving and the sound of bullets whistling
past m y head. It frightened m e for a m o m e n t for the first time in the battle fields.
Our soldiers had quickly m a d e some cavities as temporary rifle-pits. Those
cavities reminded m e of caves. Seeing such scenes suddenly brought a question
into m y mind, " W h y should human beings have to leave their homes and cities and
live in the deserts and fight with each other?" But I did not k n o w the answer.
The rifle-pits were very small, so we had to sit very close to each other. During
lunch time w e were served hot food and cool drinks which surprised us. After
lunch w e prayed, then w e took some photos of the soldiers. While taking photos
one of the soldiers was wounded and was taken back quickly for medical care.
We left Fave for Tehran the following day. We stayed in Tehran for a few days,
then w e went to the western battle field in the area called Kordestan. The antirevolutionary guerrillas were very active in that region. They were supported by
the Iraqi regime. They even caused problems for ordinary people and m a d e the
region very unsafe. Anyway, w e stayed there to do a few mural paintings. I did
some sketches for a mural, but unfortunately I became very sick and returned to
Tehran. W h e n I got better I created a painting about the war. I used m y sketches
which I had made in the battle-field to create that painting (Plate 15).
In 1987 a massacre happened in Saudi Arabia, while Iranian pilgrims were
protesting against the Israeli and United States Governments during the time of
pilgrimage. About one thousand Iranian pilgrims and other Moslems, w h o joined
them during the protest were killed in a savage way by the police. M a n y protesters
also were wounded in that massacre. The police surrounded the pilgrims in a street
then forced them to go to a narrow court lane. Then police drove cars and trucks
towards the pilgrims and killed m a n y people. The secret police, w h o were
standing on top of the buildings threw d o w n heavy objects onto people. The
pilgrims reacted and started defending themselves and fought with the police. The

PL 13, Bloody Friday, Mural Cartoon, Oil on Cardboard.
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police, w h o were waiting for that moment, opened fire on them. They killed
hundreds of pilgrims in a few minutes. This tragic event affected m e very m u c h
and caused m e to create m a n y works about it. I completed a mural, a painting,
drawings, a few posters and cartoons. The government published some of m y
posters and cartoons (Plates 11 & 12). 1 also chose this event as the theme of m y
final project for m y Bachelor of Fine Arts degree. I intended to paint a mural
painting in the waiting hall of the M e h r Abad International Airport, but for some
reasons I could not paint that in the original place. Thus I painted it on m a n y
pieces of cardboard in large scale (Plates 13 & 14). I showed the painting with m y
other works at m y final exhibition at the Faculty of Fine Arts. People liked m y
works and discussed them with m e . The media and television networks reported
m y exhibition.
In 1987, when the Iranian armies succeeded in getting close to the strategic city of
Basra, in Iraq and the Super-Powers believed that Iran might n o w win the war,
they supported the Iraqi regime, more strongly. Iraqi soldiers attacked Iran from
the air and the ground. Once again, m a n y cites of Iran, including Tehran were
under the attack of missiles, which caused m a n y casualties. This time even the
United States Air Force, attacked Iran's oil installation, in the Persian Gulf.
In July 1988, the U S A shot d o w n over the (Persian) Gulf an
Iranian civilian airliner killing 290 people.
Iran and Iraq accepted the United Nations Security Council's
Resolution 598, calling for a cease-fire and the opening of peace
negotiations, which was offered a year before. Both sides accepted
a cease-fire, no territory was gained by either side, and in 1990,
Iraq signed an agreement with Iran restoring the pre-war agreement
over the Shatt al-Arab (Arvand River).21
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A NEW

LAND

I started teaching at the Faculty of Fine Arts and other art institutes in Tehran after
graduated from the university. I enjoyed teaching and working with students. I
spent most of m y time working with students. Seeing the progress in students'
works and their success was very rewarding for m e . I was opposed to the
teaching method at the Faculty of Fine Arts and taught on the basis of m y
experiences. At that time I participated in the annual examination for scholarship
offered by the Ministry of Culture and Higher Education in Iran. The result was
successful and I was awarded a scholarship to study overseas. At first I decided to
go to Europe for study, but later I changed m y mind and came to Australia.
Australia, an old land with a newly founded culture had always been a very
mysterious place to m e . I wanted to see this land and to k n o w about its people and
their culture. I did k n o w that Australia has a multicultural society—in fact it was
one of the main reasons for coming to this country. The small population of this
land was very suitable for m e w h o used to live in Tehran, one of the biggest and
most crowded cities in the world.
Although I had visited many countries before, I felt I had travelled to a new planet,
w h e n I first arrived in this land and encountered this new culture. I really felt a big
contrast between Australian culture and m y o w n culture. The first thing I was
attracted to was Australian Aboriginal Art and culture. I did not have enough
information about them before. I have seen m a n y Aboriginal art works in different
galleries, but I had no chance to see Aborigines. I was very interested to see them
and to k n o w about their life. It was very strange for m e that the original people of
this land were not visible in the streets and the cities in this country. However I
enjoyed seeing art galleries and museums throughout Australia. I think Australian
people love fine arts, because there are m a n y art galleries and m u s e u m s in this
country.
The other matter which was interesting for me was Australian geography and
climate which was similar to Iran. Here in Australia I feel I a m very close to
nature. The nature of Australia did not affect m y works directly, because I a m
concerned more about humans than nature in m y paintings. Australia as a
multicultural country caused m e to consider m y o w n culture and analyse it again.
After settlement in Wollongong, the major problem for me was English language.
Although I had taught English language at high school and university, it was not
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good enough to write and speak English. I was successful in learning English
after passing a language course at the University. It opened a door to m e for using
experiences and resources from other cultures.
I started study at the Faculty Of Creative Arts in a master's degree course in 1990.
I chose " W a r " as m y theme for m y paintings. At that time the war between Iran
and Iraq was finished, but the Iraqi regime attacked Kuwait and occupied that
country. Therefore the United States Government, seeing their interests in that
region had been in danger as they said, attacked Iraq. The U S military forces and
their allies b o m b e d Iraq's cities from the air and ground. The Iraqi troops
withdrew from Kuwait's territory after a few days, but the bombardment of Iraq's
cities continued for long time. M a n y innocent people were massacred in the cities
and m a n y houses and buildings were destroyed in only a few days. It was for
nothing but the ambition and material benefits of politicians.

It was a very important matter for me at that time, so I created a series of paintings
about the war (Plates 16, 17, 18 & 19). I showed m y paintings in an exhibition in
the Long Gallery at the University of Wollongong. The theme of m y paintings
was interesting for people and m a d e them discuss this issue. People asked m e
different questions about m y paintings and the subject matter. I explained about
the reality of the war in that rejoin. I was happy that I could show a part of this
truth to people. I started m y doctoral course at the Faculty O f Creative Arts after I
completed m y Master's Degree. During m y study, I have had a few trips to Iran to
research m y topic. I have visited several m u s e u m s and interviewed m a n y artists
and the great master philosopher, M o h a m m a d Taghi Jafari. I created a first series
of paintings and showed them in an exhibition called Forgotten Identity. These
have been shown again with a n e w series of paintings for the final exhibition. I
should say that these paintings have affected m e very m u c h and I feel I have gained
m u c h spiritual insight through undertaking these paintings.
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PILGRIMAGE
I had an unexpected journey to Makka (Mecca) during my third trip to Iran in
1994. In fact, I had planned to go to London for research purposes at that time.
Everything was ready for m y trip to London, but suddenly for some reason, it was
impossible to go. At the same time, one night I had a telephone call from the editor
of the newspaper, where I used to work. H e asked m e to join him to go to M a k k a
to create a daily newspaper for the Iranian pilgrims and also to participate in the
Hajj. I told him that I needed time to think about it. I had a very strange feeling
and was so excited. I had already had m a n y opportunities for going on the Hajj,
but I had always refused the offers. It might be because I had thought that I was
not ready for such a spiritual journey yet, but this time m y situation was different.
I have been away from m y country, m y culture and m y people for a long time and I
have lived in a completely different culture. I thought that Allah (God) had invited
m e and I didn't dare to refuse His invitation this time and accepted the invitation to
go on pilgrimage.
The pilgrimage is a highly emotional experience. When I made up my mind to go
on pilgrimage, and left m y h o m e for that purpose, m y heart and mind were
captured by a deep emotion. I was leaving all to w h o m I was deeply attached.
I was accompanied on that journey by a group of editors and journalists from
different newspapers, magazines and radio networks. W e left Tehran, a week
before the ceremony, arriving at Jedda Airport, in a few hours. Then w e went to
Medina, where w e settled into a hotel, belonging to Iranian Caravan. It was only a
few minutes away from Masjed-u Nabi (The Mosque of the Prophet).
We prepared ourselves to start the job, but anytime we had a chance we went on
pilgrimage to the graves of the Prophet M o h a m m a d ( P B U H ) 2 2 and his daughter,
St Fatimah, which were located inside the mosque. The graves of some of the
grandsons of the Prophet ( P B U H ) and some of his relatives and friends were in
the Baqi cemetery, which is located near Masjed-u Nabi. This cemetery has not
been changed for centuries and is surrounded by a wall.
Sometimes, I went walking around the city and watched the date-palm trees and
alleys of Medina and tried to imagine the early times of Islam. I thought h o w lucky
I was to be there. Our group also had the opportunity to see some other historical
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and religious places such as; the Mosque of St Ali, the Mosque of St Fatimah, the
M o s q u e of Qubad and the grave of H a m z e h and other martyrs of Islam, near the
mount of Uhud. It was here that one of the Holy Battles of Islam happened. I
imagined the battle of Uhud, the sound of swords, neighing of the angry horses,
the hot dusty air and the crying of Allah-o Akbar (God is the greatest) by Moslem
warriors w h o were fighting with idolaters. I tried to imagine the bravery of an old
m a n (Hamzeh) and other warriors, w h o suffered martyrdom, to keep Islam alive.
I cried for their oppression and for myself, w h o did not exist in that time to help
them. W e spent a week in Medina and were prepared to leave there for M a k k a for
the Hajj. It m a y be stated that the performance of the Hajj is a simultaneous
religious show, with its scenario written by Allah and the theme the evolution of
mankind toward Allah. The Prophet Ibrahim (Abraham) Hajar and Satan are the
main characters, and the scenes are Masjid-Al Haram (The Sacred Mosque) Ms'a,
Arafat and M u n a . Important symbols are the Ka'aba, Safa, Marwa, Jamareh
(rocky towers) and the ritual of sacrifice. Clothing and make-up are Ihram (the
pilgrim's cloth) Halgh and Taqseer. Finally, the actor is yourself, the pilgrim,
w h o should play these roles.
The show began at Miqat, where we had to change our usual clothing and wear
two plain sheet-like garments, one covering our shoulders and the other going
around our waist. In recognition of the equality of all human beings before Allah
w o m e n , too wore special robes. This is the place, where the caravans of pilgrims
from all over the world travelling to the Hajj will congregate at the same time.
Everything was moving, I was so excited and it was our first step towards
oneness. Everyone was considered equal—no discrimination on the basis of race,
sex, or social status was made. I witnessed m y o w n dead body by looking at the
pilgrims w h o wore the Kafan (the shroud for the dead). Here was the place,
where I had to forget about m y body, life and the material world. This is the place
where the pilgrims should purify their souls to visit their creator, Allah. Here I
should forget "I" and think about "We", as the U m m a (Nation, or Ideal Islamic
Society).
As we reached Makka we went to Masjed-Al Haram (the Sacred Mosque). The
Ka'aba was situated in the middle of the courtyard (Plate 21). W e entered the
mosque and the crowd and too m a n y columns did not allow us to see the Ka'aba,
so a journalist from our group, w h o had already experienced the Hajj, told us that
it is better to see the whole Ka'aba, at once. H e said to make a line behind him,
closing our eyes and putting our hands on the shoulders of each other, so he could

PL 20, In Masjid Al Haram, After morning prayer, The Ka'aba is behind me.
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lead us toward the Ka'aba. W e were approaching the Ka'aba. The closer w e got,
the more excited w e became.
As we reached the courtyard, standing facing the Ka'aba, we opened our eyes and
w e saw the whole Ka'aba. I really could not express m y feeling about seeing such
a scene at that moment. A s the Ka'aba appeared to m e , m y eyes grew wider and
wider, and were focussed on the house of Allah the Kiblah of Moslems, where
Moslems face w h e n praying. It is also the direction in which the dead are buried.
M a d e of dark rough stones laid in a very simple manner, the Ka'aba is an empty
cube. I asked myself, w h y it is so simple, so abstract. It might be to remind us
that Allah also has no shape and dimension. It is only a symbol to show us the
direction.
Then I noticed the crowd, which was like a roaring river circling around a stone. I
was highly excited, m a n y images passing through m y mind. Sometimes, I
imagined that the crowd and the Ka'aba are similar to the solar system or like the
butterflies circling around a candle. There is no individual identification, all people
covered in white. It was a river to eternity, the harmony of creation. A sound,
from the bottom of m y heart called m e , "Join the river!" I wanted to do so, but I
didn't k n o w h o w to swim, I had not prepared myself for such action. The sound
called m e again, "But you have been invited by Allah, go and shake hands with
Him, say Labiak (Yes)." I joined this river, this whirlpool, like a drop in the sea,
to drown myself in the unity of people—to become "One"—to join Allah.
The Tawaf (circumambulation)23 must begin at the point where the Hajar-ul Asvad
(the back stone) is located. The black stone represents the right hand of Allah. I
pointed at the black stone to shake hands with H i m and began the Tawaf.
O h m y God! There is no place to put m y feet for walking. People
shoulder to shoulder are moving. Words or imagination can hardly
describe it. It is reality—all people have become as one body. All
spirits are together, demanding one thing. I find myself floating
and borne on the flood. I imagine angels flying everywhere above
the crowd.
The presence of Allah became more visible in my heart. During Tawaf, sometimes
I touched m y breast against the adjoining area of the wall, believed to be specially
sacred. I tried to forget myself and concentrate on Allah.

After circling the Ka'aba seven times, I prayed in a place called Ibrahim's position.
This is where the Prophet Ibrahim stood and built the Ka'aba—his foot-print still
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The Tawaf is the act of circling the Ka'aba on foot seven times.
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exists on a stone. Here pilgrims should try to be like the Prophet Ibrahim—live as
he lived. Then I tried to go toward the Hajar-ul Asvad (the Black Stone) to kiss it,
if I could. The pressure of the crowd squeezed m e so hard. Here was the flame of
the candle—all the butterflies were trying to b u m themselves on it. I came closer
to the Black Stone and I almost reached it, when the crowd pushed m e away. I
tried again to reach it and I was able to do it, but as I touched the stone with m y
hands and tried to kiss it, once more the pressure of the people pushed m e away.
It was hopeless and I was nearly giving up, but this time I asked Allah to help me.
Suddenly I found myself in front of the Black Stone. I really can't express h o w
happy I was at that moment. While the whole crowd were behind me, pressing m e
to the joining area of the Holy wall of the Ka'aba, I put m y hands around the silver
frame of the stone and put m y head inside and kissed the Hajar-ul Asvad several
times. M y happiness was not only for kissing the Black Stone but for the
acceptance of m y prayer by Allah.
Now, I had to go to Mas'a, which is the distance between two small hills called
Safa and M a r w a , to perform the Say (trying) in imitation of Hajar—the second
wife of the Prophet Ibrahim w h o was sent to another place by him at the insistence
of Sarah, running desperately between them seeking water for Ismail. This action
symbolises the searching for material matter—the water, on which our life is
based—meaning the struggle for life on earth.
Being around the Ka'aba and at Ibrahim's position means being in Heaven, while
here you have been sent to earth. Y o u are acting as Hajar, a black Ethiopian slave,
w h o tried to save her child. She ran back and forth seven times between the above
hillocks, until the miracle happened. Ismail was stamping the ground with his
heels, and suddenly the water flowed from the stone by the mercy of Allah. This
is the origin of the well of Zam-Zam. Sometimes, in a part of the path, which is at
the level of the Ka'aba, w e had to do the Harwala (the running) where Hajar saw
water (mirage) in the horizon, to feel exactly what she felt. During this section, w e
also practice forgetting our social status. Whoever you are in your society, you
must do the same as all other people do. It means running in an unusual way,
which I interpret that w e are nothing before Allah. At the proper time, in the mount
of Marwa, I had to do Taqseer, which means cutting a part of m y nails. Then, I
went towards the well of Z a m - Z a m and drank some water, washed m y face and
took some water for m y family and relatives as a gift. N o w I was free to take off
m y Ihram (garments) and wear m y usual clothes (Plate 20). I went back to our
hotel and started m y job. M y job was designing the paper, illustrating the articles
and drawing cartoons and caricatures.
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O n the eighth day of Dhu-Haijjah, w e wore our Ihram (garments) again and left
M a k k a for M u n a , to begin the main rites of the Hajj. After praying, it was the
faithful journey to Arafat, a dozen miles east of M a k k a which was a dry plain
covered by smooth sands. W e had to stay there until the day of standing and this
action is a single most essential act during the pilgrimage. In the centre of Arafat,
there is a small rocky hill called Jabal-al Rahamah (the Mount of Mercy) from
which the Prophet M o h a m m a d ( P B U H ) delivered his farewell sermon during his
final pilgrimage to Makka. This is where he gave his last message to his
followers. It is this event which the "standing" at Arafat commemorates.
Arafat was a wonderful land, where you are able to see a society so united.
Pilgrims from all nations with different races, different languages and different
cultures gathered there, to do the same thing. This immense congregation in that
sacred land was the heart of Islam. That was the day of true brotherhood—the day
when Allah was revealed to His servants. The white tents of the faithful covered
the undulating valley in the desert of Arafat, as far as the eye could see. I prayed at
our tent and sometimes went out to drown myself in the deep ocean of people. The
weather was so hot in Arafat and m y skin was burning, but I tried to forget m y
body and enjoy being there, among m y brothers and sisters.
At the end of the day, when the sun was disappearing in Arafat, everybody was
preparing to move. People were crowded together as they moved down the valley
from Arafat to Mash'ar, where w e had to pick up a number of pebbles (symbol of
arms) to shed in the holy war, in the following days. A s w e arrived at Mash'ar,
darkness was everywhere. H o w sensational it was to search for arms in the dark!
Everybody was busy collecting the pebbles in the dark ambush of Mash'ar. The
pilgrims were similar to a group of doves flying everywhere, or like millions of
white dots that covered the black background of the desert. W e had to spent the
night there, praying, thinking, resting or even sleeping. Here, in Mash'ar, among
such a big crowd, I felt loneliness in the desert, as if it was m y first night in m y
grave. I tried to attach myself to Allah, to take refuge in m y Creator, by
worshiping Him. N o w I could feel His presence, everywhere, in the sky, on the
ground, in m y body, in m y heart and deep in m y bones. That was the night in
which the soldiers of Islam should strengthen their spirits, to collect arms and plan
to fight the enemy in the following days.
The morning breeze had set such a mysterious movement in the troops of Islam.
W h e n the harmonious sound of Azan (calling for prayer) was heard from
everywhere, the shower of mercy began falling d o w n from the sky, at the same
time. I said: "Allah-o Akbar" (God is the greatest). I really didn't expect such a
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scene, during s u m m e r in the desert, and was sure that Allah was watching us. H e
showed us his sign for the resurrection day. W h a t a joyful praying it was, being in
that unique atmosphere, which Allah created for us.
The resurrection day had started. Millions of people, who wore the Kafan (the
shroud for the dead) were moving toward the Muzdalifah (the border between
Mash'ar and M u n a ) . The crowd m a d e a line on the border which separated
Mash'ar from M u n a , because w e must not leave Mash'ar before sunrise. A s the
golden globe of the sun appeared in the east, the troops of Islam, w h o were armed
with pebbles, crossed the border and entered M u n a to fight with Satan. W e
walked a few miles and arrived in a place, where the three devils were situated—in
fact, they were three whitewashed rectangular masonry pillars. The pillar which
w e stone on this occasion represents the devil. W e surrounded the third devil and
threw seven stones toward him. The rain of stone was falling d o w n on the head
and body of the devil. I could imagine him crying.
Each pilgrim must throw exactly seven stones toward the devil, otherwise, his/her
Hajj (pilgrimage) will not be accepted by Allah. So the devil, w h o was wounded
tried to m a k e m e confused in counting m y throws, but I became very close to him
and was very careful to count m y throwing. I aimed at his head and his body and
shot seven pebbles at him, in seven times. I could see m y stones among the rain of
other stones, clearly, injuring him.
The largest of the three pillars represents Satan himself, who three times tried to
persuade the Prophet Ibrahim to disobey Allah's c o m m a n d to sacrifice his son.
The throwing of pebbles symbolises the pilgrim's repudiation of evil.
I'd al-Adha, the feast of sacrifice starts the morning of the tenth day of Dhu-al
Hajjiah. W e have killed Satan and his allies the devils, n o w w e must sacrifice a
sheep, cow, goat or other animal and give a portion of the meat to the poor. The
sacrifice has several meanings.

It commemorates the Prophet Ibrahim's

willingness to sacrifice his son; it marks the M o s l e m renunciation of idolatrous
sacrifice; it offers thanksgiving to Allah; it reminds the pilgrim to share his/her
blessing with those less fortunate. Moslems all over the world are on the same day
performing an identical sacrifice, and thus vicariously sharing in the elation of the
pilgrims in Makka. The sacrifice is therefore an integral part of a worldwide
Moslem celebration that unites those on the Hajj with those elsewhere.
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After the sacrificial ceremony, w e shaved our hair and removed the Ihram. W e had
to stay two or three more days in Muna. Each day, w e had to stone all of the three
pillars, to make sure that w e had killed Satan and his allies, the devils.
The philosophy of those days, staying in Muna is to think about the Hajj and what
w e have done. So far w e had fought with the internal devils and w e should plan to
fight with the external devils. W e should realise w h o is the enemy. That was the
time in which all Moslems get to k n o w each other and share their problems. They
can discuss their problems and find the solutions. M o s l e m thinkers and
intellectuals w h o gathered in M u n a are supposed to enlighten the other pilgrims,
about the conspiracies of the super-powers and colonialists.
After staying in Muna, we returned to Makka (Mecca) for a farewell Tawaf. Once
again too m a n y questions occupied m y mind. H o w could I say good-bye to the
Ka'aba, the heart of Islam, which I pray towards every day. W h a t a m I saying?
Ka'aba is only a s y m b o l — a means to connect you to Allah (God) and it was
engraved in m y heart for ever. Allah is everywhere and I won't leave H i m in
M a k k a (Mecca). H e will always be with m e , if I believe Him. Satan, also had not
been killed, he was only wounded, he will also remain inside me, inspiring his evil
suggestions to me. I must fight with him all the time, everywhere.
Who are these external devils today? Who are Satan's allies today? Who have
infiltrated M o s l e m nations today? These questions must be answered by Moslem
thinkers and intellectuals, during the Hajj.
Iranian pilgrims, usually hold a political protest, after the sermon, mostly against
the governments of the United States and Israel and usually pilgrims from other
countries join them. A s the Saudi Arabian authorities are opposed to such activity,
recently they have kept a careful watch, during the pilgrimage season.
Here is a part of the message of the late leader of the Islamic Revolution, Imam
Khomeini, to pilgrims, during the Hajj on September 26, 1980:
M y Moslem brothers and sisters, you are aware that Super-Powers
of the West and the East, are plundering our intellectual and material
interests and have resolved to put us in poverty and m a k e us their
dependents, politically, economically, culturally and militarily.
W a k e up and find your Islamic character. D o not admit oppression
and intentionally, reveal the o m e n conspiracies of international
Imperialists—at their head, America.
Today, the first Kiblah of Moslems has fallen into the hands of
Israel, this cancerous gland of the Middle East. They bombed and
massacre, our dear Palestinian and Lebanese brothers and they
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separate Moslems by their satanic means. It is necessary for each
Moslem, to equip -himself against Israel.
Today, our African Moslem countries, under the yoke of America,
other foreigners and their agents, in the agony of death, m a k e their
oppressed cries m u c h louder. The philosophy of the Hajj must be
able to reply to these oppressed cries. There are m a n y political
aspects in the valuable gathering of the Hajj, such as knowing about
basic and political problems of Islam and Moslems, which m a y
c o m e under consideration in this congress of clergymen, thinkers
and intellectuals. T h e pilgrims to Allah's House, with
consideration find the informed solution and they report these
problems in returning to their Islamic countries, in the public
gathering and try to solve them. With the establishment of
Oppressed Front and unanimity, with the slogan of, "There is no
G o d but Allah!" be free from the captivity of the satanic powers of
Colonialists, Exploitationists and solve the problems with Islamic
brotherhood. I request the glory of Islam and Moslems and "unity
of the word" 2 4 for Moslems, from our Exalted Lord.25

The political activity of Iranian pilgrims, during the Hajj caused the Saudi regime to
create a massacre in 1987, which I have already mentioned. Since then, the Saudi
authorities have not permitted the pilgrims to hold political protest. In 1994, when
the spiritual leader of the Iranian pilgrims declared a political protest against the
governments of the United States and Israel, which have m a d e m a n y problems for
Moslems and other nations, immediately the Saudi A r m y surrounded our hotel in
M e c c a and declared Martial L a w against Iranian pilgrims. They did not permit
pilgrims w h o wanted to go out or those w h o wanted to c o m e back in to do so. W e
were surrounded by c o m m a n d o s and armed military trucks for a few days, until
the spiritual leader cancelled the protest. The Saudi regime also does not care about
the security of pilgrims during the ceremony and each year m a n y people die in
different accidents. At that time in M u n a , just after I had left, about four hundred
pilgrims were killed in an accident. I also lost m y favourite camera, which was
smashed by the Saudi Police in a very savage way, while I was taking a photo
from a mosque in Mecca. That camera was valuable to m e , because it was with m e
everywhere, in the battle-field, in m a n y religious places in Iran and other countries.
I thought, Allah wanted m y camera to be sacrificed there, and it was the only
means for m e to justify this happening.
However, in spite of such events and problems, the journey of the Hajj was an
unforgettable experience, the greatest in m y life. I think, I still cannot completely
understand the concept of the Hajj yet, because the Hajj is so great and I a m so
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Suroush Publications, Mental Ceremonies of the Hajj and Pilgrimage, Ministry of Guidance &
The Organisation of the Hajj and Pilgrimage, Tehran, 1980, p. 2.
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small and weak. I have decided to go on pilgrimage again, several times, so I m a y
understand this sacred journey towards Eternity and Almighty Allah.
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SECTION 3
IRANIAN FIGURATIVE PAINTING
FIGURATIVE PAINTING BEFORE THE ISLAMIC REVOLUTION
Introductory Notes on the Period of the Safavid Dynasty
This chapter will be a brief study of Iran's painting in recent centuries and
especially in this current century. Firstly there will be a description of the
economic, political and social situations of the times, and then a study and analysis
of art works and artists of the times.
Almost three centuries ago, that is in the time of Shah Abbas I, relations between
Iran and the European countries developed causing western culture and art to
penetrate Iran. European merchants w h o had c o m e to Iran for the buying and
selling of goods, and also tourists and missionaries brought western art works
with them to Iran. At the same time, the Safavid kings (1501-1736) employed a
group of western painters to paint and to decorate the walls of the palaces. The
coming of the Armenians to Iran in the late seventeenth century and their settlement
in Isfahan, which had newly become the capital of Iran, helped it become an
important centre for western art to penetrate Iran. The first customers of this
western art were kings, courtiers and therich,w h o brought m a n y pictures with
western concepts into the court and the houses of the nobles. The paintings were
generally portraits of the kings, their servants, their dancers and courtiers and also
paintings of banquets and scenes of combat. At that time the traditional painters
reacted cautiously and tried to experience this western painting to some extent and
not to imitate it. However, with the permanent presence of western painters in the
court and because they were supported by the king and therich,western painting
began to influence the traditional painters. M a n y of them gradually became fond of
the n e w art and accepted it, beginning to draw portraits and to forge works in the
western style.
When Shah Abbas II became king in (1631-1656) a group of young painters was
sent to Europe to learn western artistic methods, and then the n e w development
found a deeper base and shape. O n e of the distinguished painters of the group was
a painter named M o h a m m a d Z a m a n w h o was almost thirteen years old w h e n he
entered R o m e , the arts centre of Europe at that time. H e was strongly influenced
by European art and the n e w style of the Baroque. Changing his religion to
Christianity, he changed his n a m e to Paolo and began to experience and practice
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the n e w art. H e w a s so intensely attracted to western art, that instead of
researching and studying the principles of western art, he began to simply imitate.
After three years he returned to Iran, but because of duality of character and
disorder of his thoughts as a result of his studies in R o m e , he decided to migrate to
India, where he experienced a style in c o m m o n with his o w n , which was a
combination of western and eastern art. Indian methods influenced him too. In
fact his method was a peculiar combination of western and eastern art
After some years, he returned to Iran again and after a while he began to work in
the court as the court painter. At that time, he tried to integrate western art and
Indian art with Iranian art. O f course, it might have happened unconsciously. H e
also fulfilled the courtiers' orders and drew their portraits and effigies and copied
western paintings. Despite the fact that he was a skilled painter and almost unique
at that time, he has shown clearly that he was not successful even in imitating
western paintings. In his painting entitled Abraham Sacrifices Ismail his weakness
in drawing the h u m a n anatomy is clearly seen, and the wrinkles of the clothes are
not in harmony with the body (Plate 22). In this picture, St. Abraham is shown as
a R o m a n commander and St. Ismail is shown as a R o m a n nobleman, which shows
that he has been deeply concerned with the superficial aspects of representation in a
western manner and has not understood the more profound meanings. In another
painting named, Sultan Hosain and His Five Maids-of-Honour, the conflict in
using perspective is visible (Plate 24). The manner in which the king's carpet has
been designed and also the chiaroscuro perspective in the colour of the trees are
clearly visible, but the design of the carpet has been conducted throughout the
whole setting equally and without observing the rules of perspective.
On the whole, it can be said that he was a talented and capable painter, but his
fascination for western painting, his unskilled imitation of western art especially in
his early days and his inability to express himself correctly, m a d e him a perplexed
painter. H a d he fully understood and been able to correctly produce western art,
and had he m a d e use of the richness of Iranian traditional art, he could have
preserved a prominent place for himself in the history of Iran's painting.
M o h a m m a d Z a m a n repeated his mistakes, even w h e n he wanted to illustrate old
texts. W h e n the pages of K h a m s e Nazami 2 6 which were without pictures, were
given to him to be illustrated, the disorder of his thoughts became clearly apparent.
S o m e of the pages of K h a m s e had been illustrated by famous artists, almost one
hundred and forty years before M o h a m m a d Zaman. W h e n he wanted to illustrate
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PL 24, Sultan Hosain and His Five Maids-of-Honour, Mohammad Zaman, 1709.

PL 25, Leili (Laila) and Majnoon in School, Mohammad Zaman, 1708.
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the part of the story27 in which Majnoon goes to the deserts due to the love of
Leili, he drew Majnoon in scenery full of trees and flowers, lying under a tree
having m a n y branches and leaves (Plate 23). A n exquisite shawl covered his body
and the only sign of his being Majnoon and wandering is his slim and w e a k body.
T h e people around Majnoon are well dressed as if they had c o m e to a party in a
luxurious garden.
Mohamad Zaman and other painters, who had the same style, can be considered
effective factors in assisting western art to penetrate Iran. They connected the art
of this period to the art of the next periods. O f course, it must be remembered that,
at the same time, there were painters w h o were dedicated to traditional art and
protected their art from being influenced by western art. However, because they
were not supported by the kings, courtiers and therich,they did not flourish and
today their works are not famous or they have been destroyed.

27

Arabic love story about LeiM (Laila) and Majnoon. They were separated by family feuds. As
Majnoon was madly in love with Leili, he abandoned people and lived alone in the desert.
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THE ZAND AND GHAJARID DYNASTIES

In the next era, that is, the second half of the eighteenth century, the city of Shiraz
which w a s the capital of the Zand dynasty, became the artistic centre of Iran. In
this era, Iranian painting, which had been forgotten, was revived. The subjects
were based on the events of the old stories. The faces of the people were humble
and kind and often shown impeccably drawn. This movement for revival of the
traditional art styles which has begun in the Zand Dynasty, was terminated in the
Ghajarid period(1798-1925). It was replaced by a glorified art, which was used
by the Ghajarid kings to satisfy their ambitions. Like other ancient kings and
governors, the Ghajarid kings wanted to record their power, dignity and glory.
The primary signs of the birth of Ghajarid age painting became apparent in mural
paintings in palaces. Long queues of courtiers before the Sultan, pictures of the
Sultan in sitting and standing positions, displaying their jewellery and finery were
some of the scenes painted in the palaces. Royal and courtly subjects were clearly
and skilfully portrayed.
During this period, the use of oil paint was common, and many paintings of the
period have survived. In that era, this aristocratic form of painting was devoted to
the portraits of the kings, nobles, the rich, dancers, acrobats and players. W o m e n
were drawn as extremely beautiful in accordance with the ideals of the era. During
the period the desired canon of beauty consisted of a round face, almond shaped
eyes, connected and arched eyebrows, a slender nose and a mouth as small as a
bud. All w o m e n in the works of the Zand and Ghajarid periods, have these same
characteristics (Plate 26). These paintings were in oil paint in accordance with the
orders of the dignitaries responsible for decoration of the women's apartments.
M a n y of them were exactly the size of the room above the ledges and false arches,
so the upper parts were divided.
Another type of Ghajar painting, especially at the beginning of this period is seen
in the works which show scenes of famous Iranian stories. In fact, this type of
painting was very close to miniature paintings, with which the manuscripts were
illustrated, such as Shirin Swimming

in a Spring, The Story of Yousef and

Zoleikha and sometimes w e c o m e across large paintings of battle fields. This type
of painting was influenced by Safavid painting, by the use of the same h u m a n
forms, the portrayal of decorative forms from nature in the background and by
using two dimensional and three dimensional forms.

PL 26, Portrait of a W o m a n , Oil on Canvas,
Ghajarid Period.

PL 27, Portrait of Prince Abbas Mirza, Oil on
Canvas, Abdullah Khan, 197x78cm, 1807.
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It is also possible to see the effects of western art on Ghajarid painting, however,
these effects were different from the effects on painting in Safavid times. Unlike
M o h a m m a d Z a m a n and other painters of that time, Ghajarid painters were not
under the direct influence of western painting. Ghajarid painters were not in direct
contact with western art. It can be said that, they had learnt it through observing
the works of foreign painters, while they were painting, or by comparing Iranian
paintings and prints with those brought to Iran from Europe as a second-hand art
form. However, the effects of chiaroscuro on Ghajarid paintings are apparent. In
the beginning chiaroscuro was used occasionally, and perspective was used with
little skill, but later, painters were even able to show the shadows of people and
objects. Gradually perspective was conquered and used too. A s well as this,
instead of the bright colours of the Safavid period, dark and dim colours were
used. Despite the effects of western art on Ghajarid painters, however, they did
not draw the world of reality. They visualised the best and the most perfect form,
then developed it and at last reflected it in their work. M e n had to be handsome
and w o m e n had to be beautiful with a mole on their cheeks. In these paintings the
faces of the people were drawn expressionless and impassive, without conveying
any message even if they faced the most alarming dangers.
A number of painters have ensured their long-lasting fame from this period:
Agha Sadeghi or Mohammad Sadeghi (eighteenth century). Men who had round
faces, large foreheads and fine hair, are characteristic of his paintings.
Mirza Baba, as a young man worked in the court of Karim Khan Zand and many
years later w h e n he was old became the painter of the court of Fath Ali Shah in
Tehran. Modernity and freshness are the characteristics of his paintings, repeated
forms and designs rarely being seen in his works.
Master Mehr Ah Isfahani, a skilled painter, who painted many portraits of Fath Ali
Shah, also painted a series of imaginary pictures of the ancient kings of Iran on the
walls of a famous palace—now destroyed—in Isfahan named the " N e w Mansion".
Mohamad Hassan Khan was an expert in colour-blending, and used red with great
success. H e was very courageous in selecting colours and composing forms. O n e
of his important innovations was selecting large and bright surfaces for the clothes
of Ghajar princes in his paintings. H e did this in a period, in which elaboration
and showing details were the conventional signs of being an expert. H e was deaf
and mute, and became k n o w n as "The Mute Painter".
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Abdullah K h a n was an experienced architect and talented painter. His wall
paintings show that he enjoyed appropriate talent and experience. H e has
successfully managed to paint the faces of Ghajar kings and their associates
especially in the painting of the Negarestan Mansion. H e was so expert in drawing
the states and expressions of faces and the jewellery and ornamental designs that he
could be called a miniature-painter (Plate 27).
Mirza Baba Alhoseini was the court painter at the time of Mohamad Shah (18341848). Although he was famous because he was expert in drawing portraits, he
did not restrict himself to it and became expert in gilding, miniature and floral
pattern painting. H e was an energetic and diligent artist and his works show that
he w a s looking for n e w criteria in painting. In his works, the faces of the people
are not metamorphosed and in their smiles and looks, the feeling of life and
existence can be sensed. It could even be said that if he had not been encumbered
with the demands of the king and the courtiers, he might have developed a n e w
style at that time.
Ghajarid official and courtly art had such an immense influence, that it suppressed
any reaction and protest. It accepted talents and tastes and later on they were
forgotten. In that period artists were like instruments, and were allowed no minds
of their own. They did what they were told. So it is not surprising that it seemed
as if a single hand had drawn all the faces and bodies, not different painters. There
were no signs of motion in them. The faces in the works were metamorphosed,
the looks were without life, as if they were mummified. The colours became pale
in these works, flowers in the paintings were faded and the people also faded into
mythology. The Ghajar school of painting had such a fate.
However, at the end of the Ghajar period, Iranian painting grew closer to
naturalism and the western style. O n e of the most famous painters of the time was
Sani Al M o l k or Abul Hassan Ghafari. H e drew m a n y portraits of the courtiers
and attempted to show all the details, motions and their states in his paintings.
Having learnt Iranian painting from master Mehrali and others, he travelled to Italy
in 1882. After graduating in R o m e , he returned to Iran and became the court
painter. H e established a workshop in which m a n y students began to learn the
techniques of painting, and in which hand-written copies and manuscripts were
illustrated also. Sani Al Molk was a naturalist artist. H e painted manifestations of
nature as he saw them.
Another painter of the time was Mahmud Khan, and although he was the Poet
Laureate of the court of Naser Al Din Shah, he was very fond of painting and
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created m a n y works. H e was a self-educated painter, and was familiar with the
western styles. H e painted freely and with originality.
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Kamal Al Molk
The last and the most famous painter in Ghajarid times was Mohamad Ghafari,
w h o w a s called K a m a l Al M o l k (1843?-1940). H e w a s the first academic
professor of western style painting in Iran (Plate 29). H e w a s fully familiar with
the principles of landscape and perspective and reflected all details and the elements
of nature in his paintings. M a n y years after he had graduated in Iran, he travelled
to France, where he studied in Paris. H e w a s strongly influenced by classical
painters, especially Renaissance and Baroque painters, such as Raphael, V a n D y c k
and Velasquez. However, w h e n he was in Paris, that is, during the last years of
the nineteenth century, the school of Impressionist painters w a s the popular style.
Apparently, he w a s not influenced by them. W h e n he returned to Iran he began to
work in a naturalistic style. H e had a delicate and careful view, and was able to see
all details with elegance and define the effects of light and chiaroscuro in nature and
on objects. H e often told his students:
I a m able to paint a work so correctly and accurately that if a
photograph is taken from the subject, there will be no difference
between the photograph and the painting.28
One of his most famous paintings is a work named Government Theatre for
Passion Plays.

In this work, the ceremony of mourning in the month of

M u h a r r a m 2 9 and the passion-play have been shown. Another famous work is
Talar Ayeneh (The Hall of Mirrors). Both of these were painted before his trip to
Europe.
An important point about his works in addition to his naturalistic style is the
content. H e has paid attention to everyday life, and the underprivileged classes of
society in his works, which was contrary to the custom for courtly painting (Plates
28 & 30). Despite the fact that he was expert in designing and painting people and
objects, on the whole, the people in his works have not been able to reflect reality
and have a staged rather than a realistic manner.

28

Imami Karim, Review of the Painting of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries, Farah
Foundation, Tehran, 1974.
29
First month of the lunar year. In thefirstten days of Muharram, Iranian people stage passion
plays to re-enact the battle of Karbala. The plays, stirring deep emotion, cause considerable selfinflicted wounds to take place in the flagellation in observance of the murder of Imam Hosain.

PL 28, Second-hand Sellers, Oil on Canvas, Kamal Al Molk.

PL 29, Self-portrait, Watercolour on
Paper, Kamal Al Molk.

PL 30, Fortune-teller of Baghdad, Oil on Canvas, Kamal Al Molk.
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THE PAHLAVI DYNASTY. 1925 - 1979
After the death of Naser Al Din Shah, Kamal Al Molk travelled to Europe and
stayed there for three years. Having returned to Iran, he travelled to Iraq and
stayed there for two years, and painted several works about the life and the people
of Iraq. W h e n he returned to Iran in 1911, he established the School of Fine Arts.
M a n y of his students became great experts in his style. Following is a brief
description of the work of these artists:

KAMAL AL MOLK'S STUDENTS
Ismail Ashtiani
During his life, Ismail Ashtiani (1892-1970) never officially engaged in any new
style, which was against the instructions of his teacher. H e painted m a n y works,
which reflect the evolutionary direction of realist-classicism in Iran. H e managed
to release his art from the constraints of the courtier—from the ornamental and
aristocratic subjects. H e paid attention to the life and work of the ordinary working
people (Plates 32, 33 & 34). The works he painted about these ordinary people
show a purified spirit and manner. O n e of his most distinguished works is a
painting which was based on one of the odes of Hafez 30 . This work shows the
extent of his ability in using shades, half-shades, colour blends visualising the
states and mental m o o d s of the characters. Although he w a s loyal to the
instructions of K a m a l A l Molk, sometimes he neglected the details of the trees,
leaves and the contour lines, especially in the faces of the people, because he
viewed the scene from a distance. Selecting the point of view is an optional issue
not casual. H e has successfully managed to visualise the entire m o o d and space.
Ali Mohamad Heidarian
Heidarian also followed Kamal Al Molk's style and proved his genius in painting
exact details, showing the states and mentality of the people. H e also copied the
works of great painters to gain experience. H e skilfully visualised their stylistic
details and minute points. The effects of Impressionism can certainly be found in
Heidarian's works.

H e has paid special attention to the m o o d and entire

atmosphere of each work, and avoided elaboration of details of the natural parts.
30

Hafez (or Hafiz) (14th century), is the poetic name of the great Persian poet Shamsud-Din
Mohammad. His chief work was a Divan, a collection of about 700 poems. He wrote odes and
quatrains (four-line rhymes). Iranian people called Hafez, "The Tongue of the Hidden," because of
the sweetness and beauty of his lyrics. His poems look like love songs but, in fact, they are
symbolic ways of expressing his love for Allah (God).

PI 31, The Tired Old Man, Oil on Canvas,
Mahmoud Olia.

PL 33, Portrait of an Old Man, Oil on Canvas,
Ismail Ashtiani.

PL 32, The Writer, Oil on Canvas,
Ismail Ashtiani.

PL 34, Portrait of an Old W o m a n , Oil on Canvas,
Ismail Ashtiani.
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H e has attempted while being loyal to the school of his teacher, to gain a kind of
independence.
Hassan Ali Vaziri
Hassan Ali Vaziri (7-1953) was among those, who brought a newer style to Iran
after him. Despite the opinions of his teacher, Vaziri travelled to Europe and
retained the first movements of Impressionism rather than Classicism and Realism
in his works. After him, in the works of other students of Kamal Al Molk the
effects of modern styles, consciously or unconsciously, can be found. The works
of this period were often moving between the frontiers of Realism and
Impressionism or composed of a combination of them.
Mahmoud Olia
Mahmoud Olia (Bom 1895) first learned the primary models and became expert in
realistic, classical styles. Gradually, the strokes of his brush became freer and
close to Impressionism. In one of his works, The Tired Old Man (Plate 31) he
managed to present the slim face of the old m a n by using light radiations and
atmospheric vibrations on the figure on the pitcher and window, resulting from
having the light source in the background and by using correctly the vibrating
subtleties of light on the face of the old man. In this work, he did not engage in the
structure and details of the face of the old man, and used harmonious, calm and
limpid colours, without using mixtures c o m m o n in the previous styles. H e used a
minimal variation of colours to create harmony and, as in Iranian traditional
paintings, kept to a monochromatic scheme.
Yahya Dolatshahi
Yahya Dolatshahi (Born 1899) although he was first inclined to paint in classical
and naturalist styles, followed his feelings, and refrained from the European
classical style. Despite the opinion of his teacher, he painted imaginary pictures
and scenes like those of Shah-Nameh

of Ferdowsi31. H e was also fond of the

human face and attempted to picture the emotion of human beings. H e has said,
"The face of human beings has different manifestations before the light. A painter
should animate his paintings by creating what is in nature."32 States of
31

Ferdowsi(940?-1020), means the "Heavenly One". It was the name taken by Abul Qasem
Mansur, one of the great epic poets of Iran. His Shah-Nameh (Book of Kings) traces the history
of Persia from its mythical period, perhaps before 3600 B C , to the Moslem conquest in AD.
641. It is a poem of 60,000 lines.
32
Dr Jalal Ed-din Kashefi, 'Reflection of Western Schools in the Works of Iranian Artists',
Faslnama-a Honor (Quarterly Art Journal), No. 12, Farhangsara-a Niyavaran, Tehran, Autumn
1986, p. 83.
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Expressionism can be found in some of his paintings including a work named
Yawning (Plate 38).
Ali Akbar Najmabadi
Ali Akbar Najmabadi (1899-?) was another famous painter who painted self
portraits. H e attempted to k n o w the inner part of himself. H e was also very fond
of copying the works of others. However, in his later works he paid attention to
the environment around him, and painted works, which were about ordinary
people, and subjects from everyday life (Plate 36).
Reza Shahabi
Reza Shahabi (1901-1979) was familiar with Iran's traditional arts, and also the
thoughts and insights of the western countries. After a little while he found his
personal style and with his concern about traditional art and by using its elements,
he found a n e w description. O n the other hand, he became interested in the
movements of Impressionism and Neo-Impressionism, and these two schools
affected his works. There are great similarities between some of his works and
those of V a n G o g h (Plate 35).
Ali Rokhsaz
Ah Rokhsaz (1906-?) was very much interested in the classical style. He said:
I consider the classical school, the best style, because nature is the
best model for artists. O n e should start with this style, and after
becoming familiar with its techniques, one can innovate and create
n e w things. It is true, that an artist by drawing and becoming
totally proficient in classical works, achieves his goal faster. So he
should use perspective, chiaroscuro and depiction of depth. His
works should not be without perspective and showing of depth like
miniatures. The subjects of miniatures are imaginary and
superstitious and are not real. In fact, these works are Mongol,
Indian, Chinese and Japanese, which have been combined, and
have no artistic or scientific value. I believe that both perspective
and anatomy should be observed. O f course, the artist w h o have
this ability, and knows nature well can use his imagination and
creative power to visualise imaginary subjects.33
Despite his declaration, Rokhsaz in his latest works, did not obey the principles of
classical or realist schools and used new styles. In his stone works, which were
created through adhering pebbles from the beds ofriversto his surfaces, he moved
far from Realism and used new methods (Plate 43). The subjects of his works
were mostly about people, drawing portraits and scenes of Shah-Nameh.
33

Kashefi in Faslnama-a Honor, pp. 90 and 91.
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PL 35, Shepherd, Oil on Canvas, Reza Shahabi.
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PL 36, Dervish, Oil on Canvas,
Ali Akbar Najmabadi.
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PL 37, The Hanging of Mansour Hallaj, Oil on Canvas,
Mahmoud Olia.

PL 38, Yawning, Oil on Canvas, Yahya Dolatshahi.

PL 39, Kaveh. Watercolour on Paper. Ali Moti.
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works, the details of things such as the people's faces and animals are not clear,
and he has distanced himself from mere characterisation. Forms have become
simple and sometimes have been drawn without chiaroscuro.
Mohsen Soheili
Mohsen Soheili(1909-?) was another student of Kamal Al Molk. First he painted
in a classical style and later in a naturalistic style. However, after study, he
changed his style, and became fond of new schools. He caused development in
painting which continued after him. He said:
Every time I paint, it is as if I have started a new search. I
continued, studying and conducting research. This purified m y
soul and caused the creation of six thousand, three hundred works,
which I personally call "study", that is knowing the outside and
inside world through painting, inanimate nature, landscapes,
painting portraits and sometimes imaginary painting about animate
and fresh nature...Most of m y mental conclusions and impressions
were about the scenery of the north of Iran. I also have created
works with regard to the principles of the style of Impressionism. I
became interested in that school, after understanding the thoughts
and statements issued by the Impressionist artists and recognising
the theoretical and practical structure of this school. I engaged in
recording the unsteady and momentary phenomena, for which I
was obliged to work fast and by applying thick sections of colours.
W h e n I w a s busy creating these kinds of works, I was less
interested in Romanticism and naturalistic schools, but I was really
interested in Impressionism. In m y studies, I recognised that, I
never belonged to Expressionism in its real sense. I could not find
the dimensions of Expressionism inside myself, but I found the
scopes of Classicism, then Romanticism and Naturalism, and to
s o m e extent Realism and at last more than other schools,
inclinations to Impressionism."34
Hosein Sheikh
The last and the youngest student of Kamal Al Molk was Hosein Sheikh (19101991). Although he was familiar with classicism and naturalist styles, he was
interested in Realism. Despite the fact that he had few works, they showed his
ability in this style. Two of his works are more important than the others. One of
them is named, The Doctor (Plate 40) and the other is The Water Carrier (Plate 41).
These two works show his attitude toward the environment around him. He has
attempted to introduce characteristics of Iranian life and has chosen people from the
lowest classes of society. Since he has painted few works, it is difficult to provide
a careful study about his ideals, but such an impression of his attitudes is
acceptable. The way he lived and his connection with the rich, could have made
34

Kashefi in Faslnama-a Honor, p. 96.

PL 40, The Doctor, Oil on Canvas, Hosain Sheikh.

PL 41, The Water-carrier, Oil on Canvas, Hosain Sheikh.
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him inclined to present works about the life of the nobles, but he did this only
once, in a work named, Sofreh Haft Sin [Seven S Cloth] (Plate 42) 3 5 . His two
works, The Doctor and The Water Carrier have different meanings and concepts.
These two realistic works, s h o w his innovation in blending colours and
chiaroscuro. T h e dominant colour is blue.
In The Doctor, the ill woman whose hand is in the hand of the doctor, who is
feeling her pulse, those standing in the doorway, the old m a n sitting on a bench,
the doctor himself and his assistant are under domination of this blue colour.
Selecting such a colour, with the worried look of the doctor and the hanging work
of a skeleton on the wall, has been a conscious decision to show the severity of
affliction and illness of the w o m a n .
The focus in The Water Carrier is on the bowl of cold water, the girl who is
obviously thirsty and the mother's hand holding inflated vessels, which constitute
the main pivot of the work. In the background, a little boy is shown. H e has a
box hanging from his neck. H e is a wandering hawker in the dim arch of the
bazaar, reminding of the forgotten and boring childhood of the water carrier. The
artist wanted to depict the generation which has been struggling for a long time
against defeats.
In these two works, Sheikh has used extraordinary and exaggerated illumination
and chiaroscuro. In The Doctor the light shines from an u n k n o w n source and
creates exaggerated chiaroscuro on the people and objects in the room. This kind
of illumination and chiaroscuro is also seen on the veil of the young w o m a n in The
Water Carrier, and aims to arouse the emotions of the viewers. The young w o m a n
has a confused look like that of the young w o m a n in The Doctor. They seem to
stare at the horizon, or indicate the endless view of the artist. Sheikh has said:
I stipulate that I do not believe in this n e w m o v e m e n t which is
resultant from different styles. I suppose that the day will come,
w h e n the world will not accept it too, and all of this false innovation
will be turned aside. All the artists around the world will follow the
most reasonable and principled arts, which were c o m m o n in the
Renaissance period in Europe. I consider these styles resultant
from a temporary high fever, which radiated from the ill and tired
soul of today's h u m a n beings, and has been caught in
unrestrainedness of the n e w age. It has m o v e d from the reasonable
35

During the great holiday in the Iranian calender, Now-Ruz (New Year), the first day of sp
Iranians clean their houses, buy new clothes, and plant seeds of wheat, or lentils in a bowl. The
New Year's Eve banquet table, when laid according to tradition, holds a mirror and candles flanked
by a Koran, unleavened bread, nuts, fruit, candy, coloured eggs, chicken, fish, and a tray
containing seven items whose Persian names begin with the sound of S—wild rue, apples, garlic,
vinegar, malt grain, greens, and sumac. Amid all this is a bowl of water with a leaf floating in it;
legend holds that the leaf will move a little at the exact moment the sun crosses the equator.

PL 42, Sofreh Haft Sin (Seven S Cloth). Oil on Canvas, Hosain Sheikh.

PL 43. Girl and Goat. Oil on Canvas, Ali Rokhsaz. 1974.
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principles of classicism to disorder. I do not consider it freedom
from artistic constraints. Shortly, artists will return to the actual
and real genuineness and duty, I mean, they will use perspective,
showing three dimensional figures and chiaroscuro and will refrain
from temporary modernisation. However, I a m fond of the
classical and naturalistic styles to some extent. If I have sometimes
used imagination and engaged in imaginary works, that imagination
had been a mere visualisation of the real situation and signs of
perceptible nature and not about the unseen world and vague
thoughts which invade the unconscious mind of h u m a n beings. I
have never wanted m y works to be vague and a visualisation of the
unseen world, or about dreams and imagination. I do not decrease
the clarity of m y works. However, I declare I a m not an old fogey,
but I believe that w e should not follow the mirage of soul.36
The school of Kamal Al Molk and his students has been the main and the most
c o m m o n style in painting for half a century and has been very effective in changing
the attitude of painters and artists and also the people of that time and even the
people of the current age in Iran. The format and the concepts of this school are
entirely foreign and it has been brought to Iran without any modifications. Even
the subjects were according to the divisions of painting six hundred years after the
Renaissance period in Europe—scenery, portraits, compositions of people, stilllife, painting of social subjects, birds, animals, etc—all were merely imitative
works.

K a m a l Al M o l k and his students m a d e traditional art invalid, and

accelerated the destruction, which had begun many centuries ago. While searching
for technical methods such as, using oil paint, using the strokes of the paint brush,
receiving and transferring light and chiaroscuro, observing the geometrical
principles of scenery, analysing and mixing colours and other formal issues, they
accepted the general subject matter and western form of painting, at the same time.
Unchangeable and academic principles, which had dominated the art of painting
before Impressionism in Europe, carried the same dogmatism in Iran too and
continued until the middle of the twentieth century. Technical skill became one of
the principal factors of painting.
However, while painting scenes, drawing portraits and still-life, Kamal Al Molk
and his students indicated the problems of their society. M a n y of the people in the
works painted by Kamal Al M o l k were real and drawn from the people around
him. The amanuensis, holding paper on his knees, people w h o happily buy and
sell second-hand clothes, the foreigner w h o has leaned his head on his hands, and
the w o m a n w h o has pinned her hope on the words of a fortune-teller, were the
people around Kamal Al Molk.

36

Kashefi in Faslnama-a Honor, pp. 101 & 102.
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Kamal Al Molk and his students' methods did not affect one group of painters.
Although this group of painters were contemporary with the great skill of their
time, they were not influenced by his school. The most famous painters in this
group were Mir Mossavar and Rasam Arzhangi. Another two groups of painters
were working at that time: (1) traditional painters, (2) modern minded painters.
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1- TRADITIONAL PAINTERS
The traditional painters or miniaturists were also under the influence of western
painting and were fond of observing perspective and using the anatomy of h u m a n
beings.
Hadi Tajvidi
The most famous painter of this group was Hadi Tajvidi. He had a great role in
this respect. For a while, he learnt the techniques of the classical school from
Kamal Al Molk. Although his works show his great influence from the Safavid
school of painting, observing perspective and showing the mood, which are
severely contrary to Iran's traditional school, indicate non-compliance with the
composition. A n important point about bis works is that the people no longer have
Iranian faces and the effects of Mongol schools on them have entirely vanished.
H e has also tried to record the inner states and mentality of the figures in his
works. A b u Taleb M o g h i m i (1912-1969) M o h a m a d Ali Zavieh (1912- ) Ali
Karimi (1913-) and Ali Motie (1916-) (Plate 39) were among his students.
Hosein Islamian
Hosein Islamian (1911-1981) was another painter, who painted in the Safavid
manner and has painted m a n y works, using this method.
Mohamad Ali Zavieh
Among these painters Mohamad Ali Zavieh (1912- ) has had a great role in
developing this style of traditional painting (Miniature) which w a s neither
traditional nor classical. Nowadays, his works have been published as post cards
throughout Iran, which has helped to spread this style (Plate 47). H e said:
In painting miniatures w e did not pay m u c h attention to perspective
and w e painted whatever w e imagined. In those days, after w e
learned to paint portraits and 3 D stereoscopic effects from Hadi
Tajvidi, sometimes w e painted without using them. O f course,
after I visited the European exhibitions, I understood that instead of
imitating the principles of the works of the great painters, w e
should return to the precious principles of Iranian and Islamic arts,
and develop them if possible. So, having returned to Iran, I
engaged in traditional painting, and also teaching students. Like
ancient miniaturists, I used unreal colours to avoid drawing
portraits which result in characterisation. However, to m a k e the
face of the characters beautiful, I used chiaroscuro."37
37

Kashefi, 'Contemporary Iranian Miniatures (1)', in Faslnama-e Honor, No. 11, Farhangsara-a
Niyavaran, Tehran, Summer 1986, p. 104.

PL 49, Clouds, Watercolour on Paper, Ail Karimi, 1971.

PL 50, Waiting for a Bus, Watercolour on Paper, Ali Karimi, 1971.
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However, the faces of his characters are not real, but ideal. The subjects of his
works were illustration of poems of the famous poets, drawings of single
characters and some other romantic subjects.
Ali Karimi
Ah Karimi (1922-) was another traditional painter (Miniaturist). At first, like other
painters he painted in the traditional style, then, decided while preserving the
techniques and values of miniatures, to present modern subjects. H e has paid
attention to every-day and ordinary issues. Lines of people waiting for a bus
(PLate 50) lines of people buying oil, which were often seen everywhere at the
beginning of the war, are some of the subjects of his works. In one of his works,
he has managed to show an important issue about mankind (Plate 49). H e has
painted a cloud, which is full of faces and bodies of human beings. M a y b e he has
wanted to indicate the ascension of mankind to his ultimate destination, that is
God.
Mohamad Tajvidi
Mohamad Tajvidi (1924-) was also among the painters who were interested in
classical art, and simultaneously painted in classic method and miniature style
(Plate 46). His later works have religious concepts, have been painted in classical
style, and have been influenced by Gothic painting.
Mohmud Farshchian
One of the most famous painters of this method of traditional painting (Miniature)
was M o h m u d Farshchian (1929- ). Most of the concepts of his works were
derived from the poems of famous poets like Saadi,38 Hafez and Ferdowsi (Plates
44, 45 & 48). H e has attempted to show the concept of intuition in his works.
Primarily, like other miniaturists, he was strongly influenced by classical art, but
gradually, he paid more attention to 3 D stereoscopic painting. The world of
miniature is an imaginary one, which depends on literature and the mystic poets.
Iranian miniatures try to show the mystic moods and states of h u m a n beings.
People reading books, playing stringed musical instruments such as the Tar,
drinking wine, relaxing and watching beautiful girls, were typical subjects of many
38

Saadi (11847-1291), was a famous Persian writer and poet. Under the protection of his patron,
the ruler of Fars, he studied in Baghdad, and won fame by his writings. The Mongols deposed his
patron in 1226, and Saadi became a wanderer. He finally went to Jerusalem, where he lived as a
hermit until he was captured by Prankish crusaders. He was rescued and returned home. Most
important of his twenty-two works are Boston (Fruit Garden) and The Gulistan (Rose Garden), in
prose and verse. Saadi's works were thefirstPersian literature to be introduced into Europe. He
was born in Shiraz.
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works. In Persian literature, mysticism and monotheism were likened to playing a
musical instrument, drinking wine, and loving a beautiful girl. A miniaturist
shows these concepts by actualising them. However, it seems in some cases
miniaturists were not successful in presenting these concepts. In some cases, it
had negative consequences and the viewer paid attention only to the external form,
neglecting the main idea behind it (Plates 44, 46,47 & 48). However, the spiritual
m o o d of s o m e miniatures—indicated by the use of light blue—should not be
forgotten. B y studying these colours, w e get into a world different from the
materialistic world, and w e go into the metaphysical world and become far from
the uncleanness of this world and w e can purify our souls.
This artist has had a major influence on the some of next generation of artists, who
belonged to the Revolutionary period. His commitment to working in the
miniature style and to spiritual content, met with their admiration. H e had also
taught a number of these artists before the Revolution.
The Coffee House Painters
There was another group of painters who were generally called "Coffee House
Painters". They were not academic painters. They were simple people, w h o tried
to illustrate the enterprises of the national champions, the epic p o e m s of
Shahnameh, religious events and the beliefs of the people. The main bases of
these Coffee House Painters were alleys, bazaars, Zour-khanehs.39 W h e n the
constitution movement was developed, public thoughts were awakened, liberal
thoughts were developed and this movement was suddenly accelerated. It can be
said that the basis of this movement was established by public demand, because
they wanted to see the incarnations of national champions, immaculate I m a m s and
the victims w h o had been killed innocently. So the coffee houses became the
sources of these kinds of painters and their supporters. In fact, the coffee houses
became their workshops and exhibition centres. The root of this art should be
searched for in the art of passion-plays. W h e n religious tragedians came to the
streets, to show the real bravery of the great victim of Karbala, I m a m Hosain, the
faithful and real artists used their arts to develop their beliefs and religion.
Hosain Gholar Aghasi
One of the very important painters in this style, was Hosain Gholar Aghasi (?1966). H e always painted whatever people ordered. Sometimes when the coffee

39

Zour-khaneh (house of strength) where hundreds of men, aged between sixteen and sixty,
followed special body-building courses and trained as traditional wrestlers.

house w a s crowded, he asked the opinion of the people, w h o did not k n o w
anything about painting. He accepted their opinions, though they were contrary to
the logics of his art. This modesty caused him to be popular among the people.
He always considered himself the student and imitator of tile painters, and said:
The day, when we engaged in this kind of painting, we did not
want to compete with educated painters w h o had returned from
abroad. W e all have been working in different places, such as,
constructing buildings, tile making, sculpting. W e put our minds
and tastes together. Everyone used his art. O n e of us was expert in
arabesque, another one knew h o w to m a k e paint, another one k n e w
h o w to draw faces. It was important to us that the people would
accept our works. The tea (sic) house keepers also helped us.
They prepared our food, and the people prepared everything for our
wives and children. So w e worked. The big difference between
the painters w h o created nature and us was the fact that w e avoided
creating nature. W e have not studied anything and have not
travelled to anywhere. A clergyman preaching, a narrator narrating
a part of Shahnameh, w e used these subjects and also our
imaginations. Then w e manifested these imaginations. Some, w h o
claimed to be educated artists, m a d e fun of our works and said that
w e were doing something wrong. However, w e did not pay
attention. I myself heard again and again that some people said,
'Hosain does not k n o w h o w to paint landscape, does not k n o w the
sizes, the legs of the people in his works are short.' They did not
k n o w that if w e had created nature, observed the principles, w e
would not have been in tea(sic) houses."40
The faces of figures and religious characters in Hosain's works are spiritual and
pleasant. The positive characters have arched eyebrows, large and innocent eyes,
pleasant and bright faces and negative characters have harsh faces, thick eyebrows
and defiled eyes. This contrast between the characters in his works, shows the
inner conflict in human beings. The main aim of painting this kind of work, is to
remind people of the sad events in the history of Islam and teach morality. In
works painted in coffee houses and about epic subjects the painters have followed
this objective. The battle between Rostam and Div (the demon) is in fact the battle
between the human being and his inner devil (Plate 51). When Rostam kills his
son, Sohrab, he shows symbolically the errors and mistakes of human beings and
how hastily they judge when something happens to them. Narrators teach people
through telling these stories and showing their pictures. Hosain has said:
We selected the stories of Shahnameh. The stories which were
useful, calmed the people and had some morals. Regardless of
what the story w a s about, w e illustrated them. W e painted
whatever the narrators said and the people wanted. The people
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Hadi Seyf, Coffee-House Painting, Ministry of Culture and Higher Education, Iran Cultural
Heritage Organisation, General Office of Tehran Museums, Reza Abbasi Museum, 1990, Tehran.

PL 51, The White Div Slain by Rostam, Oil on Canvas,
Gholar Aghasi, 1954,154x197cm.

PL 52, Karbala Affliction, Oil on Canvas, M o h a m m a d Modabber,
201x241cm, Sa'ad-Abad Cultural Collection.

PL 53, Karbala Affliction, Oil on Canvas, Gholar Aghasi, 241xl3ocm,
Sa'ad-Abad Cultural Collection.
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wanted us to paint the powerful champions of Shahnameh, the
defeat of the enemies of Iran and w e obeyed them.41
The painting, Karbala Affliction

42

which was painted by Hosain Aghasi, is a

good example of one having religious concepts (Plate 53). This work is full of
h u m a n figures and shows the I m a m Hosain's martyrdom. H e has used the most
limpid colours in this work. H e has used red for the cloak of I m a m Hosein, which
indicates martyrdom, and green for his turban which is the sign of Islam and life.
H e has painted I m a m Hosein in the centre of the work, riding a horse and bigger
than the others to give emphasis. Around him the events of Ashura 4 3 have been
painted according to their importance. The faces of his companions have been
painted bright and with dignity, although their bodies are full of the arrows of their
enemies and the faces of their enemies are full of fear.

Mohamad Modabber
Another famous painter in this style was Mohamad Modabber (7-1967). Most of
his works are about religious events, especially the scenes of Ashura. While
painting he began to mourn and due to excitement burst into tears. Although on
Ashura day, the pagan troops became apparently victorious, he painted the faces
and bodies of the soldiers of I m a m Hosein with dignity. This indicates the victory
of truth over falsehood. In his work, Karbala Affliction (Plate 52) M o h a m m a d has
shown his ability in expressing the mentality of his characters. B y designing the
eyes, eyebrows and wrinkles in the faces of his characters correctly, he has
successfully shown the inner aspects—the devil and godliness—of his characters.
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Hadi Seyf.
Karbala is the name of a desert area in the land now known as Iraq. This painting is about the
martyrdom of Imam Hosain and his seventy-two-odd men, who were slaughtered by Yazid, the
Caliph, in the battle of Karbala, south of Baghdad, about fourteen centuries ago.
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Ashura is the tenth day of the Arabic lunar month of Muharram, when Imam Hosain and his
followers suffered martyrdom.
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2- MODERN-MINDED PAINTERS
The modern-minded painters who were graduates returning to Iran, or their
followers, wanted to establish artistic development principles. However, their
works show that it was not a deep-rooted movement and has been a superficial and
imitative act. It is not surprising, because the political, economic and social
circumstances of Iran were under the influence of western culture. The effects of
western culture on the Iranians were not positive, because rather than
understanding the main ideas of western civilisation, this w a s a case of only
knowing its outward form. At that time, politically Iran was under the influence of
foreign countries. In order to continue their domination, foreign countries invaded
the people culturally. The Shah of Iran, w h o needed the support of foreign states,
helped them. H e was in fact their agent. So, in the world of art, graduates w h o
had returned from abroad began to introduce and teach western art in Iran.
The young and unaware artists were affected by this movement. They merely
imitated western painting in order to belong to current fashion. Each group
selected an artist as the ideal artist and began painting in his style. This group of
artists became absorbed in western art and were not aware of their native art.
Through the establishment of the Fine Arts Faculty in Tehran University in 1944
this movement was reinforced. In this faculty the teachers embarked on teaching
western painting and m a n y university students and painters became familiar with
Impressionism and painted m a n y works using that style. Gradually this style was
replaced by Cubism. A t the same time, m a n y painters embarked on combining
traditional arts with western painting.
Jafar Petgar
The works of Jafar Petgar (1920-) who was a naturalist artist and painted in the
style of Kamal Al Molk, are very distinguished. Primarily, he became interested in
classicism and naturalism and worked on subjects such as poverty. Later he
embarked on painting traditional subjects. H e painted The Carpet Seller (Plate 59)
and The Carpet Darner (Plate 55) in order to present Iranian characters and find an
Iranian identity in his works. H e intended to show the suffering of the people, and
has placed the old m a n in the most important point of the w o r k — t h e absolute
foreground and at the very front of the picture plane. T o emphasise suffering,
Iranian artists used the creation of carpets as the symbol of artistic masterpieces. In
T h e Carpet Seller, while paying attention to a public issue, he has attempted to
present a form of traditional art. In this work, the old m a n is, in fact, the symbol

PL 54, The Day of the Last Judgement, Oil on Canvas, Mohammad Modabber,
Reza Abbasi Museum Collection.

PL 55, The Carpet Darner, Oil on Canvas, Jafar Petgar, 1943,

PL 56, Ali and the Ring and the Beggar,
Oil on Canvas, Jafar Petgar, 1956.

PL 57, From Here to Eternity,
Oil on Canvas, Jafar Petgar, 1943.

PL 58, Charities, Oil on Canvas, Jafar Petgar, 1979.

PL 59 The Carpet Seller, Oil on Canvas,
Jafar Petgar, 1943,

PL 60, Intuition, Oil on Canvas,
Jafar Petgar.
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of old art and the child is the symbol of the new generation, w h o should depend on
their traditional art and preserve their identity.
His next works are generally about religious subjects. In From Here to Eternity
(Plate 57) though he has not painted a h u m a n figure, he has attempted to indicate
the h u m a n subject indirectly, in a symbolic way. In this work, the domes and
minarets of the mosques and shrines with a lot of flying pigeons represent the
ascension of the h u m a n being to his eternal place in the heavens. H e has said:
In this work, I have paid attention to religious subjects. I suppose
that the h u m a n being is allowed to m o v e on the earth, a positive
m o v e or a negative one. The positive m o v e means the ascension of
spiritual nature to the high ranks of heaven and a negative m o v e
means the descent of the bestial nature to the lower levels. In this
work I was looking at h u m a n nature and appealing to the travellers
interested in this long journey. I have shown this in a rough w a y as
lines of white and coloured fast-flying pigeons. This is the origin
of life and God-worshippers and souls move. In this connection, I
have painted some other works such as Ali and the Ring and the
Beggar, Charities and Intuition.^
In Ali and the Ring (Plate 56) Petgar has tried to show an inner dimension and
h u m a n character, that is, generosity and self-sacrifice. While saying his prayer,
I m a m Ali 4 5 gives his ring to a beggar. In this painting, Petgar has used
geometrical forms especially Lozenge forms, which are the bases of Islamic Art.
In Charities (Plate 58) acts of helping others and especially those in poverty have
been shown. In Intuition (Plate 60) he has attempted to remind the viewer to think
about himself.
Through emphasising the space of the mosque and the book, which is probably the
Holy Koran, he has shown the traditional nature of the subject and also has
emphasised the role of religion in awareness and intuition. In his works, Petgar
has exaggerated the bodies of the people in order to show the depth of their souls.
In Intuition the h u m a n figures are in fact representing the fate and condition of
h u m a n beings, w h o primarily through study and contemplation, then through
prayer and servitude, pass the stages of intuition. The relative size of the bodies of
the people, is the sign of the comparative purity of their souls. A n important point
about his works is the w a y the three dimensional forms of the people and the
setting are contrasted with theflatand geometrical forms of tilery and lines, which
has manipulated the sense of proportion and the harmony of it, to some extent.
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However, his efforts to use western art and compose it together with the eastern art
forms are worth praising. He has said:
First of all, I have to say, the artist who forgets himself and uses
only the western and easternfindingsand products will be forgotten
very soon and his works do not have m u c h value. After m a n y
years of gaining experience and reflecting about the arts of other
countries, I became interested in Islamic Iranian arts. I had no
teacher other than a personal understanding and vast nature which is
stretching in front of m e and rare books left by m y ancestors which
are as a treasure...Finally, I suppose through pervasive efforts and
m y inward calling, I found m y way, which is following the
thoughts of the Iranian artists and that is all...while painting the
eastern subjects, I composed from the view-points of Islamic art
and naturalism. I tried through naturalistic painting and using the
art of traditional artists to achieve a n e w kind of composition.46
In the period of his late works these paintings based on religious subjects affected
younger artists. In fact, he becomes the major link between the Pre-Revolutionary
art and the art of the Post-Revolutionary period.

Mohsen Vaziri Moghaddam
Mohsen Vaziri Moghaddam (1924-) having learned the techniques of Classicism
and Impressionism and methods common at that time, he turned to personal
experiences. He selected the lives of the ancient kings and princes of Iran as the
subjects of his works (Plate 61). The principal method of his work was Cubism.
The only factors which were eastern in his paintings were the faces and the clothes
of the figures. Later he became interested in abstract painting. He has said about
his works:
Master Mohamad Ah Heidarian taught me to be careful in designing
and I traversed the rest of the w a y by myself. The faces and
landscapes, which I painted at that time, were merely for practice.
Painting is a painful necessity for m e , and w h e n I a m painting it is
as if I go into a trance, a kind of living trance. In connection with
m y sandy works, I have to say that some day on the shores of a
lake in Italy, I stared at the marks of m y hands on the sands,
unintentionally. For a m o m e n t I was shocked because it was a
discovery into m y personal world. From that time, a n e w period
began in m y painting method. 47
Another measure was taken in using traditional arts in a new way by some
painters. It was attempted through using old manuscripts of prayer books and
published religious paintings to achieve a new form. Although the works of these
painters were ornamental, they should be considered, because they were figurative.
46
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PL 61. Sassanid Prince, Oil on Canvas. Mohsen Vaziri Moghaddam, 1956

PL 62. The Horse and the Arrow, Oil on Canvas, Zhazeh Tabatabaei. 1957
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Hosain Z e n d e h Roodi
O n e of these painters was Hosain Zendeh Roodi (1937-). A s stated before, the
sources used for creating these works were religious subjects, so his works were
religious. H e used figures such as headless corpses of Karbala victims, which
were shown in simple and geometrical forms (Plates 66 & 67). Despite using
figurative forms, these works seem to be abstract and ornamental. The figures and
backgrounds of some of them are full of writing and an attempt was m a d e to use
the religious colours of mourning ceremonies.
On the whole, they remind the viewers of religious places and places for mourning
ceremonies. However, despite the fact that the subjects are religious, and religious
forms and sources have been used, they lack spirituality and truthfulness and it is
difficult for the viewer to establish a religious connection with them. This is
mainly because his aim of using traditional elements was merely from a technical
point of view and to create a new style, rather than being concerned with concept
Zhazeh Tabatabaei
Zhazeh Tabatabaei (1937-) was another figurative painter, who later engaged in
making sculptures. H e was also interested in Pop Art, and his works have
religious tenors. In one of his works, The Horse and the Arrow (Plate 62) he has
shown the scene in which I m a m Hosein's horse has reached the tents.

In the

background he has painted the figures of people, w h o can be construed as I m a m
Hosein's family. H e has said:
I do not paint about the dreams of the Arabian Nights. I combine
the comforts and sadness of human beings and show them in m y
works. M y ultra-surrealist world is a realistic one. I use limpid
and beautiful colours. B y using these colours I show the light of a
purified life. I do not represent a technical painting without any
message. I believe that painting is a m o m e n t of truth, which is
shown by the painter through the use of colours, lines and forms.
Nowadays, everything is done by machinery ... naturally I use
these tools to express m y feelings. That is the best w a y to make the
cold iron say the warmest things.48
Despite the fact that his works have religious tenors, they do not represent deep
religious feelings. It seems that he has used religious forms in order to give his
works a kind of eastern appearance. Religious forms were used for technical
reasons, rather than for their real significance. For instance in The Horse and the
Arrow the horse's state does not show its concern over the fact that it has lost its
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PL 63, Setting Sun, Oil on Canvas.
Parviz Kalantari, 1957.

PL 64, The Musical Instrument, O O on Canvas,
Parviz Kalantari.

PL 65, Kettle-Drum, Oil on Canvas, Parviz Kalantari.
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owner, I m a m Hosein, and the figurative characters are not surprised. It is as if
nothing has happened.
Parviz Kalantari
Parviz Kalantari (1931-) having considered different methods such as naturalism
and the movements of Classicism, Romanticism, Impressionism, Expressionism,
tended towards Cubism, and created figurative painting using this method. In one
of his works, Setting Sun (Plate 63) he has shown a m a n in a sitting position in an
old house. The old m a n stares at thefloor,while thinking. In this work he has
used a form of Expressionism, by using the lines of his body to show the subject's
inner state. In another work, while playing a pipe for hisflock,a young shepherd
sits under a tree. In this work, the use of cubist methods is apparent to some
extent. B y painting The Musical Instrument (Plate 64) and Kettle-Drum (Plate 65)
he has tried to show motion in his works, showing that he was influenced by the
Futurist painters. Although he has painted rural scenes, it seems as if he intended
only to practise to find a n e w style and identity for his works. H e has paid more
attention to the clothes and faces of Iranian symbols. Later on he shifted to abstract
painting.
Ali Akbar Sadeghi
Ali Akbar Sadeghi (1937-) was an industrious figurative painter. He has worked
seriously in this field, and the subjects of most of his works have been h u m a n
beings, in particular Iranian legendary heroes being the characters of his works
(Plate 68). However, the fact that his works are native and Iranian is only
secondary and his main goal is to portray the characters of h u m a n beings. In fact
he searches for inner forces of h u m a n beings, and the battle between truth and
falsehood. H e was strongly influenced by Iranian folklore and has used this as his
subject matter. H e can be considered a surrealist painter, because he used
imaginary and real factors in his works simultaneously. Sometimes a contrast
between two dimensional and three dimensional factors is seen. H e has inevitably
used them to convey his message. Sometimes this contrast is desirable, and
sometimes it is not. In addition to painting he engaged in illustrating children's
books and making films. H e has said about his works, "Most of the tales I have
read during m y childhood were fairy tales. They were surrealistic to me."49
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PL 66, Figure Without Head, Oil on Canvas,
Hosain Zendeh Roodi.

PL 67, Headless Horseman, Oil on Canvas,
Hosain Zendeh Roodi.

PL 68. Stroke. Oil on Canvas, Ali Akbar Sadeghi, 1978.
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Undoubtedly, his characters are reflective ones and cause the viewers to reflect in
order to understand their meanings. He has said about his characters, who are
often Iranian heroes:
You always consider a hero, a kind and lovable person who helps
others. I believe people cannot see evils unless they have a good
mentality. So, a hero can see all the evils, because he has a good
mentality. W h e n I say "hero" I do not mean his physical power,
but his mental power. W h e n he helps a person he is using his
mentality. W h e n he goes to fight against a huge demon carrying a
three-ton club with his small sword, he defeats the demon using his
mental power. So, to be a hero does not mean being physically
powerful. I believe one fights during life for love, country and
belief and even for food—but h o w does one fight? S o m e exploit
others. However, others really fight to gain food respectfully. So
w e are always fighting...I feel the h u m a n being is as innocent as
when he was born, and society and his peers mislead him. So in
m y opinion h u m a n beings are innocent, and I have shown it in m y
works. In m y works if a hero separates one's head from one's
body, the separated head never bleeds, or the hero does not have a
rough and unkind face. The face of the hero is always kind and
lovable. If a kind of unsteadiness is apparent in m y works, that is a
natural unsteadiness which exists in other painters' works.
However, some people say that I am rough, but if you look
carefully, there is no roughness in m y works, and if there is, it is a
natural roughness, because if you do not see this roughness, you
cannot feel friendship or gentleness. M a y b e because I have a
gentle character and try to love others, I suppose in this w a y I
always believe that there are an angel and a devil within every
person. Those w h o are wicked, their devils have dominated their
angels. While in others their angels dominate their devils. Perhaps
through painting these works, the devil within m e will be killed,
and I will become milder and milder day by day and love others
more and more. 50
Sadeghi was among the painters who continued to work with a figurative style
after the Islamic Revolution. His works are dealt with further in the chapter on
pre-Revolutionary Artists, who continued to work after the Revolution. After the
Islamic Revolution, this movement was discontinued, and this imitative art or
"Modern Art" which was common in Iran, was replaced by the Revolutionary Art,
which is discussed later.
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IRAN'S FIGURATIVE
REVOLUTION

PAINTING

AFTER

THE

ISLAMIC

In this chapter there will first be a brief explanation of the Islamic Revolution in
Iran, an analysis and study of the art work painted in this era, and an introduction
to some painters. There will evidently be m a n y painters and art works, which
cannot be dealt with due to the similarity of their styles, and the major figures will
be used to represent the developments of the period.
Undoubtedly, the Islamic Revolution has had a great influence on Iran's culture
and art. It is difficult to study and analyse the role of the Islamic Revolution
without having knowledge of the political and social conditions of Iran, before and
after the Islamic Revolution. O n the other hand, if w e were to deal with a full
history of Iran, it would be outside the scope of this study and a brief overview
will be given. It can be said that since Safavid times (1501-1736) after the entry of
western culture and the domination of the weak government by foreign countries,
exploitation was started in Iran. Gradually, this domination and influence became
stronger, and during the Pahlavi times (1925-1979) it reached its highest point.
The Shah ( M o h a m m a d Reza) was imposed on Iran as the main agent to exploit
them. In order to accomplish this mission and maintain his domination over the
people, the Shah tightened his despotism and became one of the most frightening
dictators at that time.
One of his objectives was the elimination of religion in society and its substitution
by a secular culture. In this w a y he spent revenues earned through oil sales and
was supported by foreign governments. This caused the intellectuals and naturally
the c o m m o n people to blindly imitate western culture and to accept it as the pattern
for their life. However, real intellectuals including I m a m Khomeini started
campaigns against these existing conditions. Primarily, this m o v e m e n t w a s
suppressed, and its leader w a s exiled. For a while, the situation w a s under
control, but later, the exiled leader of the movement, by sending leaflets and
lectures m a d e the people aware and prepared them for a great and unique
revolution.
Finally in 1978 the Islamic Revolution was started, and despite the fact that foreign
governments supported the Shah's regime, the Shah was toppled in 1979. During
the Revolution the people called for independence, freedom and an Islamic
Republic, for Iran had been under the domination and dictatorship of the kings,
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and real Islam had been destroyed. Naturally, the people became strongly
interested in their culture and religion. At the same time, painters embarked on
using the rich cultural sources such as those of Islamic and traditional art.
Considering the real character and moral values of h u m a n beings, objectives and
ideals and also the social and political conditions of the society were the main
subjects in which the painters were interested. They reflected the daily issues and
important events of the Islamic Revolution or the "Imposed War". B y painting
these subjects, painters tried to show the oppression of the oppressors on people
regardless of place and time. They felt obliged to show these issues and enlighten
the people. So, w e see in some works painted after the Revolution that issues
about other nations have been presented, and the Revolutionary painters have
shown that they have a worldwide view-point.
The new era was started by referring back to the principles of original Islam in
Iran. Iranian Moslems in the beginning of their rebirth considered Islam and found
their objectives in Islamic culture and civilisation. This culture considers h u m a n
beings to have a special value. G o d considers mankind his successor on earth. All
the angels have bowed d o w n in front of A d a m . H e is superior to all creatures. In
the viewpoint of Islam, one must be within a society. W e are not created to live far
from society without any responsibility and obligation. A faithful person must
think about the difficulties of people and find solutions for them. The Holy Koran
considers all h u m a n beings a single body and brothers. So, the Revolutionary
Artist pays attention to the problems of the people and tries to reflect them. He/she
also intends to show contemporary h u m a n beings, and in order to do this, they
consider people from different angles.
While considering the figurative painting after the Revolution in Iran, we will come
across some movements:
- a movement consisting of several young painters, which was combined with
government organisations, this was concurrent with;
- a movement, which was created by young painters and university students in
revolutionary foundations, and also
- a movement, which has remained from the artistic movements before the Islamic
Revolution, including traditional painters.
These movements are still going on. The painters of the first two movements are
those w h o are fond of the Islamic Revolution and show its events and issues.
They are trying to show objectives and ideals of their society. They feel obliged
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and are trying to show subjects which solve their problems and the problems of the
people. They share the fate of the people and do not neglect the problems of
society. They try to understand and feel the problems and reflect them in their art
works. In this w a y they have observed the Islamic morality. If some concepts in
their works are the same as western ones, they have tried to restrict themselves to
Islamic manners and refrain from showing affairs not desired by society.
The paintings of this era can be considered from two respects—content and
technical aspects. The painters of the Islamic Revolution have considered h u m a n
beings both in material and metaphysical respects. Consequently, in the
Revolutionary Art on one hand, concern over political, social and economic issues
can be found and on the other hand analysis of h u m a n character and ideological
issues can be found too. Atfirst,artists engaged in narrating and recording the
daily events of the Revolution, and sometimes they engaged in drawing the
portraits of the revolutionary characters.
In another period when the Persian Gulf War broke out, other issues such as the
scenes of the war, public support in defending the religion and country, political
and economic issues, the picture of war heroes and martyrs, comparing historical
events with today's events, idealism, the characters of Islam, Islamic concepts
such as self-sacrifice and martyrdom were used as artistic themes. At this stage the
artists considered m a n a social individual and have tried to show his social
dimension. People's active participation in defending their country has been
analysed by artists. The type of impression and indication are different from the
arts of other revolutions. Although the effects of Russia's and Mexico's arts on
the Islamic Revolution's Art cannot be rejected, the presence of religious and
metaphysical issues in the works created during the war m a k e it distinct from other
revolutionary arts.51 T h e presence of symbols showing religious concepts and
creating an unreal atmosphere by placing different scenes in one work or placing
factors in the sky of the painting to induce a spiritual and metaphysical mood,
indicate the religious aspects of art after the Islamic Revolution. A symbolic and
exaggerated viewpoint in drawing the bodies and the faces of the people, such as
enlargement of bodies and eyes, drawing bodies without heads, showing the event
of Karbala, drawing I m a m Z a m a n riding a horse, showing St. Fatemeh and St.
Zainab in an unreal way, an invisible source of light in the painting, using symbols
such as the sword, the tulip, blood-bird, flower, religiousflags,coloured cloth,
5

4 believe this to be so, basically because the essence of other revolutions is usuall
humanistic, rather than spiritual ideals and is somewhat different from the Islamic Revolution in
Iran, from an ideological point of view. The Islamic Revolution, although also triggered by the
need for social reform, isfirmlybased in ideological reform—in this case religious ideology.
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green forehead cloths, books and the Holy Koran indicate the metaphysical attitude
of the Revolutionary Artists.
Simultaneous attention to the social life of human beings and metaphysical issues is
one of the most important characteristics of the Painting of the Islamic Revolution.
Unlike European Medieval Art, which has dealt with metaphysics, or Socialist
Realistic Art, which has only dealt with the materialistic issues of h u m a n beings,
the art of the Islamic Revolution according, to the Islamic ideology, looks at the
h u m a n being from material and metaphysical aspects and draws both dimensions.
Even in realistic painting of the Islamic Revolution the effects of religion and
metaphysics can be seen. M o s l e m painters try to condemn wrong customs and
savage behaviours in society, and to awaken love toward eternity and the eternal
world. Through showing unjust characteristics, painters encourage people to
m e n d their ways and approach the formation of an ideal society.
In considering the techniques of the art of the Islamic Revolution, it should be said
that this art hesitated in imitating modern western art which had been popular
before the Revolution and approached it cautiously. However, due to reasons
including the progress of technology and closer relations among nations and social
necessity the apparent effects of western art on the revolutionary art can be seen.
This does not have to be contrary to the morality of the artists.
In the beginning of the Islamic Revolution due to the revolutionary morale and
social and political connections among revolutions in the world, artists shifted their
focus to the art of revolutionary countries such as Russia and Mexico and created
realistic works. O f course, they tried to use these artistic schools in their ideal
form, while maintaining Islamic and eastern morale. Sometimes, the presence of
older western styles such as the arts of various periods and m o v e m e n t s —
Medieval, Renaissance, Romanticism, Realism, Impressionism, Expressionism—
are seen. Although all these styles can be found in the works of the traditional and
Islamic painting too, the artists of the Islamic Revolution were under the influence
of the western art according to the mentioned reasons. If w e want to study and
analyse the Art of the Islamic Revolution in respects of principles of visual arts
such as composition, point, surface, volume, rhythm, context, colour, balance,
harmony and unity, the following characteristics can be seen: solidity in
combining and using some factors of Iranian traditional painting (miniature) such
as using arabesque forms in composition, using curved lines, brilliant colours,
using imagination in symbolic emission of light and using flat colours.
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It seemed that the artists of the Islamic Revolution, especially in the first decade
were rather experiencing, studying and analysing the techniques of western styles
and traditional arts to achieve a n e w form through combining these two arts.
According to their social duty and obligation, before the people and the Revolution,
artists embarked on indicating the ideological concepts at that time. A s w e see,
most of the artists are young and the presented forms in the artistic works of each
artist are various and sometimes in contrast with each other. Each artist is trying to
find a suitable personal style.
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FIGURATIVE PAINTERS AND REVOLUTIONARY ARTISTS
It is my strong belief that the artistic works of each society indicate the attitudes
insights of its artists and people. It is the artist w h o associates events with his
feelings and wisdom and presents them to the next generations as everlasting
documents. W e will n o w look at a number of important artists of the Islamic
Revolution and discuss their works.
Naser Palangi
One of the artists who has tried to describe the people's beliefs since the beginning
of the Islamic Revolution is Naser Palangi (1957-). The concepts of his works
include the issues of The Revolution and the "Imposed War". H e intends to
present a special and personal form and tends towards mannerism, because he
mainly uses curved lines. In his works, the faces and bodies of the people have
been exaggerated. Through this type of exaggeration, he has tried to convey the
insights and feelings of his people. H e used only red and green and has indicated
his impression. H e has said:
In a particular period I have used lines. I insist on using them.
N o w I have to say that curved lines have been in the legacy of
religious painting. Whenever painting has had a connection with
spiritual areas lines have been the main element. O n the other hand,
lines are also the main element in Iranian painting. In fact, lines are
the element, which indicates thoughts and colours indicate feelings.
About the development of forms in m y works, I have to say that it
was unintentional. O f course, I have been under the influence of El
Greco too. However, it is not true about all m y works. In some of
them, which had a particular mood, a personal development has
been established.52
In Blood Shroud (Plate 72) the dominant colour is red, which is the symbol of
martyr's blood. In this work, a white shroud which is covered with spots of blood
is in front of a long endless line of shrouds. This work is about martyrdom, which
is one of the most fundamental elements of Islam, especially the Shiite branch. At
the same time he has presented war and the martyrdom of numerous people in
defending their country. The white shroud full of blood is in fact that of the leader
of martyrs, I m a m Hosein, and the line of martyrs behind him shows the extension
of this line w a y up to eternity. The sword, which has been tied to the waist of the
martyr with a belt offlowersstands for the self-sacrifice and bravery of martyrs of
the Islamic Revolution. Freedom is drawn as a white dove at the bottom of the
work. This painting enjoys a solid composition and the use of red and white has
52

Interview for Contemporary Art, Museum of Contemporary Arts, Tehran, 1994.

PL 69, Martyr's Funeral, Oil on Canvas, Naser Palangi, 1982, 197x296cm.

PL 70, Chamran Martyr, Oil on Canvas, Naser Palangi, 1982, 170x240cm.

PL 71, Certainty, Oil on Canvas, Mohammad Kazem Chalipa,
100x150cm.
PL 72, Blood Shroud, Oil on Canvas,
Naser Palangi, 1982,300x140cm.

_•
PL 73, Resistance, Oil on Canvas, Mohammad Kazem Chalipa, 12x100cm.
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caused harmony in the work. The use of curved lines can be found in the drawing
of the figures. Palangi has tried to use traditional and indigenous elements in his
work.
In another work Martyr's Funeral (Plate 69) we are faced with human figures who
have circled around a martyr. The corpse of the martyr covered by a white shroud
attracts the viewer's attention in the centre of the painting. Palangi has tried to
demonstrate the metaphysical concept and holiness of the corpse of the martyr,
through hidden strokes of the paint brush, curved lines and mild colours. H e has
painted m a n y flowers around the martyr, to show the spirituality through
comparing the corpse of the martyr with the delicacy and perfume of flowers. The
white colour of the shroud in a dark background of red and green symbolises light
and spirituality. The crowd around the martyr has been painted green, which is
symbolic of a n e w life, which has been born in them through the injection of the
blood of the martyr. In fact, martyrs are believed to keep society alive, through the
injection of their blood. A clergyman stands in front of the line, purposely placed
there in front of the others to emphasise the role of the clergy in leading others.
The presence of femalefiguresindicates their equal role in the Revolution and war.
In therightcorner of the painting, a w o m a n has been painted in red, which is the
symbol of the martyr's mother. She has I m a m Khomeini's picture in her hand,
which indicates the leadership of the Revolution. The presence of a child in front
of the w o m a n , while holding a book, probably the Koran and staring at a distant
point, indicates the younger generation and their involvement in the Revolution. It
shows the deep attitude of the revolutionary generation, which is thinking about the
future and will continue to uphold the w a y of the Revolution. The presence of an
old m a n in front of others, shows the participation of all classes of society in the
Revolution, and the strength of belief of the people during the Revolution.
His other works are about concepts such as revolutionary heroes, the roles of
different classes of people in the Revolution and portraits of revolutionary
characters. They are in contrast with general concepts which were presented in his
other works. H e has tried to use famous revolutionary characters symbolically as
in Chamran Martyr (Plate 70) which is about one of the combatant characters, w h o
was martyred during the Imposed War. H e has tried to present him as a symbol of
war heroes.
Naser Palangi stopped painting for several years. Recently, he has engaged in
painting again, but his n e w paintings differ from his previous work. His n e w
paintings do not enjoy the same cohesion in respect of techniques and concepts.
The Impressionist style is apparent in this n e w series of works, however he has
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maintained the old forms in them to some extent. O n the whole his works are
similar to contemporary miniatures. The only difference between them is that he
uses oil paint. He has said:
During recent years, I have tried to paint using Iranian methods. I
m e a n the forms have become simple—this is different from
deformation. In connection with colours, I have to say it includes
different periods which have been mentioned. In recent periods I
have shifted to an eastern coloured pallet. In previous periods I
was under the influence of Impressionism, I mean, I used colours
to show states and values and naturally, I painted faces blue or
green and the surface completely red...But n o w , I a m trying to
approach a coloured atmosphere. N o w I believe that black is the
colour of the kingdom of heaven, there is no colour superior to
black. W e cannot see through the place, which is black. Black is
outside the limitation of the circle, and one, w h o is within the circle
does not k n o w anything about outside the circle. The world is like
azure, and the golden world is the kingdom of heaven. O n e of m y
latest works is a black surface on which I have painted an epic and
not about love. It is love, but not that imaginary love. In our
painting, lines have limitation and dimension, I mean, it is the
manifestation of divine beauty, and also the manifestation of divine
glory. In m y work the atmosphere is black and I have used a
golden colour. There are different golds. Light gold, dark gold,
green gold and red gold.
The stages of the kingdom of heaven can be shown by using gold.
Ancient artists used silver, to show the kingdom of heaven, but
silver is inferior to gold. After the different types of gold, there is
green, which I also used in m y works. In stages of colours, first
soil, red is the media between this world and world of likeness,
then green—I mean, if a h u m a n wants to travel to world of
likeness, he had to pass earth, which ancient painters created by
using tea on their works...The world of likeness is azure, where
there is a shrine or a holy place, green has been used. In m y n e w
work, I have tried to create a m o o d according to what I have said. I
believe w e are descendants of the legacies of all spiritual arts in the
world. W e have to be careful and recognise these relationships.
This can be a setting for our flying and the legacy of spiritual art is
the platform for this flight.53

Mohamad Kazem Chalipa
Mohamad Kazem Chalipa (1957- )was another painter, who actively depicted the
subjects and events of the Revolution. In the beginning the Islamic Revolution
was presented in a realistic way in his works. He has restricted himself to scenes
and events of the Revolution. In this respect, he was under the influence of
Russian Realistic Political painting. Many of his forms and compositions are
similar to the works of Russian Revoltionary Artists. In his work, Shahrivar 17,
in which he has painted a corpse of a martyr held by his wife (Plate 74). While
53
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PL 74, Shahrivar 17, Oil on Canvas, Mohammad Kazem Chalipa, 137x80cm.

PL 75, Vanguards. Oil on Canvas. Mohammad Kazem Chalipa, 170x120cm.
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observing principles of realism, he has tried to show the beliefs and objectives of
the people, through depicting slogans on walls and shops of the city. This work
even though it shows that he was inexperienced, when he painted it, is one of his
important early works.
In The Great Day, (Plate 76) which is related to the victory day of Iran's Islamic
Revolution in 1979, the perpetuation of previous methods can be seen. H e has
managed to describe the objectives and ideological issues of the Revolution in a
realistic way. For instance, the unity of the people and the collapse of the Shah's
regime has been shown by the collapse of the Shah's statue. H e has shown the
stone-cutting of the Hakhamaneshi (Achamanids) on the pillars of the statue to
indicate the collapse of an old kingdom. H e has painted a m a n with his hands
raised, with red colour used on his hands and face, to show the revolutionary
sentiments.
In The Clergy (Plate 77) he has presented the issue of leadership by the clergy in
the Islamic Revolution. H e has painted a clergyman in front of the demonstrators,
the point of view being selected in a way to make the scene glorious. The forms of
the flags are beautifully painted. The open hands of the clergyman, which are
reaching towards the sky, attract the attention of the viewer and direct it towards
the sky and a mosque, which is partly seen through the dust. It, in fact, speaks
about aspects of religion and of God. In this work, he is more successful in
indicating spiritual issues than his other works.
At the same time, he presented works based purely on religious issues. Certainty
(Plate 71) is one such work in which he has described I m a m Ali, w h o has
supported orphans and the poor. H e has shown I m a m Ali's spirituality through
hiding his face in a halo. In this connection he has imitated traditional and religious
forms. In this work he has tried to keep away from realistic forms in order to
show spiritual issues more clearly.
When the war broke out, his works changed markedly, even though this change
had already started. In Vanguards (Plate 75) which was painted at the beginning of
the war, realism has been maintained, though by painting a rainbow, he has tried to
indicate spiritual issues. In his later works, however, some obvious shifts are
seen. For instance in Self-Sacrifice (Plate 81) two subjects and events, one of
them belonging to the present time, that is, war and the other a religious historic
subject, that is, the martyrdom of I m a m Hosain and his friends in Karbala, have
been shown in one scene. In this w a y he has compared these two events, and has
considered the Revolution as the continuation of I m a m Hosain's movement. H e
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has shown Iran's people to be the followers of I m a m Hosain. In the centre of the
work, the figure of a mother has been shown. She is taking care of her child. She
is, in fact, the symbol of the martyr's mother, w h o conveys her message to the
world. O n therightside, a line of combatants w h o are going to the battle fields,
has been painted. O n the left side, a line of tulips containing h u m a n foetuses, has
been shown. This shows the re-birth of the martyrs. In the background those
w h o have been crucified or tortured by enemies have been shown. Behind them,
the Master of the Martyrs, I m a m Hosain and other martyrs have been painted.
This line is repeated up to the upper part of the painting and ends when it reaches
the source of light, held by a hand showing the number one. The number one is
the symbol of God. The painted hand, also shows the uniqueness of God, which
is one of the principles of Islam. In respect of colour, the work has been divided
into two parts. The lower part, which is about war, has been painted in red and the
upper part, which is about metaphysical and holy issues, has been painted in
white. The entire surface of the work is within an altar-like frame decorated with
koranic verses. In the lower part, in the road, a prayer-carpet has been spread. In
this way, the painter has indicated the people's belief and religion and the
ascension of humans to the sky, from the place of prayer.
In another work Chalipa dealt with the general concept of Martyrdom from a
symbolic point of view (Plate 78). H e has painted a mother, holding a basket full
of tulips and daffodils, flowers being the symbols for the martyrs. This work is
named The Desert. Through presenting the architectural space of the desert, the
painter has shown the role of the martyrs in moving society and changing the life
of people. In the background an open door has been painted, and a landscape of
tall cedars in the desert is seen. This indicates that society lives through the
injection of the martyr's blood.
In Resistance (Plate 73) the procedure of presenting both material and heavenly
issues continues. In the foreground of the painting a sad mother has been painted,
embracing her child. She has a bunch of wheat in her hand, the symbol of
martyrdom, and on the other side there is food. H e has tried to use this work to
teach martyrdom to the youngsters. Behind the mother, there is a wheat-field,
where an old m a n is ploughing. This wheat-field ranges to the horizon and joins
the sky. In fact, the old m a n is preparing society for self-sacrifice, and this is a
never-ending process. This concept has been emphasised by the placement of the
line of martyrs. O n the right side of the work, the combatants going to the
frontiers and a landscape of the south of Iran have been painted. The inclusion of a
mosque shows the beliefs and religion of the people. The cedar tree growing in a

PL 80, The Heart's Funeral, Oil on Canvas, Habibollah Sadeghi, 112x170cm.

PL 81, Self-Sacrifice, Oil on Canvas, M o h a m m a d Kazem Chalipa, 300x200cm.
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brook is the symbol of the martyr. Light and dark colours, especially red, have
been used. The presence of wind and a storm which has shaken the palm trees and
caused waves in the sea, has been used to add motion in the painting.
In The Coin Eating Mice (Plate 79) Chalipa has shown the life in the cities during
the war. H e has changed his style by dividing the work into two parts—above the
ground and underground. In the upper part a scene about the revolutionary people
has been shown. A mother falling over her child's corpse is the symbol of the
mother of the martyr's and those w h o have lost their relatives during the war. In
the background are combatants going to the frontiers. In the lower part, after the
curtain is set aside, h u m a n beings are shown with faces like mice. They have
circled around a table full of food, and are discussing trade and commerce and are
counting gold coins. These mice are symbols of wicked merchants, w h o stored
necessary commodities during the war and sold them at higher prices later, and
became wealthy. At the end of the table, the faces of two of these merchants have
been painted entirely like mice. In this work he has presented two different points
of view and symbolic concepts. O n one hand he indicates a life based on money
so these characters have been painted like mice. O n the other hand, he has painted
the current of life which is valuable, so above the ditch of mice, a mother is shown
as a symbol of gentleness. These two different worlds, show the wide dimensions
of glory and wickedness.
On the whole, it can be said that he has used a kind of duality in expressing the
concept, because he has selected a realistic method to express spiritual concepts.
T o express metaphysical concepts, the realistic forms must be changed, for
spiritual concepts cannot be seen by eyes and should be perceived by the heart and
emotionally. For this type of perception, using forms combined with imagination
is necessary. Although exaggeration is seen in some areas of his works, it is not
enough to express the great concepts he has chosen.
Habibollah Sadeghi
Another painter, who was active in showing revolutionary and religious concepts
was Habibollah Sadeghi. In addition to painting, he engaged in drawing of
caricatures. His first works were mainly about religious subjects H e has used a
surrealistic style to express metaphysical concepts. Repetition of forms and
elements is the characteristic of his works.
In Habil & Ghabil [Cain & Abel] (Plate 84) he has shown one of the koranic
stories and has connected it to today's wars. In the upper part of the work, Ghabil
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(Cain) is killing his brother. The scene is set in a wheat-field. There is an apple
tree at therightside of the painting, which shows the forbidden fruit. In the lower
part, there are jugs full of jewellery, which are symbols of the riches gathered by
the oppressors. In the other part, he depicts the instruments of war, from stone,
the earliest weapons, up to the most modern. The lower part shows oppressors
from the history of the world such as Pharaohs, R o m a n emperors and today's
oppressors. The dominant colour is red.
Another work is about a belief held by Moslems, especially the Shiites. In this
painting is depicted the coming of I m a m Zaman, leader, of the time, in order to
establish peace and justice throughout the world by creating a just government
(Plate 82). In the upper part of the work, he has shown I m a m Z a m a n riding a
horse and destroying the oppressor's palaces. The I m a m is painted with white and
light colours to show his spirituality and holiness. Behind him there are lines of
martyrs and his followers helping him. In the lower part are people w h o were
captured, in chains and iron collars being released from prisons. The flying birds
are symbols of this freedom.
His other works have critical points of view and are mostly about human beings.
In such works, he has analysed the h u m a n character, and also different classes of
society. In The Heart's Funeral (Plate 80) he has painted people like fossils. Their
bodies are full of cracks and they are carrying their hearts. The people have no
sympathy and their faces are metamorphosed, they live blindly.
In Scholar Without Any Deed (Plate 83) he has painted a violinist who has stuffed
his ears with cork and can't hear his o w n music, while above his head, some
people are listening to him. This is used as a metaphor for the scientist w h o does
not benefit from his knowledge. In other words, he just carries the knowledge,
but others benefit from his knowledge.
In another work, a man is shown sitting on a beautiful chair. He is a symbol of the
rich and the oppressors of the world, w h o are selfish and have forgotten their
spirituality. His head is full of spoons and forks, which is a symbol of gluttony
and greed. Other works are about the internal and external conflict of h u m a n
beings.
On the whole, Sadeghi's painting is religious, and he has tried to indicate religious
concepts and koranic stories as well as his o w n objectives. His works lack
traditional elements and in this respect they do not have a particular Iranian identity.
In respect of techniques, there is not m u c h development in his works. In fact
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through choosing Surrealism, he has found the style and concept which suits his
works.
Hosain Khosrojerdi
One of the other painters of the post-Islamic Revolutionary period who has actively
recorded revolutionary issues, is Hosein Khosrojerdi. H e , in addition to painting,
is a graphic designer and caricaturist. Khosrojerdi, besides planning the content,
from the point of view of style is looking for excellence. In this regard he has
manipulated different styles such as Russian, Latin American and western art in his
works. His early works were extremely inspired by these styles. In his Ghods
Comrades

(Plate 85) there are some h u m a n figures side by side, symbolising

different classes of the nation. In front of them a revolutionary guard is standing
with a weapon in one hand and the Holy Koran in the other, indicating his
ideology and perseverance for his ideology. Behind him is a worker aiming his
fist at the enemy and uttering his cry. His other hand is pointing upward with one
finger (oneness) pointing to the uniqueness of Allah. At the left side a w o m a n is
figured as the symbol of an enormous mass of Iranian people w h o have
contributed to the Revolution, Imposed W a r and all of the intricacies of postRevolutionary society. While embracing a child, she is present on the battlefield.
The child in the mother's arms purports that Iranian w o m e n are concurrently
serving two grave tasks—nurturing the future generation and confronting all
political hard times of society to defend their country and ideology. In the
woman's other hand there is a tulip symbolising the Revolution's martyrs. The
white bird sitting on the revolutionary guard's weapon is a realisation of the liberty
of thought and the message of freedom of the Islamic Revolution. Behind all the
figures is a clergyman, w h o has gathered all the figures with one hand and with his
other shows the enemy party to them. This figure shows the idea of the prime
importance of spirituality in the conduct of the Islamic revolution.
In the background the sun indicates light and truth. The circular form of the entire
canvas symbolises the global nature of the Islamic movement. In the lower part is
a wheat farm marking the homeland. The religious banners signify the ideology,
thought and religion of society. From a technical point of view, this part is
different from the other parts of the entire canvas, which is formed with
harmonious forms andflatcolours. Only the lower section is realistically depicted,
and so, creates an unevenness in the work. All figures are gazing intransigentiy at
the e n e m y with open eyes. This shows the vigilance of the Iranian Moslems in
confronting the enemy.

PL 85, Ghods Comrades, Oil on Canvas, Hosain Khosrojerdi, 240x170cm.

PL 86, Sham-e-Tarikh (The Candle of History), Oil on Canvas, Hosain Khosrojerdi, 169x130cm.
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In Shahid (Martyr) a martyr is shown dressed like a worker (Plate 87). M a y b e it
commemorates the hard-working people. The figure is bending outward through a
window, which looks like a picture-frame on the wall. O n the brick wall, near the
window there is a declaration issued by the leader of the Islamic Revolution. Such
declarations during the Islamic movement were usually on the walls of the cities for
public information. The w i n d o w is coloured green, a religious colour, and
indicates the martyr's ideology. The red and brown-toned colours of the inner part
of the window signify the tension which prevailed during the revolutionary time.
In the symbolic work, Qounut a human figure is seen with a white
dove above in a cage (Plate 88). The cage with a dove signifies the liberty of
thought of the Iranian faithful people. The figure's white clothes are a symbol of
his peace-loving nature. The green colour of his trousers indicates his religious
thought. His feet are free from a broken chain, signifying the will of the Iranian
nation for freedom from the yoke of colonialism and dictatorship. His hands are in
a state of OoUnutVaml^ttto'intlv second; Refc'^t during"marking the religious
rr
praying
°
and godly mentality of Iranians. The smooth and curved lines around the figure
s o m e h o w indicate the supernatural and the spiritual and in general the entire scene
is intentionally hallowed.
Khosrojerdi too, like the aforesaid painters, created works that involve concepts
directly related to, and sometimes critical of mankind. For example, in his Mufsid
FilArz (Seditious on the Earth) a h u m a n is portrayed looking like a hog (Plate 89).
His eyes are blind, his ears are deaf and his mouth dumb. Inspired by some verses
of the Holy Koran, it indicates that those people, w h o although having eyes, ears
and mouths are not able to understand the signs of Allah on the earth and in the
universe, and finally deny all these signs. Such people do not care for the miseries
threatening other people's lives. The canvas hints at the world where the capitalist
seeks a comfortable and an epicurean life.
During the Imposed War, Khosrojerdi's works mostly tended towards Surrealism.
In some of his works a mixture of photography, painting and collage is used. In
Sham-e-Tarikh (The Candle of History) for instance, the entire canvas is created in
red-toned colours as a symbol of blood and martyrdom (Plate 86). The painting
depicts a martyr's figure once while being slain and falling down, and in a second
image then while lying dead. These two scenes are in direct relation to each other.
O n e can follow the subject from either side— you can start from the m o m e n t where
the martyr is shot, and follow to where he is lying d o w n in martyrdom or again
from his lying d o w n and reach to the m o m e n t where he is shot. This movement

PL 87, Shahid (Martyr), Oil on Canvas, Hosain Khosrojerdi, 171x173cm.
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PL 88, Ghonoot (Praying), Oil on Canvas, Hosain Khosrojerdi, 170x120cm.
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from shooting to martyrdom and vice-versa indicates the continuance of the Islamic
movement and the Revolution for the understanding of future generations.
On the martyr's weapon, the sun is depicted, as the symbol of light and the
legitimacy of the martyr's idealism. The earth on the right-hand indicates the
global thought of the martyr. The green clothing over the earth symbolises the
green band around the combatants' foreheads. The painter through this green band
over the globe propounds the idea of religious thought around the world.
Khosrojerdi too, is among those young painters who depicted his faithfulness to
his society and its tenets. He says:
...we cannot deny beauty. Each person by nature loves beauty.
Yet beauty alone, for the moment, has nothing to do with the
growth and evolution of the people. W e can only welcome beauty
w h e n it can paint out other dimensions and directions, along with
solidarity and in respect of the moral elevation of humanbeings...54
In response to those who have charged him to serve the state goals, Khosrojerdi
states:
Our thought is not at the service of the state. The outcome of such
thinking in the countries with a republican system is usually for a
period of four years. In the west block, even in the Soviet Union,
you can see some painters charged with serving the state. Well,
what should that painter do? Paint a work of the grandees and the
nobles and fix it on the wall? Or create another work and gather
some artists like himself to come and say, " O h what a composition,
what colouring?" W h a t will be the result? W h e n a painter is not in
contact with an ideology and not being with his people and time,
what kind of result is expected ? ...55
The recent works of Khosrojerdi are chiefly concerned with human beings, and
challenge the nature and mental conflicts of people. These new works apply a style
completely different to his previous works. He prefers to use a palette knife
instead of a paint brush and monochromatic colours in his works. As he says:
After several studies on ideological concepts, I felt in the Holy
Koran the utmost stress on m a n and his spiritual development. The
Holy B o o k has presented m a n with a very delicate and sensible
insight, and most of the recommendations and verses are about w h o
is mankind and h o w can he realise himself, existence, and most
important his God. H e should ponder on creation. Considering the
cause of creation, I started depicting h u m a n issues. The result was
about thirty drawings presented as m y thesis to m y university.
Since 1980 m y education process has been completely different,
54
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and I got m y answers from society. W h a t I have presented as m y
thesis was not the outcome of m y education, but the result of m y
learning from the Revolution, political and social situations and the
ups and downs of m y homeland. Since I worked among the people
and was involved in revolutionary issues, higher education could
just fulfil m y technical curiosity.56
Iraj Eskandari
Another post-revolutionary figurative painter considering people and human beings
is Iraj Eskandari. Most of his works are related to mural paintings. His subjects
are chiefly about the Revolution and war, the features being influenced by Russian
and Mexican paintings. In his recent work some cubist expression can also be
seen. O n e of his most famous paintings is a mural about deploying the army and
Baseej (popular army) forces to the frontlines and also people, w h o are aids for the
combatants (Plate 93). The anti-American concept in the work is understood
through an eagle as a symbol of American imperialism. At the centre, on the left
side, there is a picture of I m a m Khomeini pointing to the eagle, thus leading the
people to struggle against arrogance and imperialism. The painting is on a wall
near Tehran University—a place for gathering for Friday prayers and different
meetings and demonstrations, so the scene can always be seen by the people
devoted to the Islamic Revolution.
Another work of Eskandari is a mural painting on the wall of a building on
Palestine Square. The subject here too, is about the war and occupation of
Palestine by the Zionists. There are combatants struggling for the freedom of
Palestine from the yoke of Zionism.
A tendency to Cubism can be seen in the work, also an exaggeration is obvious in
the forms, mostly close to graphic designs and having their o w n specialities and
characteristics. His works are to some extent like his mural paintings—covering
daily concepts and war events. S o m e of his works are Ayadat (The Visit) Harame Amn (The Safe Haven) Bombardment

of Residential Areas (Plate 92) and Azadi

[Freedom] (Plate 91). The n e w works of Eskandari are totally different to his
previous ones. Even among them, there is a difference of style and concept, in
general, a kind of conflict is obvious. S o m e of his recent works are close to
abstract.
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PL 91, Azadi (Freedom), Oil on Canvas, Iraj Eskandari.

PL 92, Bombardment of Residential Areas,
Oil on Canvas, Iraj Eskandari, 150x100 C m .

PL 93, Detail of a mural painting, Iraj Eskandari, Tehran.
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Mohammad Ali Taraghijah
Mohammad Ali Taraghijah is also among the post-Revolutionary painters. At the
early stages of the triumph of the Islamic Revolution, he started considering
humanity in his paintings. B y presenting the powerless people of society playing a
remarkable role in the victory of the Revolution, he introduced the real
revolutionary forces and depicted their devotion. In his Artesh-e-Bist Millioni
(The A r m y of Twenty Million) he shows the inspiration of the momentous
message of the revolutionary leader on the establishment of an army of twentymillion soldiers to defend the country (Plate 94). B y painting a bakery shop he
symbolically brings the various people of society together. A t the centre, a
clergyman is talking to a worker, w h o is carrying a newspaper in his hand. The
painter by depicting this event wanted to present the role of the clergy in creating
awareness in the public opinion. O n the bakery wall there is a picture of the leader,
symbolising the effect of I m a m Khomeini's leadership during the Revolution.
Also, the slogans written on the bakery table and the newspaper contents indicate
the ideas and beliefs of the people.
A kind of exaggeration can be seen in Taraghijah's figures showing his honesty,
. since he is trying to paint without a claim about his ability to design. H e was also
trying to present the lives of ordinary people, so his work has a particular
simplicity and popularity, attracting the attention of any viewer. Although his
forms reveal the non-academic skill of the painter he has been successful in
creating beautiful and harmonious compositions and colourings, s o m e h o w
presenting the essence of an Iranian scene.
The same principles have been made in Posht-e-Jebbeh [Battle Field Support
Services] (Plate 95). In this work, both visual image, wall slogans and writings
are combined to express the concept of the scene. The painter has depicted the
collaboration of different people in defending their land, thus expressing their
cause. Meanwhile a few people are illustrated, w h o are just concerned about
themselves during the war, and are indifferent toward the current events. T h e
aforesaid, located at therightside of the canvas, arerich-lookingpeople carrying a
lot of their n e w purchases, passing indifferently by the devoted people, w h o are
giving their help to the frontlines because of their strong belief. The painter has
reached his desired form in these series of paintings, but suddenly stopped painting
and did not produce any work for several years. His recent works are mostly
watercolours and influenced by miniatures and Iranian traditional paintings. His

PL 94, Artesh-e- Bist Millioni (The Army of Twenty Million), Oil on Canvas.
M o h a m m a d Ali Taraghijah, 1980, 80x5 lcm.

PL 95, Posht-e-Jebbeh (Battle Field Support Services), Oil on Canvas,
M o h a m m a d Ali Taraghijah. 1981, 68x54cm.
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n e w subjects are mostly horses and other domestic animals. M a y b e he is content
with form exercises (composition) and not concerned about the people any more.
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PRE-REVOLUTIONARY ARTISTS W H O STILL W O R K
THE REVOLUTION

SINCE

Morteza Katoozian
Morteza Katoozian, another figurative painter with human concerns, has created
several works, from such different schools as Realism, Naturalism, and
Surrealism. His main themes are people. He has tried to express his feelings
through depicting simple scenes of life—the miseries and joys of ordinary people.
There is no doubt that his works would be understood as a continuance of the
work of Kamal Al Molk's disciples. Katoozian is sharply under the influence of
the work of photography, and used it in his paintings, though his figures are
sensitive, affectionate, doleful and honest. In spite of his challenge to create an
Iranian mood by the use of architecture and objects, such as clay bowls and the like
in many of his works, it can be claimed that his works are not of an Iranian nature.
Regarding his refusal to use Iranian traditions in his works he says:
Maybe it is a kind of venture and boldness, if I say that for me to
pursue Iranian traditional painting would be a kind of imitation, and
no less damaging than imitating western art. Bounds of any kind
are bounds and w e do not deserve this condition, as artists, to be
restricted to any of these bounds. Before anything, an artist needs
liberty of thought and taste; he should be free; he should have the
right to present his devotion and thought and leave a m e m o r y of
himself. If I imitate Pissarrot, for instance, or K a m a l E d Din
Behzad, I limit myself and would not have therightof any kind of
invention or initiation. Therefore, I should be myself. This self
m a y never be able to create a masterpiece; though its respect for
freedom of thought is definitely preferred to imitating the style of
others. I was seeking to maintain m y o w n artistic style, to remain
as a painter. If I draw a picture, or use a colour, it is in accordance
with m y o w n style. I do not care to leave Iranian symbols. O f
course I believe that since I a m a painter of this land, w h o shares
his feelings, joys and sadnesses with his people, m y works with
the slightest indications can be reckoned as an Iranian painter's,
even those works in which I don't choose to put illumination,
Islamic, or miniature designs.
Anyhow without any kind of egotism, I should claim that with all
m y power I have created pictures showing Iranian life-style and
beliefs. M y figures are not strange, nor the m o o d of m y paintings.
In any case what can be seen in m y works is definitely showing a
painter's internal and external insight of the world—the m a n w h o
without any boasting is busy with his o w n work, without any claim
or performing any sort of mastery. I have never tried to impose m y
mentality on others. M a y b e it is surprising for you if I say that
painting is a personal world for m e and sometimes, private.57
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Interview for Faslnama-a Honor, No. 19, Summer-Autumn, 1990.

PL 98, Khooneen-Shar (The Bloody City), Oil on Canvas, Morteza Katoozian, 1981, 52/5x68/5cm.

PL 99, O n the Martyr's Grave, Oil on Canvas, Morteza Katoozian, 1978, 59x79cm.
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Katoozian in some of his paintings, has conveyed very profound messages; in On
the Martyr's Grave (Plate 99) or his other work showing a m a n sitting on a crag
(Plate 97) he indicates the serious situation of m a n in this life and the risk of his
lapsing d o w n to darkness at any moment.
Another painting showing some books in a surrealistic scene, has the cover of the
upper book as a picture of sky, attracting the birds, which fly toward this fake sky.
S o m e of them after touching this sky are extinct. Katoozian in this piece is
symbolically concerned with disunity, and false ideas and schools, revealing the
falsity of those challenging to justify their ideas to people, deluding them and
showing the valley of death as Utopia. T h e birds in this canvas signify the
innocent and unaware people, the book is the symbol of thought and the sky is
shown as an indication of the power to trap.
Katoozian has proved his sensitivity and profound thinking style, yet he is strongly
under the influence of his o w n feelings and also Iranian naturalism. H e has not yet
c o m e to a decision and is still practicing the styles of different western schools.
Ali Akbar Sadeghi
Ali Akbar Sadeghi, another post-Revolutionary painter, concerned with humanity
in his works is still bound to Surrealism, and he has tried by using this style to
present a range of h u m a n miseries and troubles.
Regarding the difference between his work and the western style of Surrealism he
says:
All these encourage m e to choose Surrealism, of course, not that of
other countries; because I feel there is more Gnosticism and Sufism
in m y work, rather than composing with unfamiliar elements.
M a y b e there is no choice, other than calling m e a Surrealist,
however, I do think that Surrealism makes the spectator think, since
it is not just portraits, or a well-coloured landscape. The Surrealism
that I work with makes the viewers use their mental powers. They
must search in the piece and find out what they like, and basically
share with the painting. For it is not visual beauty which is
important.58
Sadeghi's characters appear in the forms such as the Iranian knight, facing the
unreal events of the painter's world, to express the miseries and troubles of h u m a n
beings. Sadeghi too, has tried to create Iranian scenes and to achieve this, he
depicts traditional knights, with detailed clothing and arabesque designs.
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Interview for Faslnama-a Honor, No. 11, Winter-Spring, 1986.
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A s far as concept is concerned, the Islamic Revolution has strongly influenced
Sadeghi, inspiring him to create several pieces expressing today's h u m a n
problems, and his personal struggles and his environment (Plates 100 & 101).
The traditional artists continued to work in their same style, even though the
Revolution took place. However, as far as their concepts are concerned, they went
through a change and tried to incorporate religious themes into their works.
Previously m a n y had just been concerned with subjects from literature. This style
continued to flourish after the Revolution and attracted m a n y young painters.
S o m e of these artists are trying to create a n e w style, but it must be stated that
western elements still tend to dominate their work (Plates 118 & 119).

Summary
In order to summarise this chapter, we have observed the Iranian artists' insight
and their artistic options during various periods of time. W e have noted the
changes that have either m a d e the artist uncertain or aided him in depicting his ideas
of the form of his ideal man. Certainly one of the most important elements of these
changes is the introduction of western culture into Iran during previous eras.
Western art has influenced Iranian traditional art from the aspects of surface and
concept. The images of h u m a nfigureschanged into realistic figures, the traditional
features such as use of bright colours, formal composition, and non-employment
of perspective, changed into use of realistic forms, contrasts and turbid colours,
which are definitely in contrast to Iranian and oriental characteristics. O f course,
western art had a positive impact on ways of depicting people and their problems,
and the separation of painting from the texts of manuscripts. However, it cost the
neglect of s o m e of the delicate and important points of Iranian traditional art that
cannot be re-gained in the Iranian painting style.
The process of the influence of western painting on Iranian art continued until
eventually, during the Ghajarid dynasty it became so close to the western style, that
naturalism took the place of the Iranian painting style. N o longer w a s the
philosophical view-point on the h u m a n connection central to Iranian painting,
though traditional painters maintained s o m e features of the miniature in their
works. O f course, these works were incompatible with naturalism. Thus the
dominant form became naturalism itself.
During the early decades of this century, along with the principles of colonialism
throughout the world, the influence of foreign cultures grew stronger in Iran.
M e r e imitation of western painting developed and through the encouragement of
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the Shah of Iran, western art became the accepted form. Iranian painters were no
more involved in depicting h u m a n being as they are and form became the most
important element. If they considered the issue at all, they would bring in s o m e
Iranian traditional symbols to justify the Iranian nature of their works.
The noticeable point in such influence was that the Iranian artists did not try to
understand the insight of western painters towards the orient, and h o w they had
often subtly incorporated aspects into their o w n style. They were only imitating
western art, and the regime that initiated the process was trying to give a western
look to Iranian society, so employed the painters to serve the purpose.
Unfortunately, during that period, the traditional painting of Iran totally vanished
and during the following decades Iranian painting under the so-called art of
innovation (Modern Art) changed into something suitable for tourists. It thus often
just became an opportunity for some people to introduce themselves as an artist in
society.
The Islamic Revolution and the downfall of the dictator regime of the Shah brought
a profound change to all levels of political, religious, social and cultural issues, and
became the turning point in the process of the history of m y country's art and
culture. A s a result of this great turning point, most artists started searching for the
forsaken images and concepts, striving to create several artistic creations and
cultural changes.
Some famous pre-Revolutionary artists left the country, or were isolated or started
advertising companies, since there was no opportunity for them. They had lost
their supporters.
However, a minority of pre-Revolutionary painters through the impact of the
Revolution, presented works about deep h u m a n concerns. They were indirectly
influenced to start their n e w era of artistic endeavours.
On the other hand, the young painters, deeply inspired by the Islamic Revolution,
transformed their learning into the visual arts. Consequently, various works in the
fields of religion, gnosticism, revolution and its characters were created.
The Revolutionary Artists, during the first decade after the triumph of the Islamic
Revolution, were from a formal point of view, under the influence of Russian and
Mexican Realism, Surrealism, Impressionism Expressionism, and sometimes
Modernism. They tried to use features from these styles in their works, and some
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artists were so strongly under the influence of these forms, that they paid tittle
attention to the concepts in their works.
Many works created by the artists of this period because of consequent happenings
are hasty, for their intention was to depict the daily troubles of the people, so the
form w a s less considered or pondered. Although the endeavours of these artists
are worthy of appreciation, yet it should be noted that so far, there is no work to
merit the dignity of the Great Islamic Revolution, and express such a divine and
magnificent movement of the people.
At the beginning of the imperialists' Imposed War and with attempts to abolish the
Islamic Revolution of Iran, there appeared another movement in the artists' works.
They tried to reflect war issues and the sacrifices of the people, and show the
movement to the world, thus fulfilling their obligations toward their society.
During the second post-Revolutionary decade and after the period of the war, along
with the decrease of popular enthusiasm, m e m o r y , m a n y artists stopped creating
works for some time, and started to review their works. The artists of the Islamic
Revolution by pondering on Islamic and revolutionary concepts, and re-noting
their artistic heritages are n o w tending to create n e w works.
The early works during the recent post-war years, do not seem acceptable enough;
the artists are still not able to match the Islamic traditional and cultural elements
with the borrowed elements of western paintings. O f course, it should be noted
that they are still on the first steps of the way, and I believe that through wellorganised accomplishments, and their enthusiasm, they will reach to their desired
form in the near future.
The artist of the Revolution is today looking for a perfect image of mankind—the
type of being that all occidental and oriental religions and schools are searching for
to reach the ideal world community.

PL 104, Behesht Zahra Cemetery, Oil on Canvas, Hamid Qadirian, 200x140cm.

PL 105, The City of Shrouds, Oil on Canvas,
Jalal Motavalian, 1980.
PL 106, Oil on Canvas, Zahra Rah-navard, 1990.
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PL 109. Revolution of Stone, Oil on Canvas. Morteza Asadi, 1991. 100x150cm.
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PL 110. Bazar (Market), Oil on Canvas. 1992. Mohammad Alizadeh. 160x110cm.

PL 112, Human and Machine, Watercolour
on Paper, Siavash Kasraie, 1994,35x85.

PL 111, Untitled. Oil on Canvas. Nami Petgar, 1994.

PI. 113, I am a Fish. Oil on Canvas, Habibollah Sadeghi.
180x155cm.

PI. 114, Mother and Child, Oil on
Canvas, Zahra Rah
Navard.

PL 116, The Martyrs, O U
on Canvas, Amir Zarqam.

PL 115, Kindness, Oil on Canvas, Hamid Qadirian, 150x100cm.
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PL 117, Intefada, Oil on Canvas, Ali Djvadian, 1990, 150x225cm.
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PL 118, The Evening of Ashura, Watercolour on Canvas, Mahmoud Farshchian, 1981.

PL 119, Mir Emad, The Callighrapher, Watercolour on paper,
Mohammad Baqer Aqamiri.
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SECTION 4
ANALYSIS AND STUDY OF PAINTINGS
FIRST EXHIBITION: FORGOTTEN IDENTITY
Research and study of the human dimensions of identity and existence, which can
be called 'self-knowledge' is the subject of these paintings. I have attempted to
analyse, with a critical attitude and approach, the base, or animal, aspects of
humanity, our internal challenges between the two powers of light and darkness
and to reveal the dark side of human nature.
In the execution of the drawings, various symbols have been used for expression
of beliefs and emotions. These include geometrical forms, single and solidary
forms, Islamic and religious motifs and other shapes taken from everyday life.
Forms and shapes within the paintings are under the influence of Iranian
traditional painting and m a k e use of special exaggerations. Figures and shapes
have been used with contours; colours areflatand two-dimensional. In addition
to conveying feelings, they express different ideas and meanings which are
according to the subject of the paintings. The colours are mostly low in key, for
example in blue and dark violet, however in some paintings the colours are
realistic and bright. The faces and limbs of some figures are painted similar to
one another for the purpose of depicting one character.

Unlike my former style of working, where very detailed preliminary drawings
were developed, in the present series of paintings I have tried to begin the
painting directly on the board and without using any initial design. The necessary
changes, which occur in the course of work to select the desired forms and
colours, happened on the surface, so that the process of painting could reflect the
growth of the idea.

FIGHTING THE C O M M A N D I N G SELF (Plates 120 & 121)
This was m y first idea at the start of this series of paintings. This image has
always been in m y mind and I had always wanted to paint it one day. I could not
paint other things until I had completed painting this image. In this painting the
challenge between the two dimensions of m a n , the base, or animal, and the
spiritual dimensions of humanity have been depicted. In the past few years, I
have started painting on a dark ground and usually from drawings which I had
already worked on for each painting. This time I decided to paint directly onto
the canvas, so I took m y brush, put it in the paint and attacked the darkness of the
canvas.

At first, I drew in the centre a human figure, who fights against the other half of
his body, which is in fact his commanding self, appearing as an animal with
horns. In this case, I have tried to recall the ancient Persian image from
Persepolis to draw the animal. This image, which is a powerful animal, has been
used in the capitals of the columns in the palace of Persepolis. I painted the
background in dark blue, green and violet colours, to create a sombre
atmosphere. I then painted the human's body with different tones of ochre and
used the dark red colours for the animal to symbolise his satanic spirit.

The animal is suffocating the other half of the man's body-self, but is wounded
by the knife in the human's hand and he is placed in a very dangerous position.
The whole scene and the event is drawn in the space of a dark prison. This
prison-like space and the dark colours are used to heighten the expression of the
idea in the painting, because the viewer can more clearly see and feel that m o d e m
humanity are still captive of their o w n nature. Behind the h u m a n figure, in the
background, a young plant is growing, which is indicative of our opportunity for
n e w life after controlling our commanding self. The present dark situation is not
without hope, if people are prepared to follow the right path.

The purpose of this painting is to encourage control of the animal and aggressor
self, because self-control is one of the biggest aspects of the superiority of the
h u m a n spirit over the animal. O n e of our big problems is our inability to control
self—the self which leads to evil and ugliness. In contemporary h u m a n societies,
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PL 120, Detail of Fighting the Commanding Self.

I__i
PL 121, Fighting the Commanding Self, Oil on Canvas, 1992, 100x70cm

sexual deviations, crime and murder occur because of such conditions.
Governments, trying to control such ugly deeds, are not able to bring such
actions under their control, because they are deeply rooted in society all around
the world. Poisoning advertisements and propagation of prostitution among the
youth lead them to violation, to the extent that they feel free to do whatever they
want.

People seem only concerned about their passing pleasures and personal interests,
and to satisfy their desires they will even resort to kilting others even of their o w n
kind. If the aggressive side of our nature is not brought under control it will
empty us of our spiritual elements and will destroy us from within. In this
painting, the outcome is not k n o w n and the winner is not shown, because this
challenge continues inside humans as a trial for judging them on the resurrection
day.

INNER REVOLT

(Plates 122 & 123)

I had nearly completed Fighting the Commanding

Self, when I felt drawn to

another idea, which was about the human soul. O n that night, I saw m y brother,
w h o w a s shouting loudly, in m y dream. H e was like an engine, which w a s
going to explode at any time. The cry became louder and more dreadful and
w o k e m e up suddenly. I w a s still under the effect of m y dream for a few
moments, when I decided to use that dream for m y next painting.

This work is about the human spirit being kept in the prison-cage of the body,
finding no rest and comfort as long as it is not freed. According to all existing
religions of the world, the spirit is immortal and more important than the body.
In these teachings, the human spirit lives within the body for some time on earth
and after evolution returns to its original eternal source—that is God. In religious
terms, this is considered the fact behind h u m a n creation. In today's secular
world, however, w e have forgotten this fact and our originality and it can be said
without doubt, that the m o d e m h u m a n often denies his spirit and thinks of
nothing but his immediate actual worldly problems. In m a n y cases he or she
does not accept anything beyond that. The modern mind wants to interpret
everything on the basis of science and experience.

Today the deafening cries of danger are heard everywhere around the world.
There are cries of informed people, w h o are well aware of the present
materialistic civilisation, which is devoid of faith and w h o are frightened of the
horrible future that is waiting for mankind. T h e freedom-seeking soul of
humanity after its evolution will not bear the captivity of the body. Like an
untamed horse it will break through the bodily cage. This idea is depicted in the
painting, by the figure of a horse inside the h u m a n body. T h e concept of
freedom is strengthened by the placing of a window in the background. I drew a
wild satanic horse to show that today, the devil has captured our souls, so firstly
the h u m a n spirit should be cleansed from ugliness and satanic influences and be
pure forflyingout of the body. The human figure is crying so desperately, as I
saw in m y dream, that the eyes seem ready to fall from their sockets.

PL 122, Detail of Inner Revolt.

PL 123, Inner Revolt, Oil on Canvas,
1992, 100x70cm.

The harshness of the texture also helps to show this expression. The dominant
colour in the painting is ochre with white spots in certain points for emphasis.
This kind of painting is a synthesis by imitation of Iranian traditional painting and
Australian Aboriginal art. In this sense as an artist w h o has h o w worked in
Australia for five years, I a m trying to allude to the idea that this desire for
freedom of the soul is universal.

THE LAST JUDGEMENT
The Last Judgement

(Plates 124 & 125)

refers to a central religious subject, which has been

forgotten, or seen as a myth by most people nowadays. Perhaps they are trying
to forget the issue of death and resurrection, which constantly occupied the
h u m a n mind in past times. In this painting I have tried to remind people of this
important matter and according to the context and subject, I have used Iranian
elements from traditional miniature painting—warm and bright colours. T h e
colours used for the h u m a n figures depict the colours of the different races on
earth w h o will be judged equally by divine justice on the resurrection day.

According to Islamic beliefs, on the resurrection day individuals will appear in
their true and actual personalities and they will not be able to conceal their real
personality. Therefore, some individuals have been shown as animals to depict
their real personality.

The earth is shaking, mountains crashing down and breaking to pieces. There is
no place on the ground for the people to stand and people rise in their shrouding
from their broken graves. S o m e of them are unbalanced and find no place to
stand—the people w h o have led evil lives. Those w h o have the spirit of
goodness are balanced and able to stand straight.

According to Islamic texts, on the resurrection day the righteous will appear with
a record of their deeds on earth in theirrighthand and the evil will appear with a
record of their deeds on earth in their left hand. This has been shown in the
painting. I have tried to remember m y childhood and the Dervishes w h o brought
these kinds of paintings to the alleys and streets of the towns. I used m y feeling
by remembering those religious paintings.

All the figures are staring at something in front of them and are awaiting to hear
the final judgment about their deeds. The figure of the m a n standing in the centre
of the painting represents the righteous. The unbalanced figure represents those
w h o have followed the paths of evil. I have placed one of these followers of evil,
falling d o w n in the corner in the left hand-side of the painting. In fact he feels the

PL 124, Detail of The Last Judgement.

PL 125, The Last Judgement, Oil on Canvas, 1992,130x130cm.
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pressure of the whole space on top of his head to show the contrast between these
two types of humans.

Different primary and bright colours are used in the painting—colours such as
yellow, red, orange which add m u c h to the sense of heat and create the
atmosphere of expressive tension that the subject requires. I have also tried to set
the colours in the painting, so that if w e consider them individually, they are still
in a strong composition. The white colour of the h u m a n figure in the centre, has
separated him from the others, which helps the viewers to concentrate on him.
O h people, are you ready for this day?

WHO

A M I ? (Plates 126 & 127)

Who Am I? refers to the regressive trends in the modern personality and to the
base and negative dimensions of humanity. Contemporary h u m a n beings have
been separated from their original self and are degraded in terms of moral and
ethical standards. Although the present civilisation has solved m a n y material
problems, it seems to have increased in spiritual and social problems, and has
caught humanity in a technological vacuum. This painting shows a feast and the
metamorphosis of the h u m a n personality as an animal. I drew a h u m a n figure
with fingers in its mouth looking with astonishment at other people as if seeing its
o w n destiny. The hand rests on a h u m a n foetus, reminding us of h u m a n creation
and seeking reconsideration. In fact, this drawing of the h u m a n foetus is a copy
of one of Leonardo da Vinci's drawings. The faces of the h u m a n figures
gradually change from left torightand become increasingly closer to an animal
form.

In the background, advancement from ancient architecture to modem architecture
is shown, gradually developing from left toright.This depicts the changes of old
civilisations to m o d e m civilisation. O n the right there are high buildings, shaking
and falling down, which implies the destruction of human-kind in spite of socalled advancement, because the more developed w e are in this so-called
civilisation, the more w e seem to lose our h u m a n values. In this painting, I a m
suggesting that contemporary people should analyse their conditions and the
existing conditions of the world, in order tofindthe causes of their problems.

Ochre colours, dark blue and green have been used in this painting, creating a
sense of harmony of colour and tone. The body of the figure on the left is
coloured in ochre so as to show it is alive. A s w e m o v e further to the figures on
therightthe colour of the bodies becomes closer to blue, which indicates the
death m o o d in their spirits. Contrary to the idea of this use of colours in the
h u m a n bodies, blue and white used in the background represents the positive
values of the old cultures and the red-ochre in the background represents the
danger for modern culture, when w e ignore these old values.

PL 126, Detail of Who A m I?

PL 127, Who A m I?, Oil on Canvas,
1993, 67x6cm.

RETURN

(Platel28)

This painting, which consists of three small paintings arranged horizontally side
by side, depicts concepts of human creation and destiny. The c o m m o n beliefs
and symbols of different religions and nations have been used in an attempt to
make the idea behind the painting better conceived and understood by different
nations. G o d made humans His successor, or "Kalif' on earth and by giving us
therightof freedom made it possible for us to use this freedom to decide to go in
either of the two ways ofrightand wrong. The first human disobeyed his
G o d so he w e n t astray (Qur'an chapter 20, v e r s e 121). B y his disobeying,

freedom was limited, because disobedience subjected us to the

limitations of our physical framework and material life combined with m a n y
deviations and down-falls in our earthly position.

In the first painting on the right Adam holding an apple in his hand looks
suspiciously at Satan, w h o appears in the shape of a snake. Finally, Satan
deceived A d a m through Eve and A d a m ate the forbidden fruit. Both the Old
Testament and the Qur'an interpret the forbidden fruit as the fruit of knowledge.
A d a m acquired wisdom and consciousness, by eating this fruit, but what was the
other income of his disote<_efl<^Iinterpret it, that by this action A d a m falls into a
world of ignorance and darkness. I have expressed this meaning by drawing a
black square around Adam's head and body.

Single elements and geometrical shapes have been used as symbols. Adam is
drawn as a simple form. The colour of his body is grey, implying m u d and the
morass, which are the essential substances from which m a n was created. The
back-ground of the painting is in green, which represents heaven. The snake is
painted in red, which refers to fire, the kind of material from which Satan has
been created. Satan revolted out of pride and boasted for his race and considered
himself superior to A d a m . H e refused to obey G o d and refused to prostrate
before A d a m , and from that time the idea of racism was born, which is n o w one
of the major problems in the relationship of human beings. A d a m was expelled
from Eden after his disobedience to G o d and had to face the hardships of life on
earth. W h e n he repented and asked God's forgiveness, G o d accepted his
repentance and showed him the way to salvation.
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T h e second painting depicts this idea and its meanings. In this painting A d a m
and E v e are shown in a circle, which symbolises the world, and refers to the
expulsion of A d a m and Eve from heaven to earth. The circle symbolises the earth
and also the ancient Chinese religious belief called Yin and Yang. According to
this belief the world w a s created under the effect of contrasting poles such as
positive and negative, darkness and light, white and black, masculine and
feminine, enjoying the best and most complete balance. The dominant colour in
the painting is ochre, which represents the earthly world.

In the third painting the future destiny of humanity is shown. The painting is
divided into two parts—small and large. The small part depicts the earth which is
painted in dark colours, representing ignorance. The large part depicts the sky
which is painted in gold and light colours, representing awareness. Wings c o m e
out of the dark part and stretch toward the sky. The source of light is drawn in
the shape of a flying circle. The wings symbolise human-kind and the circle
symbolises the divine light, truth and God. This painting depicts the stages of
man's evolution and his ascent from the earth to heaven and to the Creator.

O U R CONTEMPORARY IMAGE (Plate 129)

The astonishing development of science and technology in the present century has
framed humanity. Modern society has been in captivity to this framework and
has forgotten its original values. The domination of science and technology over
people's lives is to such an extent, that it has left not enough space for spirituality
in our hearts. This lack of spirituality has caused other problems in people's
lives, which threaten to drag humanity toward annihilation.

In this painting, I have attempted to give a picture of the existing realities in the
life of the m o d e m h u m a n being. AtfirstI drew a h u m a n figure w h o stands in the
centre, holding a black sign in his hands. The black sign represents darkness
which he is relying on. This darkness seems to have captured our souls today
and is destroying both our life and spirit. I have placed a white sign behind the
figure, implying our carelessness toward light and truth. In other words, w e
have forgotten and turned our backs on G o d and rely on darkness or ignorance.
The h u m a n figure has no limbs and resembles a solid stone, showing our loss of
identity. The left hand has been painted like an artificial machine-like object, to
show the influence of technology on our life and on our spirit.

The foundations of modern capitalist civilisation have been laid on material
issues. At its extreme, anything that cannot be defined within the framework of
science is denied and rejected and in the opinion of s o m e people, the
contemporary h u m a n being is a victim of science. The wide margin of the
painting is indicative of the fact that w e are the captives of science and
knowledge. In this painting I attempted to create a n e w texture, by using m a n y
small and parallel lines. The colours of the painting are monochromatic with
jasper greens and greys creating a suitable coordination with the content.

PL 129. Our Present Image, Oil on Canvas, 1992, 155x120cm.

PRISONER OF THE CLOSED MIND (Plate 130)
At this time, I had decided to create m y paintings in a small size, so I m a d e a
small canvas. This was in deliberate contrast to m y former art practice as a mural
painter. I wanted to m o v e from large public perception of ideas to something
which would allow viewers to have a personal and intimate relationship with the
work. I thought that the square shape would be a suitable form for this subject
matter. First of all, I drew a square in the centre of the canvas, then I drew a
h u m a n figure inside the square, with his form, m o o d and limbs drawn in the
shape of the square. This shows our modern captivity within the framework of
special alienation. Under the present conditions, w h e n our spirituality is
threatened, there is only one w a y of salvation, and that is the destruction of this
framework and boundary that surrounds us. Humankind has to look at these
issues and analyse them from a wider angle, and then draw an initiative plan
according to a sound reasoning and thought for our salvation.

Modern thoughts and beliefs could not help the growth of truth for mankind.
They have focussed on the meeting of our materialistic welfare and comfort.
Today w e are involved in a shortage as far as our spiritual and intellectual needs
are concerned. The m o o d of depression, hopelessness and alienation is obvious
in the face of the humanfigureinside the square in the painting.

I started this painting, by using dark colours on the dark surface of the canvas
and gradually building to lighter colours. The blue and green colours have made
visible the state of mortality in the body. The depression in the eyes as they look
into the darkness, indicates wrong thought. The dark square around the body
represents ignorance about the creation of h u m a n beings. The w a r m colours in
the background are used to highlight the coldness of the body. In fact, the cool
colour of the body has been dissolved in the w a r m colours, which indicates the
gradual melting of humanity and our closed minds.

PL 130, Prisoner of the Closed Mind, Oil on Canvas, 1992, 60x60cm.

METAMORPHOSIS

(Plates 131 & 132)

This painting has been separated into two parts—dark and light. The human-like
figure is walking from the light part towards the dark part of the painting. This is
a representation of h o w s o m e people, w h o do not think about anything except
money, pleasures and sensuality have inclined to inferiority and then lapsed as far
as brutality. T h e body and the face of the human-like figure have been painted
violet with reddish hues to show extra malice and wickedness of spirit.

In this painting, also I have experienced using parallel lines to create a new
texture. The colours of the background are in light and dark blue, which have
caused contrast and increased the heat of the colour of the human-likefigure.The
red colour of the body, in fact, represents the sensual and satanic mentality of the
figure. Alienation has m a d e him blind, so that he is not able to see the light and
the truth. T h e body and head have been changed to unnatural forms like a wild
boar. H e represents a human, w h o is blind in the eyes of both his heart and his
head, so he is not able to see the light of truth. Today humans are killing and
plundering to become more powerful and to reach more materialistic pleasures.
Truly, what kind of civilisation is it that has changed some people such as this,
into devilish creatures?

PL 131, Detail of Metamorphosis.

___

PL 132, Metamorphosis, Oil on Canvasl
1992, 50x50cm.

M O R T A L MECHANISATION

(Plates 133 & 134)

A h u m a n figure is drawn in the centre of the painting. The human figure wears a
worker's uniform to show the labouring nature of today's masses. There is a
wheel in the background, which is one of the first tools that humans invented to
m a k e life more comfortable. The picture of a bolt, which has covered the face of
the h u m a nfigure,represents modern technology. H u m a n beings have invented
tools to m a k e a better and more comfortable life, but as they have developed
technology today, they have been captivated by this machinery. In some ways
they have become a part of it.

Modern society should have been based on solving human needs, whereas it
seems that these have been ignored. H u m a n beings seem to be isolated and
strangers in the world which they have created. They have failed to create a
suitable world for themselves, because they have not had a truly developed
recognition of their o w n true nature.

Therefore, w e should realise the

disproportionate precedence of materialistic science compared to subsistence
science to be one of the unresolved phenomena of human history. While humans
have advanced in materialistic science, they have gone backward in their spiritual
understandings and have become involved in many problems.

The effect of the factory on the physical and emotional moods of labourers in
industrial organisations and institutions has often been ignored. M o d e m industry
has set as the basis, the principle of having the most production at the least
expense, to m a k e the factory owners wealthier Today, people seem to have
turned into machines with the two functions of production and consumption. A s
a result w e are not able to respond correctly to our deepest and most essential
mental and spiritual desires. The h u m a n is n o w acting like a programmed robot
with separable parts—robots programmed by our h u m a n selves, which have
gone out of control by their increasing speed of development.

Today, humans are experiencing a kind of torture and are disillusioned with
modern civilisation. This is a very important point, because 'objection' to it has
increased, especially on the part of the people in industrialised countries, which
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have a higher level of living and generally have access to material benefits.
H u m a n s cannot accept the n e w civilisation, because it provides everything for
them except what they essentially need. A s a result civilisation seems to be
absurd and meaningless.

Never in the history of mankind have there been so many possibilities provided
for people's amusement and never have they been so dissatisfied and
unmotivated. Extraordinary elements of science and technology, space travels
and medical advancement have not provided an effective remedy for the removal
of depression and lack of motivation. H u m a n s are wasting their time, idling with
these complicated playthings. They do not find spiritual and physical peace,
because these advanced possibilities do not provide humanity's spiritual and
physical needs. People are condemned to be a part of the instrument which is
made by themselves.

To express this meaning, a wheel has been shown in the painting. The locality of
the wheel has been designed in a manner to let the viewer feel that it is connected
with the man's body—that the human and his tool have become a n e w machine in
the world of technology. The background is divided into two parts. The upper
part is green and depicts the ancient world of agriculture. The lower part is
brown and depicts the world of modern technology. The h u m a n figure is in
grey, depicting in a w a y the worker and industrial life. The colour of the wheel
and the green colour of the background have been matched—the signs of old
technology. Bright primary colours of yellow and red in the wheel remind us of
the glossiness of n e w technology, contrasted against the grey h u m a n body,
which has lost its definition of character and identity.
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MIRROR OF TRUTH 1 AND 2 (Plates 135 - 138)

When the source of light changes, our faces show different characteristics and
m o o d s of our characters. Usually, w h e n people look at a mirror, if they find
their defects, they react and try to remove them. This gave m e the concept of
using a mirror in m y painting. I thought it would be a good idea to use this
method for showing the dark side of h u m a n beings.

"Mirror of Truth", in fact is an international mythical image and many nations
around the world believe that w e can see the truth about the world and our nature
and personality in this mirror. I think in this modern civilisation the most
important picture that can be seen in the mirror of truth is humanity's indifference
regarding one another's destiny. W e are just viewers of massacres and crimes in
different parts of the world. T h e true face of the modern h u m a n has been
dramatically transformed to his animal personality and as perceived by painters it
can be extremely ugly and horrible.

This painting consists of two separated canvas. In the first painting there is a
h u m a n figure with his back to the viewer looking at a mirror in front of him. His
ears are larger than normal size. His m o o d is like an animal. His tendency is
toward his animal self, and he has become satanic. His hands are tied together at
the back, as he is the captive of Satan's chains.

In this painting I have for the first time used the technique of collage, as I wante
to show the surface of the mirror in the painting in a realistic way. With this
device, the viewers could easily feel themselves to be in place of the personality
in the picture and compare their position with it, so that they might think about
themselves and decide to change by avoiding the tendencies towards the animal
self. In the beginning I w a s going to use an ordinary actual mirror, but in gluing
the actual mirror to the canvas, the clear visibility of its surface faced m e with
some problems. I searched for other means, and I found a substance, which was
light and could be easily glued to the canvas and reflected the images of a mirror
and the picture in an obscure manner in the w a y that I had in mind. A s far as
colour w a s concerned, the substance was in close coordination with the other

PL 135, Detail of The Mirror of Truth 1.

PL 136, The Mirror of Truth 1,
Oil on Canvas, 1993, 146x130cm.

PL 137, Detail of The Mirror of Truth 2.

PL 138, The Mirror of Truth 2,
Oil on Canvas,1993, 146x130cm.

Ill
existing colours in the painting. This painting is divided into two parts—the
upper part which is in blue, light ochre, depicting light and sky—the lower part in
dark violet depicting darkness and ignorance on the earth and in the material
world. The flash, or arrow on the lower right part is pointing down, depicting
the down-fall of h u m a n values in the m o d e m age and civilisation.

In the second painting, the same concept and techniques have been used. In this
painting the animal self of h u m a n beings has been painted in the "Mirror of
Truth" and the picture of a m a n appearing as an animal in the mirror confronts the
viewer with the same feelings he had, w h e n viewing the first painting. The
viewers begin to compare themselves with the image. They are encouraged to
think and at least questions can occupy their minds.
These two painting are complementary to each other and the viewers are given the
opportunity to understand the concept more deeply by looking at both paintings.
I have used dark red colours, for this painting which indicate the devilish nature
of h u m a n beings. W h e n I painted this creature in the centre of the painting, I
glued the same substance around his body, to show that the image is in the
mirror, then I put the plastic material over the whole image, to m a k e it more like
an actual mirror. The arrow in this painting is also depicting the downfall of
h u m a n values.
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FORGOTTEN IDENTITY (Plate 139)
This painting depicts the downfall of human values and the tendency for people to
forget their true selves and identity in the contemporary world. M o d e m people
have to look back and correct their life in the light of past experience, regaining
the values which have been let go. In this painting the image of Leonardo da
Vinci's Mona

Lisa is shown upside-down without facial details. Behind this

image, a cross is bandaged and is also shown upside-down. The painting refers
back to the Renaissance period and the change this period brought in h u m a n
insight and beliefs—the era in which "humanism"flourishedand the concept of
originality was given to people
In the continuation of this trend, human beings have now reached a point where
they do not think about life after death and metaphysical problems and seem to be
thoroughly concerned with the materialistic world. The inverted, bandaged cross
refers to the idea that religion is a neglected and forgotten thing in societies today.
The inverted picture of the Mona Lisa implies the downfall of positive values and
the forgotten status of such ideas in such societies. Her face, without details,
symbolises the lack of identity w e suffer today.
In other words, the modern human is a lost creature, and finds no answer for the
essential questions. W h e n I drew the inverted cross, I thought, it might be
misinterpreted by some people as an attack on Christianity, so to avoid such
misunderstanding, later I have added the device of a church entrance in the
background. This arch form implies that religion still exists in h u m a n societies,
but often only superficially.
The colours of the background are similar to the colours used on the Mona Lisa,
to m a k e a suitable harmony for the whole painting.

"v^l-

PL 139. Forgotten Identity, Oil on Canvas, 1992, 200x104cm
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SECOND EXHIBITION: THE SEARCH FOR IDENTITY

M O R T A L EGOTIST (Plates 140 & 141)
This painting is divided into several geometrical parts. There is a human figure in
the centre of the painting w h o is holding another painting, which is in fact a detail
of a landscape painted by Ivan Shishkeen. This painting represents nature and the
material world. T h e aim of selecting such a painting, which is from a Russian
artist, is to emphasise the materialistic nature of modern thought. This painting
shows that nowadays modern h u m a n beings have solved m a n y of their problems
with nature. This domination over nature has m a d e h u m a n beings become
deluded. This pride, which is prompted by the development of technology has
caused them to be merely concerned with the material world and to deny
spirituality. A s a result, mankind has gone back to a kind of ignorance. This
concept has been shown by placing a black square over the h u m a n figure's face.
His skull is visible through the black square, which shows that the result of such
ignorance is death.
The background is divided into three major parts. Firstly the lower part is painted
in black to show the darkness of materialistic thought. Secondly there is a section
of a large building on the left-hand side, which represents modern civilisation.
This building is similar to a cage and is placed on the ground, which is a mortal
thing. This means that this life will be finally ended and what should be more
important in life is the h u m a n soul. Finally the sky is placed on the right-hand
side and is painted in purple and blue colours symbolising the next life and the
super-natural world, which the human figure is ignoring.

PL 140, Detail of Mortal Egotist.

PL 141, Mortal Egotist, Oil
on Canvas, 1993, 155x120cm.
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VICTIM

(Plates 142 & 143)

This painting depicts the self-destruction of modern humanity. I have used the
image of an ancient sculpture of the h u m a n body in a n e w form—with special
exaggeration—as an image of the modern personality. The amputation of the
arms and legs and the presence of the arrows in thefleshare indicators that w e
are wounded by the destructive thoughts and beliefs that surround us today.
These wrong thoughts have caused the alienation that w e feel, to the extent that
w e have forgotten the positive values of past civilisations.
Today, in spite of the developments in science and technology in our society, we
encounter m a n y problems that baffle our minds. This idea has been alluded to in
the head of the statue, by changing its shape to a cubic form without any features.
The dark glasses are a metaphor for the wrong view and twisted thoughts—in
fact the image looks at the world with dark thoughts and is not able to see the w a y
to the light and truth.
The ignorance and darkness in the modern personality has been indicated by the
black square surrounding the head. I have also drawn a framework around the
body to represent that the being is in captivity to science.
The bloody wars in the twentieth century are still happening only for the aims of
colonialism and the material benefits of people in power to keep their positions,
or rebellious groups to satisfy their rebellious desires. If w e look at the wars of
the current century, which are still happening everywhere throughout the world,
w e will see that the crimes that have been committed by this so-called civilised
h u m a n society—in this short time—might be even more than have happened in
the whole previous history of humanity.
Modern human beings have been wounded, both physically and mentally, and
need help. Intellectuals should pay attention and think about such problems and
try to control and solve them. Otherwise this civilisation will be destroyed soon
by its creators and architects.

PL 142, Detail of Victim.

PL 143, Victim, Oil on Canvas,
1994,124x89cm7
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T O W A R D S ETERNITY

(Plates 144 & 145)

This painting is about the ideal image of human beings sought in all societies,
embodying the concept of the "Perfect H u m a n " . There are two h u m a n figures
standing beside each other in the painting. The figure on the left-hand side,
which is similar to a shadow, represents Satan. Satan has tried, but failed to
catch the h u m a n in his chains. The figure on the right-hand side is, in fact, the
image of the perfect h u m a n being, w h o has been able to deny Satan. Satan has
turned from the viewers and has a chain in his hand, thinking and planning a n e w
conspiracy against h u m a n beings. The perfect h u m a n has a hidden smile on his
lips and he is looking straight at the viewer. This ability to look outward with
such strength symbolises his success over Satan and the forces of evil. T h e
candle in his right hand represents the light and guidance—an indication of his
enlightened m i n d — a n d the clock in his left hand represent time and eternity. The
truth is obvious in his face and he is communicating with the viewers through his
direct and confronting gaze. In some ways, this face is a self-portrait. This does
not m e a n I see myself as the perfect human, but rather it indicates m y wish to
follow this path of right, guided by the light.
There are symbols from various styles of architecture in the background,
representing different religions and thoughts. The column on theright-handside
indicates ancient Greek thought, which still exists and has influenced m o d e m
thought. The buildings in the background represent the n e w civilisation and the
repetitious similarity gives an impression of cells and prisons, which speak to the
viewer of the feeling of being trapped, or in captivity. The arch forms on both
sides represent different religions and the Islimi (Arabesque) on the left arc
indicates the religion of Islam. T h e sky in the middle is the symbol of the
supernatural world.
The green colour used for the human body indicates the feeling of life and being
alive, similar to the colours of nature. The dark colour of Satan's body indicates
his darkness and ignorance. The column and the buildings were painted in ochre,
which represents the earth and the material world.

PL 144, Detail of Towards Eternity.

PL 145, Towards Eternity, Oil on Canvas, 1993, 146x146cm.
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ENLIGHTENED

(Plates 146 & 147)

In this painting, also, I have tried to show another image of the "Perfect Human".
There is a h u m a n figure in the centre of the painting, where his body has been
greatly exaggerated to reach towards the ideal form. The humanfigurehas turned
his back from the building—material world—which indicates a rejection of the
values of modern society and a deliberate turning towards the heavens and
spirituality. The Holy B o o k in his hand represents his beliefs and the source of
guidance for h u m a n beings and hisrighthand is held high, like that of a prophet,
crying to awaken society.
The background is divided into two parts, the sky—the supernatural world—and
the building—modern civilisation and the material world. The building is full of
butterflies, representing people, w h o are in prison in this civilisation—insects
caught in cases. The light is shining from the heart of the h u m a n figure towards
the building, indicating the light of guidance for society. S o m e butterflies are
emerging from the windows of the building, representing people, w h o are trying
to be free from their cages and are flying towards the sky—the supernatural
world—and the sun, which is the symbol of salvation.
The colours are light and have been applied to make a very strong texture in the
painting. T h e violet of the sky is a complementary colour to the yellow in the
building. T h e colour of the human's body is in a beautiful and light blue and
green colour, indicating the spirituality and cleanliness of his soul. The sun in the
sky behind the h u m a nfigure,represents the light and the guidance
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IDENTITY CRISIS (Plates 148 & 149)
Identity Crisis depicts one of the major questions of mankind. Human beings
have always questioned their identity. " A m I an angel, a m I a devil, or a m I a
h u m a n being?" Sometimes humans do things which angels and devils are not able
to do. H u m a n beings are complicated creatures—a combination of both
characters—good and evil. The h u m a n being is the most honoured creature of
Allah (God).
There is a human figure in the centre of the painting. He has a horn and two
wings, which have been painted transparent, indicating both characteristics. This
transparency shows that the horn and the wings are not real and that the identity
of humans is neither devil nor angel, but something higher than both of them,
which is the h u m a n being. The human figure with his wings has some similarity
to the ancient Persian images (Fravahar). H e has put his hands to his face,
confused about his identity. The black square around his body represents the
ignorance of the modern person. Modern h u m a n beings still do not k n o w about
their identity, or have forgotten it.
The background is divided into three parts. The lower part, which is painted in
red indicates the lack of spirituality in human life and the material world. The
building represents contemporary civilisation. The sky, which is in blue-green
represents the spirituality to which w e must strive.

PL 148, Detail of Identity Crisis.

PL 149, Identity Crisis, Oil
on Canvas, 146x146cm.
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R E T U R N T O T H E SELF

(Plates 150 & 151)

Return to the Self was created on the basis of my journey to Mecca in 1994.
Each Moslem, m a n or woman, whose health and circumstance permit, is meant to
make the Hajj—the journey to Mecca—at least once. It was m y first visit to
Mecca and it affected m e deeply. The Islamic Hajj, like great pilgrimages in other
faiths, is an extraordinary spiritual and deeply-feltritual.This sacred journey of
the Hajj gave m e the inspiration to create this painting. The painting is divided
into two major parts.

There are three human figures on the left-hand side, which are in fact the moti
of one character. Once again, the figure is in reality a self-portrait and through
this image seeks to join the particular and personal experience with the overall
concept of obedience to following the path to Allah (God) set by the Prophet
M o h a m m a d (PBUH). One of the representations of the figure has touched his
breast against the holy wall of the Ka'aba (the house of Allah) which is partly
visible in the background and believed to be especially sacred. A second version
of the figure beside him, which is in fact his second motion, is looking to the
right-hand side seriously. His face shows his strong belief and confidence to
continue the next motion. The third form of the figure, representing the final
action, is going to fight with Satan. Although his face is motionless and quiet, to
show his spirituality, he has an intense gaze towards Satan and his motion and
anger are shown in the shape of a horse combined with his body.
There are three rock pillars, symbolising Satan, to which I have also added a
snake—another representation of Satan—circled around one pillar to strengthen
the meaning. The human figure is throwing stones towards the rock pillars and
the snake, which indicates that he rejects Satan and is fighting with his inner
devils to be purified.

There is a copy of a detail of Michelangelo's fresco from the ceiling of the S
Chapel, The Creation of Man, in the top corner of the painting. I have used it to
indicate the meaning of Bey'at (allegiance to Allah). The colours in this painting
are various tones of blue, green, violet and red, each holding a meaning. The
blue and green indicates the purity of this human soul and the dark violet and red
show darkness, violence and impurity.

PL 150, Detail of Retum to the Self.

PL 151, Return to the Self, Oil on Canvas, 1994, 255x155cm.
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THE ASCENSION

(Plate 152)

This was the last painting in this series of my works. I chose a Persian traditional
painting called The Ascension Of The Prophet Mohammad

( P B U H ) from an old

manuscript, to show as an example of the "Perfect H u m a n " for modern h u m a n
beings to emulate.

Firstly, I divided the painting into two unequal parts, and placed my interpretation
of a part of the traditional painting in the lower section. I changed the colours to a
darker tone as a method of focussing the viewers eyes. The image of the Prophet
M o h a m m a d ( P B U H ) w h o is riding a horse has been placed in the centre.
According to the Islamic texts, this horse which has a human-like face was an
angel w h o took the Prophet ( P B U H ) to the sky. I have separated this part from
the rest of the traditional painting to emphasise and focus on the Prophet
( P B U H ) . The angels w h o are offering heavenly food and gifts, surround him
andflyto guide the Prophet ( P B U H ) to heaven.
I have tried to recall my journey to Mecca and use my feelings in this painting, so
I placed a h u m a n figure, w h o is wearing the pilgrim's dress in the upper part of
the painting. O n e of the meanings of the pilgrim's dress, is the wearing of the
Kafan (the shroud for the dead) for the purpose of being ready to start a n e w life.
The h u m a n figure has put his hands on the traditional painting, which indicates
his reliance on the prophet. T h e flame59 around the Prophet's head ( P B U H )
which represents the light and his holiness, has cut the lower part and reached to
the heart of the h u m a n figure. This indicates that his heart has become full of the
divine heat and tight.
I drew a part of a building in the background, which usually represents the
material life in m y paintings. This indicates that the human has turned from all of
his worldly connections and is ready to go into a n e w life. I placed a detail of
Michelangelo's work, The Creation of Man, which I have already used in m y
paintings, to cover his head. This indicates the human connection with his G o d
and the remembrance of his promise with Him. I chose this image from the work
of Michelangelo, not only because of the concept it contains, but because it is
such a well-known image through the international art-world, that the concept is
held universally.
59

Using fire around the head of religious characters has been influenced by Chinese p
during the Mongol period in Iran.
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PL 152, The Ascension, Oil on Canvas, 1995, 200x123cm.
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T h e arrow in theright-handcorner suggests the growth of h u m a n values. I have
painted the arrow transparent to show the spirituality of this growth. It also
means that the viewer has to search for the image, a metaphor for the life-long
search for spirituality. I have placed it on the top of the Earth, to indicate the
human's ascension toward the universe and his creator.
I have divided the painting into different geometrical parts to make a powerful
composition. Setting different colours in suitable places in the painting, also has
helped to reach this composition. The dominant colours are different tones of
blue and green, which are spiritual colours. However I have also used other
necessary colours such as red, yellow, violet and ochre. A s I have mentioned
already, the colours in the lower part have been painted darker than the original
colours in the traditional image to focus the viewer's eye on the selected area,
which is painted lighter in a shade of blue. This blue also has been repeated in
the rectangle in the right upper corner, which connects the two parts visually, and
helps the concept and composition. The flame, around the Prophet M o h a m m a d ' s
head ( P B U H ) which represents the light and his holiness, is painted with orange
and yellow. These colours are the complementary colours of the blue and violet,
which have m a d e a suitable contrast in the painting.
This painting, in fact is a symbolic solution for modern humanity, which
suggests to them to go toward spirituality and to follow religion and religious
characters as a sample of the "Perfect H u m a n Being". This would be the hope
that all different cultures are looking for, which could be the basis for the ideal
society on this earth.
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